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ABSTRACT
BODIES, TECHNOLOGIES, VIRUSES:
MUSIC AND SOCIAL IMMUNITY IN BIO-POP, NEW YORK CITY, 1980s
Maria Murphy
Jairo Moreno
This dissertation analyzes the musical and sonic work of Laurie Anderson, Yoko Ono,
and Karen Finley from the 1980s to demonstrate how these artists participated in a mode
of aesthetic activism that contributed to knowledge production and organization
regarding public health, censorship, pornography, national security, and reproductive
technologies. In particular, I consider biopolitical tensions in New York City during this
period concerning the social stratification of particular bodies defined by the early years
of the AIDS epidemic; the practices and systems of new communication technologies,
such as voice processing techniques in electronic music performance; the censorship and
classification of obscene and pornographic music as determined by the Parents Music
Resource Center under Ronald Reagan’s Presidential Taskforce on the Arts and
Humanities; and the categorization of personhood in the wake of new assisted
reproductive technologies. I argue that Anderson, Ono, and Finley’s performance art and
multimedia repertoire address intersections of social and viral contagion, new
technologies, and political conservatism at both the national level in the United States and
the municipal level in New York City. I analyze the nature of these artists’ interventions
into the social field and consider what is at stake politically in musicking’s participating
in broader logics of immunity and technology.
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Introduction
Bio-Pop: Bodies in Performance

There were unique social, economic, and political conditions that precipitated a particular
mode of activism by artists in the 1980s in New York City (NYC). While the 1970s left
NYC reeling from fiscal crises that practically forced the city into bankruptcy, Wall
Street stockbrokers took advantage of new trading techniques in a volatile and uncertain
market, closing 1980 as one of the most prosperous years in New York Stock Exchange
history.1 The repercussions of infrastructural issues from the 1970s, such as the power
outage lasting over 24 hours in 1977, an ongoing energy crisis over the price of oil, and
transit strikes, continued to afflict the city, and cases of arson and fires disintegrating
abandoned buildings reached unprecedented rates. This instability extended to public
transportation as well. Ridership on the subway system reached a new low, as crimes
frequently took place inside the graffiti-marked cars—so much so that a vigilante group
of volunteer citizens, known as the Guardian Angels, took on the responsibility to patrol
the subway.2 1981 marked a significant year in electoral politics both municipally and
nationally. Ed Koch won a landslide re-election for mayor of NYC, taking the majority of
votes in each of the five boroughs, and Ronald Reagan was inaugurated as the 40th
President of the United States. Shortly following Reagan’s inaugural address, 52

1

Steve Lohr, “1980 A Very Good Wall St. Year,” The New York Times, January 1, 1981,
https://www.nytimes.com/1981/01/01/business/1980-a-very-good-wall-st-year.html.
2
In 1981, photographer Christopher Morris spent six months photographing the New York City subway
system. See Richard Conway, “Grit, Grime and Graffiti: Christopher Morris on the New York Subway,
1981,” Time Magazine, January 22, 2014, http://time.com/3386935/grit-grime-and-graffiti-christophermorris-on-the-new-york-subway-1981/.
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American hostages were released after 444 days in Iran—an international crisis that
plagued Jimmy Carter’s presidency and pushed the technological capacities of the
military and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to the limit.
These issues solicited a protective response to preserve borders between foreign
countries and national interests, healthy and sick bodies, and respectable and deviant
bodies. In 1981, NYC also witnessed the emergence of a new and lethal infectious agent
with an unknown etiology and an unexplained prevalence among sexual minorities,3 a
virus that would eventually be identified as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
the cause of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). The virus would also
establish the 1980s as a time of “great sexual suffering.”4 While this epidemic put
pressure on the need for medical innovations and new approaches to clinical trials, it also
reflected new public forms of viewing bodies from the visual manifestation of
opportunistic infections, such as Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS), to the widespread collective
demonstrations in political arenas. As NYC was only just becoming aware of its public
health crisis with the outbreak of HIV, the broader country was still reeling from the Iran
hostage situation, and anxieties concerning geopolitical nuclear destabilization were
looming. Although the life-and-death stakes were certainly different, this era also saw the
development of assisted reproductive technologies, which became available on the
commercial market, such as in vitro fertilization. Debates about reproduction and modes
3

On July 3rd, 1981, The New York Times published the article “Rare Cancer Seen in 41 Homosexuals,”
which reported the first known case of the syndrome and explained that a rapidly fatal form of cancer had
enabled “viral infections such as herpes, cytomegalovirus and hepatitis B as well as parasitic infections
such as amebiasis and giardiasis” in the bodies of mainly “homosexual men who have had multiple and
frequent sexual encounters with different partners, as many as 10 sexual encounters each night up to four
times a week.” See Lawrence K. Altman, “Rare Cancer Seen in 41 Homosexuals,” New York Times, July 3,
1981, http://www.nytimes.com/1981/07/03/us/rare-cancer-seen-in-41-homosexuals.html.
4
Gayle Rubin, “Afterword to ‘Thinking Sex: Notes for a Radical Theory of the Politics of Sexuality,’” in
Deviations: A Gayle Rubin Reader (Durham: Duke University Press, 2011), 181.
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of sexuality also surfaced in the so-called Feminist Sex Wars, in which the debates
considering the cultural ramifications of pornography were dominating feminist
discourse.
These matters of concern prompted radical reconfigurations of the popular
sensorium with seemingly unprecedented threats to societal well-being, and were
intimately connected to scenes where musicking was the central aesthetic form and most
efficient mode of social congregation. Among these scenes, New York City-based
multimedia performance artists Laurie Anderson (b. 1947), Yoko Ono (b. 1933), and
Karen Finley (b. 1956) inserted themselves into this nexus of bodies and technologies.
Anderson, Ono, and Finley produced pieces which prominently featured their bodies in
complex sonic and conceptual forms and constituted some of their most political
interventions regarding censorship, public health, gender, and sexuality. Such innovative
approaches helped redefine popular music. Indeed, “popular” might not be the best
expression here, for the work of these three figures lies at the confluence of massmediated music, art, and activism in a space that is to some extent removed from
traditional commercial spheres. These actors address the intersections of new
technologies, social and viral contagion, and political conservatism at both the national
level and the municipal level in NYC.
In 1981, Anderson and Ono situated pressing political issues within their musical
work. The failed rescue missions of the Iran hostage crisis, in particular, “Operation
Eagle Claw,” during which helicopters malfunctioned and eight American service
members were killed, became the subject of performance artist Anderson’s multimedia
piece “O Superman.” The piece featured the innovative use of an Eventide Harmonizer, a
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studio processor first released in 1975 with pitch-shifting, delay, and feedback capacities
among other effects, and a vocoder, a speech synthesis encoder, which originated in Bell
research laboratories and developed as a voice encryption military technology.5 The same
year, Ono released “Walking on Thin Ice,” recorded at The Hit Factory recording studio
in NYC. The track thematized political instability in the United States, included
experimentation with multi-tracked vocals, and featured the final recording of her
husband John Lennon before he was murdered outside their NYC apartment in 1980.
These sound technologies participated increasingly in new modes of understanding and
conceiving of bodies throughout the social field, aided by new forms of audiovisual
mediation,6 including vocal and performance techniques that Finley honed when she
moved to NYC in 1983.
Anderson in particular is distinctive in her avant-pop appeal (her mixture of
avant-garde and popular music aesthetics) and her approach to gender non-conforming
personae, political critique, and technics. She partakes in a genealogy of maverick
American experimental female artists alongside Pauline Oliveros, Meredith Monk, and
Maryanne Amacher, among others, but stands apart in her broad popular appeal.
Anderson’s revolutionary work, much of which was created during the early Reagan era,
existed at the intersection of new forms of affect and media, forcefully expressing the

5

On the origins of the vocoder, see Dave Tompkins, How to Wreck a Nice Beach: The Vocoder from
World War II to Hip-Hop, The Machine Speaks (Brooklyn, New York: Melville House Publishing, 2010).
6
For example, the Music Television (MTV) channel was launched in 1981, five years after the arrival of
basic cable television in 1976. MTV provided a platform for music videos, short audio-visual films
accompanying music recordings. Other audio-visual media emerged during this time, including the releases
of the video game Pac-Man and the first IBM Personal Computer (PC), both also in 1981. By 1984, 11% of
American households owned a Videocassette Recorder (VCR), 4% owned an answering machine, and 15%
owned a PC. By 1988, the proportions of households with these devices increased to 57%, 19%, and 25%,
respectively. See Eli Noam, Media Ownership and Concentration in America (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2009), 170.
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way these dimensions were and continue to be instrumental to how we think about the
constitution and distribution of bodies and the modes of communication through which
these processes take place. In the 1980s, Anderson’s work analyzed the vibrant terrain of
the United States including domains such as technology, language, politics, power,
architecture, and memory, with a particular focus on how the relationship between bodily
techniques and technologies is mutually constitutive. Anderson positioned bodies in her
works, provided symptomatic readings and pointed criticism of American culture and
politics, but, significantly, I argue, omitted explicitly engaging with the virus now known
as HIV that was rapidly and wildly impacting New York City.
In the 1970s, Ono’s work appeared alongside and in conversation with the works
of Charlotte Moorman and Allison Knowles, and also among performance artists such as
Carolee Schneemann and Marina Abramović. Ono communicated through a resolutely
activist tone, playfully advocating for the cessation of violence, creating a reciprocal
relationship between audience and performer, and she explored alternative modes of
subjectification in her performance art and through her improvisations with the Plastic
Ono Band.7 Her music has been considered formative for the vocal practices of
Diamanda Galás, Lydia Lunch, and other punk-rock and avant-garde artists.8
Finley is an American performance artist whose provocative and divisive works
have addressed issues of hypermasculinity and sexual violence, female sexuality, bodily

7

For example, see Fly, written and directed by Yoko Ono and John Lennon, featuring Virginia Lust,
premiered 1970, New York City, color film, 25 minutes; Bag Piece, written and performed by Yoko Ono at
the Perpetual Fluxfest, New York City, June 27, 1964, performance art; Yoko Ono, Yoko Ono/Plastic Ono
Band, Reissue, Rykodisc, 1997, compact disc, first released as an LP in 1970 by Apple Records.
Ono, Yoko. Grapefruit. (London: Sphere, 1971); For an explanation of Ono’s improvisational style see
8
See, for example, Robert Palmer, “Yoko Ono Creates State-of-the-Art Pop,” New York Times, October
11, 1985.
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functions and scatology, pornography, and censorship. Finley’s voice has been described
as angry, humorous, hopeful, weary, and wary all in one breath.9 Her performances have
prominently foregrounded the materiality of her body, occasionally appearing nude and
improvising with food and other props. Her performance style typically has featured
unaccompanied monologues, in which she presented detailed accounts of disturbing
experiences as if in a trance. In her work in the 1980s and early 1990s, Finley’s style of
text delivery was often fast-paced and uniform; she rapidly listed off phrases with the
exact same inflection, rocking back and forth as she hurriedly spit out profanities. In the
early stages of her career, Finley’s musical output was limited to the disco-themed
background tracks that provided accompaniment for several of her monologues. In 1987,
however, she produced the album The Truth is Hard to Swallow, which included simple,
but heavily processed backing tracks for her graphic and politically-charged monologues.
In 2013, she presented Written in Sand, a piece compiled from her own writing on the
HIV/AIDS epidemic in the 1980s and 1990s. Finley, whose work I place in the same
creative constellation as Anderson, engaged with the contemporary epidemiology that
Anderson passed over. Her immunitary wager, in short, both complements and critiques
Anderson’s.
Anderson, Ono, and Finley all have taken particular care to elucidate how bodies
are shaped. This is evident in Anderson’s work through the various configurations of
bodies in performance,10 from inviting listeners to use their own bones to resonate with

9

Frank Rizzo, “Finley gets on with her work,” The Milwaukee Sentinel, December 21, 1990.
Before Anderson was referred to as a performance artist, a lot of her performances were deemed “body
art.” See Amelia Jones, Body/Art Performing the Subject (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
1998).
10
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other materials for sonic means, to animating bodies in film as well as onstage, to cloning
versions of herself, the results of which mimic her voice and music.11 Ono has invited
audience members to cut off pieces of her clothing, filmed a series on a population of
buttocks, and recorded the heartbeat of her unborn baby.12 Finley’s work includes her
smearing her body with chocolate, and creating a music video in which she presents her
body in drag or costumes. Through their use of particular music technologies,
performance techniques, and commentary, these artists question the way bodies are
constituted through and by institutional, scientific, and social apparatuses. They also
impact how bodies are formed by affording the capacities of bodies, such as perception,
agency, and sensation, to unlikely entities such as cyborgs, clones, puppets, and viruses.
Bio-Pop and Immunity
This dissertation is about bodies—how they are produced, enacted, and take shape
through technologies, performance techniques, voicings, and hearings. In recent decades,
the body has increasingly become a critical site for rethinking performance, affect,
technology, and sources of knowledge production.13 In musicological thought,

11

Anderson’s piece Handphone Table implicated listeners’ bodies by having the listener place their elbows
along the grooves of a wooden table to transmit the sound through the listener’s bones in order to render the
quiet audio recording audible. For an example of how Anderson uses animation to present different
articulations of her body see O Superman, 1981, produced and performed by Laurie Anderson and directed
by Josh White at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), New York City, August 12 to September 21, 1982,
Warner Bros. Records, 8 mins, color, MoMA Collection object number 471.1982. In 1986, Anderson
appeared alongside her clone in a short film “What you mean we?” on the arts and technology series Alive
from Off Center, which was aired by PBS in 1986. She re-appeared on the show in 1987 to host the
program, along with her clone to co-host. Anderson, Laurie, director and writer. See What you mean we?,
1986, performed by Laurie Anderson and narrated by Spalding Gray, originally produced for television by
the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), 19:51 minutes, color, MoMA Collection object number 488.1986.
12
See Yoko Ono and John Lennon, “Baby’s Heartbeat,” side 2, track 2, on Unfinished Music No. 2: Life
with the Lions, Zapple Label, 1969, LP; Yoko Ono, director, Film No. 4. 1966-1967, 16 mm film, 80
minutes, black-and-white, sound, private collection of Yoko Ono, in Yoko Ono: One Woman Show, 1960–
1971, art exhibition, The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), New York City, May 17–September 7, 2015.
13
See, for example, Brian Massumi, Parables for the Virtual: Movement, Affect, Sensation (Durham, NC:
Duke University Press, 2002); Judith Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself (New York: Fordham

8
scholarship on the body has recently turned toward the relationship between human and
nonhuman musical practices, including computer music, improvisation and actor network
theory, and the electronic mediation of the body in performance.14 The methods and
parameters by which bodies are understood have been intimately connected with
practices of classification, institutional control, and social exclusion across different
distributions and systems of power.15 While such research has enabled new interpretative
strategies of musical performances, it has not taken into account the multimedia
innovations, especially in the later half of the twentieth century, that necessitate a reclassification of the parameters of the human-technical relationship.
The constellation of approaches to and performances of the body and embodiment
through these artist’s techniques and technologies is what I call bio-pop, following Paul
B. Preciado’s reference to the term in his book Testo Junkie when he describes a
photograph of Andy Warhol during a face-lift procedure. Preciado writes that such an
event turned Warhol’s body into a bio-pop object.16 I develop this term through an
analysis of how these actors perform their bodies as bio-pop objects, as material aesthetic

University Press, 2005); Roberto Esposito, Bíos: Biopolitics and Philosophy (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 2008); José Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity (New York:
New York University Press, 2009).
14
See, for example, Jonathan Sterne, The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction (Durham:
Duke University Press, 2003); Bonnie Gordon, “The Castrato Meets the Cyborg,” The Opera Quarterly 27
no. 1 (Winter 2011): 94-121; Benjamin Piekut, Experimentalism Otherwise: the New York Avant-Garde
and Its Limits (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011); Brian Kane, Sound Unseen: Acousmatic
Sound in Theory and Practice (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016); Nina Sun Eidsheim, Sensing
Sound: Singing & Listening as Vibrational Practice (Durham: Duke University Press, 2015).
15
See, for example, Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of Human Sciences (New
York: Vintage Books, 1994); Marcel Mauss, “Techniques of the Body,” Economy and Society 2, no. 1
(1973): 70-88; Bruno Latour, “Why Has Critique Run Out of Steam? From Matters of Fact to Matters of
Concern,” Critical Inquiry (Winter 2004): 225-248; Paul B. Preciado, Testo Junkie: Sex, Drugs, and
Biopolitics in the Pharmacopornographic Era (New York: The Feminist Press at CUNY, 2013); Elizabeth
A. Povinelli, Geontologies: A Requiem to Late Liberalism (Durham: Duke University Press, 2016); Achille
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interrogations of both representational and ontological constructions, constitutions, and
interpretations of the body’s biological properties and capacities, as well as its capacity
for technicity as effected through popular music. I present bio-pop as a paradigmatic
analytic to interpret the aesthetic and political relationship between bodies and
technology.
I define a body, in Foucault’s definition, following Nietzsche’s theorization, as
“the inscribed surface of events (traced by language and dissolved by ideas), the locus of
a dissociated self (adopting the illusion of a substantial unity), and a volume in perpetual
disintegration.” Foucault situates bodies as both constituted and destructed by their
genealogies. He writes, “Genealogy, as an analysis of descent, is thus situated within the
articulation of the body and history. Its task is to expose a body totally imprinted by
history and the process of history’s destruction of the body.”17 I add to this intersection
the dense juncture through which the transfer of institutional, social, and ecological
relationships take shape, as well as the subjects that are produced by these relationships,
thus historicizing this intersection as well as specifying the materiality of this history.
Accordingly, I consider body politics as an assemblage of constitutive components—
affects, media, institutions, processes, materials, gestures, and environments—that
contribute to the formation of bodies.
I also analyze the 1980s through the lens of immunity at the level of the body
concerning the HIV/AIDS epidemic, at the level of social hygiene and public
vulnerability during the Feminist Sex Wars, and at the level of national security, in the
wake of renewed nuclear destabilization and efforts to protect American borders. The
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concept of immunity constitutes a central theoretical component to understanding a
historical mapping of musical actors, New York City, broader national political concerns,
and technobodies.
To think through the concept of immunity, I approach the immunological network
of bodies addressed by Anderson, Ono, and Finley through Roberto Esposito’s writing on
immunity. In particular, I focus on Esposito’s characterization of the paradigm of
immunity through its relationship with community—a relationship through which the two
are mutually constituted. Throughout Immunitas: The Protection and Negation of Life,
Esposito addresses the lexical and etymological properties of immunity that span across
social complexities to show how this historical set of immunitary procedures and
mechanisms form a much broader immunological network. Esposito recognizes
immunity as a concept that spans the whole of the social field as part of legal, political,
and biomedical practices.18 Esposito explains that community is not built around that
which is common but is instead predicated upon an absence or, more precisely, a “nonnegation” around which the community takes shape. Immunity intervenes in the social
process of gift-giving—a practice that characterizes the foundation of community. An
important feature of the immunity paradigm is that it “presupposes the existence of the
ills it is meant to counter”; in fact, it is created in the very encounter with what it opposes
to “outflank” or “neutralize.”19 Esposito says that in order for a community to survive, it
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has to create or inject itself with its own opposite force. Thus, in order to thrive,
communities need to be comprised of these two opposing forces that do not function as a
negation of each other, but rather, interact to neutralize the community. In Esposito’s
characterization of communities, surviving and thriving is actually strengthened—even
necessitated—by the particularities of difference rather than thinking of immunity as
strictly an opposing force. It is through this “radical inversion of immunity in its
communal antinomy”20 that community hosts both the virus and its antidote.
While designating the parameters of the immunological nature of community,
Esposito also offers useful ideas to articulate how bodies are enmeshed in this broader
network:
The body is the most immediate terrain of the relation between politics and life,
because only in the body does life seem protected from what threatens to harm it
and from its own tendency to go beyond itself, to become other than itself. It is as
if life, to preserve itself as such, must be compressed and kept within the confines
of the body. […] By placing the body at the center of politics and the potential for
disease at the center of the body, it makes sickness, on the one hand, the outer
margin from which life must continually distance itself, and, on the other, the
internal fold which dialectically brings it back to itself.21
Esposito identifies the body as a primary site for the intersection of politics and life, but
also points to the contradictory relationship between the body’s susceptibility to illness
and its efforts to define itself against these susceptibilities. Preciado probes the margins
of such categorizations, exploring the articulations of specific bodies while also opening
up the term “body” to consider bodies that are not typically afforded consideration as
such.22 His work is bolstered by Donna Haraway’s writing on the cyborg and immunity.23
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Because of the relations she explores with problems of gender, politics, and late
capitalism, Haraway’s work has been one of the most compelling theorizations about the
cyborg since the 1980s. In her essay “Cyborg Manifesto,” Haraway defines a cyborg as
“a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social reality as
well as creature of fiction.”24 Haraway writes that the immune system is an ambiguous
entity that cannot be located. It is both “everywhere and nowhere” and while its
specificities are random as well as “indefinite, if not infinite,” it is still the mechanism by
which bodily coherence is measured.25 In addition, Haraway argues that military culture
and immune system discourse have a symbiotic relationship, by which the immune
system as a complex biological bodily system is a model for military strategies, which is
also formative for the human, technical, and military constitutive elements of the cyborg
as an ontological compounded entity, comprising what Rosi Braidotti calls a “cruel
political economy.”26 The multitudinous and contested ontology of the cyborg figure
informs my reading of how Anderson and Ono address and envoice various conceptions
of the cyborg as a machine-human hybrid in pieces like Anderson’s “O Superman,” her
clone in What You Mean We?, or an extra-terrestrial in pieces in Ono’s Starpeace, which
use voice processing technologies to produce a sonic constitution of the cyborg.
If, as Esposito suggests, immunity is in part a comparative concept in that it
focuses more on “difference from the condition of others than on the notion of exemption
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itself,”27 Preciado works to break down identity politics by demonstrating how various
industrial, medical, and governmental mechanisms have produced tangible and material
notions of what would otherwise be abstract or conceptual impressions. This work is
essential to comprehend how these artists both contribute to and resist an immunological
paradigm that manages and distributes bodies. I use Preciado’s proposed modes of
analysis in terms of body techniques (gestures, materials, procedures), technologies of
government (air crafts, laser discs, and advancements in communication technologies),
and apparatuses of verification (scientific and medical literature) to consider the modes
by which these artists made their strongest aesthetic-activist interventions.
Technoimmunity
By examining the bodily techniques in the work of Anderson, Finley, and Ono, I
explore how their performances are mutually implicated in technological and
immunological registers. These artists use a diverse range of media in their musical
performances to intervene in the body politic, elucidating how censorship, technological
advancements, public health concerns, and the production of sexuality and gendered
bodies connect across technological developments and mechanisms of immunity. I
address the nature of their interventions into the social field and consider what is at stake
politically in musicking’s participation in these logics of immunity and technology.
The immunity paradigm offers a mode of analysis and a logic with which to
approach contemporary politics. It is characterized by its relationship with community,
which is predicated not on a subscription to a common identity, or as a notion that
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connects particular subjects, but rather “as the Being itself of the relation.”28 Under this
definition of community, which can determine “the rupture of the individual’s identity
protection barriers,” immunity provides a method to “construct such barriers in a
defensive and offensive shape, against any threatening external element.”29 While the
paradigm of immunity claims to protect life, when such protection is exercised in excess,
it stands a chance of negating that which it claims to protect. Indeed, the existence of
such a risk already threatens the protection. The paradigm of immunity “safeguards the
individual and political body [but] is also what impedes its development, and beyond a
certain point risks destroying it.”30
The logic of the immunity paradigm is exposed and processed by the
accomplishments and failures of these three musical actors. They show how various
institutional, governmental, and medical entities operate according to this framework that
undermines the identity and substantiality of what it promises to protect. The State and
civil society, we shall find, entered into a particular immunitary arrangement during the
time I study, rendering threats such as nuclear power, unknown viruses, and social sexual
moral decay as overlapping concerns. The availability, circulation, and contagion of the
aforementioned technologies in their various formations constitute a network of what I
call technoimmunity—a network defined by the intersection of techniques, technologies,
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and immunization, in which the politics of life, not merely biological life itself, but life in
all its modalities, affects, and possible constitutions, is distributed across and becomes the
object of development in the fields of biology, medicine, security, and governance.
The work of Anderson, Finley, and Ono contributes to a particular aesthetic
community of knowledge that, again and again, conflicts with the governmental,
scientific, and corporate communities of knowledge that inform how individuals
experience themselves as part of multiple technical apparatuses. These musical actors
form part of a wider history of immunological artistic production: in the case of
Anderson’s work and the unmistakable evasion of AIDS discourse, immunity becomes
signaled by what it lacks—as a logic of inclusive exclusion; the immunitary significance
of Ono’s work lies in the critique of the intensification of an immunitary defense created
by an imperialist government that seeks out the very violence it claims to contain; and,
while Finley agitates the devices and conditions that foster an immunized social hygiene,
she reveals that limitation and censorship form the basis of a strategy of immunity.
Contexts in Music Studies
Scholarly literature on Anderson, Ono, and Finley has been written mostly by art
and theatre historians.31 In the 1970s, when Anderson’s work began to attract both media
and scholarly attention, much of her creative work related to sculpture while she was a
Fine Arts student at Columbia University. Art historians have recognized Anderson’s
fascination with the concept of the body, citing her as one of the first performers of “body
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art”32 and by considering her work in terms of its presentation of the relationship between
the gendered individual and nature.33 But from a musicological perspective there is a
lingering question as to what genre her work constitutes, if at all: it has been variously
deemed as experimental theater, multi-media art, and performance art for her inventive
use of technology onstage, onscreen, and in recordings.34 The sound worlds that
constitute Anderson’s performances are often characterized as primarily a “mediating”
contribution or merely as an exploration of the faculties of speech.35
More recently, musicologists have begun to focus on Anderson as a figure of
interest concerning her use of sound technologies and what they might mean for other
musicological debates. Carolyn Abbate ended her seminal 2004 article “Music—Drastic
or Gnostic” by enlisting Anderson as evidence of the aporiae regarding hermeneutical
readings of sound. Abbate suggests that Anderson’s performances (in Happiness from
2002, for example) exemplifies the “exceptional phenomenal existence” of music through
the assets and limitations of secret, or insider knowledge that becomes the object of
hermeneutics.36 Abbate explains that, while using a contact microphone on a pair of
glasses that she wore, Anderson produces anatomical sounds that imitate the sound of
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bodies hitting the ground from the World Trade Center on September 11, 2001, captured
in the 2002 documentary 9/11 by Jules and Gedéon Naudet. Abbate, who recognized
other references in Anderson’s piece to the airplane crash into the World Trade Center
towers, writes that these anatomical sounds produced a “musical translation” that reveals
a “hidden signified” that “triggered real terror at that moment in her performance.”
Abbate’s piece addresses how multimedia performances such as Anderson’s speak across
the divide of the drastic/gnostic experience of music, but Abbate’s focus on the
instantaneous experience and registration of sound deprives performance studies from its
capacity to make strong claims about how Anderson’s performances are a complex
imbrication of genealogy, bodies, affects, gestures, and borders. A transductive
explanation of Anderson’s sound production, focusing on the transformation of sound
and media, might help account for the irreducible technicity that makes that sound, in
Abbate’s reductive phenomenology, regardless of whether or not we engage in
hermeneutic exercises or in experiential accounts of attending to Anderson.37 On the
other hand, Susan McClary, writing in the key of hermeneutics (Abbate’s target), focuses
on the formal characteristics of Anderson’s work to argue that in “O Superman,”
Anderson subverted the phallocentric nature of the characteristic teleological form of
Western Art music by omitting a clear climax or high point and release.38 McClary shares
with Abbate an interest in a reductive listening—here animated by a comparative analysis
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vis-à-vis 18th- and 19th-century Western art music tonal procedures—bypassing the
possibility of considering a more distributed sense of musicking that, I argue, constitutes
Anderson’s contribution, both politically and musically.
These approaches are two of the most significant interventions in music studies
that have addressed Anderson in crucial yet very limited aspects. In this project, I read
Anderson as a non-reducible paradigmatic figure for the biopolitical shifts I investigate,
whose technological consideration of the body expands beyond her own corporeality to
other life forms such as clones and cyborgs. She serves as an anchoring function for this
moment of convergence between technology and immunity in both municipal and
national politics and musical production in NYC of which Ono and Finley are a part.
Finley has not garnered significant attention in music studies, in part because
much of her artistic oeuvre has taken shape in the form of monologues, with few
exceptions. While she has been a prominent figure for study in performance and theatre
studies and for cultural critics, as I have cited earlier in this introduction, musicologists
have neglected to examine her music albums or consider her spoken-word pieces in terms
of sound studies. She has, however, occasionally been included in lists of performance
artists alongside Anderson. For example, in The Oxford History of Western Music,
Richard Taruskin makes a brief mention of her in a section about performance art called
“A Feminine Redoubt:”
Performance art, as a site of female self-representation, thus found itself a natural
ally of the feminist movement. Some performance artists espoused an aggressive
feminism. One, Karen Finley (b. 1956), who performed acts of sexual degradation
upon herself such as smearing her nude body with chocolate, became the object of
a fierce controversy in 1990 when the National Endowment for the Arts withdrew
a grant to her at the behest of several enraged congressmen. Others, like
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Anderson, taking a less confrontational but still politically engaged approach,
sought to beguile rather than harangue.39
Taruskin reads Finley’s performance art as aggressive, positioning her as an antagonistic
foil to Anderson’s more palatable approach to communicating political content. That
Taruskin reduces Finley’s artistic output to acts of “sexual degradation,” is indicative of
how music scholars have failed to engage with Finley’s broader oeuvre. While the
controversy involving the National Endowment for the Arts played a significant role in
the interpretation of Finley’s works, her broader musical material and her performative
techniques constitute an important part of her aesthetic activism that have not been
considered in music and sound studies.
Like Finley, Ono has garnered attention in performance and theatre studies, but
her works have also been studied in musicology. As one of the innovators and most wellknown figures of the Fluxus movement, Ono is deeply connected to the methods of
event-music and music-as-performance. Comprehensive studies of Fluxus artists and
their methodologies, as in the case of Anderson, have largely been the focus of art and
theatre critics and historians.40 Musicologists have approached Fluxus in an effort to
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define the properties and perimeters of American Experimentalism, with only cursory
attention to the materiality and sonority of bodies.41 Other music studies on Ono have
considered her music and performance style through the lens of abjection and
embodiment, and her genre-crossing methodologies.42 Vera Mackie has analyzed Ono’s
compositional style as fitting within multiple frames of musical modernism,
postmodernism and the avant-garde, while Bill Martin has attributed her particular style
of experimentalism to her embodied performance style.43
By examining these artists’ multi- and inter-media style of performance, this
dissertation investigates musical inquiry among downtown NYC artists in the 1980s, a
period in which artists were encouraged, in particular by their peers, to free themselves
from limitations of particular media.44 Historically, but also methodologically, this
distributed notion of musicking resonates with recent scholarship on a broadly
understood “experimental” practice. Genre designations and performance practices have
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been politicized and defined against the properties typically afforded to music under the
title of experimentalism.45
The term “assemblage” has been mobilized by scholars as a way to avoid
endowing musical meaning to any one particular influence or creative agency. Georgina
Born’s musical assemblage is characterized by the coherence of music’s persistent forms
of mediations (social, technological, corporeal, discursive).46 Ana María Ochoa Gautier’s
use of the term assemblage (“acoustic assemblage”) takes as its starting point the same
plurality of variables as they contribute to the acoustic, but her definition also relies on
the reciprocal and constitutive relationship of several different “listening entities”
developed through produced and received sound.47 I incorporate a similar approach by
amalgamating several aspects of multimedia cultural production, including audiovisual
materials and sound processing technologies that were not only present during this time
in NYC, but also were prominently cultivating and shaping new parameters for musical
composition and performance. The significance of these repertoires from the 1980s—
their potential meanings and affects—is distributed widely across an assemblage of
various actors: musicians, institutions, processes, and materials.
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This distribution aligns with Manuel De Landa’s notion of the assemblage against
totalities. Borrowing from Deleuze’s notion of the assemblage as a way of understanding
society, De Landa’s use of assemblage theory considers the complexities of social
formations through a changing, heterogenous, and flexible conception of the
contingencies and specificities of the composition of the social field.48 In De Landa’s
configuration, assemblages are unique but not necessarily fixed, meaning that parts of
assemblages can be separated from the whole and “plugged” into another assemblage to
create new interactions while retaining their constitution. Assemblages occur at every
level of society—both small and large-scale—and their components can be material,
expressive, and symbolic.
This notion of assemblage is useful to think through bio-pop and bodies as
presented by Anderson, Ono, and Finley. Their works present a synthesis of many
heterogeneous, technical components of American governance and cultural practices that
constitute a whole through the interaction of these variables. Some of these variables
include: technologies of government such as military strategies, bodily techniques in the
form of communication gestures, private and public sexual practices, and apparatuses of
verification such as pharmaceutical companies and censorship organizations. Anderson,
Ono, and Finley weave many of these elements together to create a messy assemblage of
overlapping parts, addressing issues of risk and immunization in queer, activist, and
artistic communities in NYC in the 1980s. I consider these musical actors and their
performances as individuals, examine how they participate in broader musical and
political networks, and finally, investigate how these components interact to form larger
48
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aggregates of organizations and governing bodies at the municipal and federal levels. By
looking at how these musical actors both contribute to and resist these aggregates, I
address both the exterior and interior relationships and interactions among these
components to define different sets of relations between music, technology, and politics.
Chapter Outline
Chapter one begins in 1981, when the American public became aware of a new
disease, which would later be recognized as HIV. In the early years of the HIV/AIDS
epidemic in the 1980s, AIDS was in the process of being discovered and classified as an
epistemic crisis. Political resistance emerged and converged among several different
communities of knowledge, including artists, activists, and public officials. These actors
engaged in a re-orientation of the epistemological structure of HIV/AIDS prevention,
awareness, and treatment by distinguishing and classifying institutional information
(governmental and non-governmental health organizations) from other forms of
knowledge creation and distribution (artistic and performative). The methods and
strategies by which bodies were marked and defined by this virus were contested across
aesthetic, activist, and governmental organizations. Within the competing network of
information during the early years of the HIV/AIDS epidemic, I consider the political
ethos of silence in both New York’s municipal government and the federal government
under Ronald Reagan. I demonstrate how these governmental approaches to HIV/AIDS
took on silence as a stealthy political operation as well as an overt silencing of people
with HIV/AIDS and their friends, family, and advocates. I argue that Anderson’s
performances of “Difficult Listening” and “Language is a Virus (From Outer Space)”
reveal a perspective not on the HIV/AIDS crisis in particular, but rather on the very types
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of apparatuses of verification and classification and techniques of communication that
were circulating in, around, and through the AIDS crisis in NYC at this time.
The relationship between voice reproduction and the development of new assisted
reproductive technologies that emerged in the 1980s is the subject of chapter two. In vitro
fertilization and embryo transfer became commercially available in the United States in
the early 1980s, and somatic cell nuclear transfer—the cloning process by which Dolly
the Sheep would be conceived in 1996—was in its experimental phase. While anxieties
concerning these new technologies escalated in the popular sensorium, Anderson
explored the phenomenon of cloning in a short musical film called What You Mean We?
in which Anderson consults a design team to clone herself in order to manage her
demanding workload. I investigate Anderson’s technological consideration of the body,
which extends beyond her own corporeality to interrogate the biological and affective
capacities of clones. I consider how Anderson addresses the convergence of reproductive
technologies, the market, and the creation of subjects within this market as participating
in a shift in how voices are heard across the nature/culture binary and how bodies are
governed and even reproduced in the twentieth century. Ultimately, I demonstrate how
her clone’s technologized voice sounds the intersection between biopolitics and
technocapitalism in order to form a critique of how we think about the constitution,
distribution, and classification of bodies and the modes of communication through which
these processes take place.
Chapter three takes up the relationship between pornography, aurality, and the
“moral cleanliness of the social body”49 during the Feminist Sex Wars. Specifically, I
49

Michel Foucault, The History of Sexuality. Volume I: An Introduction, trans. Robert Hurley (New York:
Vintage Books, 1978), 54.
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analyze the taxonomy of vulnerable listening proposed by The Parents’ Music Resource
Center (PMRC), which formed as part of Reagan’s Presidential Task Force on the Arts
and Humanities. The PMRC attempted to address content in popular music that might be
considered inappropriate for children, especially concerning lyrics about sex, violence,
drug and alcohol use, and anti-Christian or satanic sentiment. I show how Finley’s
performance practice questions what constitutes pornographic or obscene artistic
materials to unravel the claims of the PMRC and make a persuasive case for anticensorship feminism. I argue that her work presents an alternative mode of vulnerable
listening from the normative and reductive mode touted by the PMRC, one that was not
predicated on protectionism, risk, and harm for susceptible ears, but an affective vocal
practice intimately connected to the body and based on immunity.
The final chapter re-evaluates national security worries in the late 1980s
concerning ballistic strategic nuclear weapons that embodied new technologies under the
Reagan administration’s Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), a new missile defense system.
During the Cold War, strategies of containment informed much of the United States’
foreign policy, as a method to maintain control and prevent the expansion of communism
and the development of nuclear arms. I analyze Ono’s “Walking On Thin Ice” and “No,
No, No” to establish how her extended vocal techniques substantiated claims about aural
signifiers of Ono’s difference and foreignness. I argue that Ono’s voice provided an
“uncontained” sonic interrogation of the politics of containment, which, under the
Reagan administration, was deployed to enact and define borders, ideas about national
sovereignty, and the regulation of difference in the United States. I consider this
reception of her voice alongside her Starpeace album, which was a direct response
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against Reagan’s SDI, to hear Ono’s voice as an alternative method of theorizing vocal,
bodily, and national sovereignty.
In the epilogue of this dissertation, I consider how Anderson, Finley, and Ono’s
aesthetic-activist wagers are performed through the processes of gathering otherwise
disparate social actors, governing strategies, listening techniques, materials, affects, and
voices. As critics of American governmental, institutional, and military practices, these
artists do not always debunk, but they often assemble.50 I consider Anderson’s more
recent work, “Only an Expert,” (2010) to interrogate taxonomies of expert knowledge
and the provenance of information. I consider how these artists performed, proposed, and
modeled techniques of difficult listening to address a wide range of biological and
political fears. I present their work in contrast with experts and trusted voices of authority
to hear alternative modes of knowledge production through aesthetic activism.
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Chapter 1
The Ethos of Silence: Difficult Listening, Laurie Anderson, and Sonic Action during
the 1980s HIV/AIDS Epidemic

In 1959 American novelist and spoken-word performer William Burroughs published
Naked Lunch—a work with uncanny prescience in predicting the AIDS epidemic.51
Several sections of the work depict, often in graphic terms, the characteristics that would
reflect the conditions of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) caused by the
retrovirus now known as the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV):52
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Throughout this chapter I refer to AIDS and the AIDS epidemic to reflect the historical discourse of the
early 1980s in New York City, when HIV had not yet been identified as the virus that, over time, can cause
AIDS. In contemporary discourse, the preferred terminology is the HIV epidemic as it is understood to be
more inclusive to both people living with HIV (PLHIV) and PLHIV diagnosed with stage 3 HIV infection
or AIDS. See “UNAIDS 2015: Guidance/Terminology Guidelines,” UNAIDS (The Joint United Nations
Program on HIV and AIDS) 2015, accessed May 01, 2017,
http://www.unaids.org/sites/default/files/media_asset/2015_terminology_guidelines_en.pdf.
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As reported in Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Reports (MMWR), the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) outlined a case definition of AIDS in 1982, revised in 1983 and 1985, based on a list of
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criteria (i.e. also diagnosed with AIDS-defining conditions). See CDC, Current Trends Update: Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome — United States, 1981-1988, MMWR, April 14, 1989, 38(14): 229-232,234236, https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00001373.htm. In 1993, the CDC again revised their
classification system to limit the AIDS case definition to those with laboratory evidence of a CD4+ Tlymphocyte count <200 or those diagnosed with an AIDS-defining condition based on an updated list. See
CDC, 1993 Revised Classification System for HIV Infection and Expanded Surveillance Case Definition for
AIDS Among Adolescents and Adults, MMWR, December 25, 1992, 41(51): 961-962
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/00018179.htm. In 2005, CDC required laboratory
confirmation of HIV-positive infection for an AIDS diagnosis in addition to laboratory evidence of a CD4+
T-lymphocyte count <200 or a diagnosis of an AIDS-defining condition, and in 2008 CDC classified AIDS
as stage 3 HIV infection. See CDC, Revised Surveillance Case Definitions for HIV Infection Among Adults,
Adolescents, and Children Aged <18 Months and for HIV Infection and AIDS Among Children Aged 18
Months to <13 Years --- United States, 2008, MMWR, December 5, 2008, 57(RR10): 1-8
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr5710a1.htm. Since 2014, stage 3 HIV infection, or
AIDS, refers to an advanced stage of HIV when CD4+ T-lymphocyte count is persistently depressed based
on laboratory evidence (<200 for people 6 years of age or older, <500 for children 1-5 years old, and <750
for children <1 year old). This updated definition eliminated the requirement to indicate any diagnosis of
opportunistic illnesses (previously referred to as AIDS-defining conditions). See CDC, Revised
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The disease in short arm hath a gimmick for going places unlike certain
unfrozenate viruses who are fated to languish unconsummate in the guts of a tick
or a jungle mosquito, or the saliva of a dying jackal slobbering silver under the
desert moon. And after an initial lesion at the point of infection the disease passes
to the lymph glands of the groin, which swell and burst in suppurating fissures,
drain for days, months, years, a purulent stringy discharge streaked with blood
and putrid lymph. […] Women usually suffer secondary infection of the anus.
Males who resign themselves up for passive intercourse to infected partners, like
weak and soon to be purple-assed baboons, may also nourish a little stranger. […]
Until quite recently there was no satisfactory treatment. “Treatment is
symptomatic”—which means in the trade there is none. […] So, boys, when those
hot licks play over your balls and prick and dart up your ass like an invisible blue
blow torch of orgones,53 in the words of T. J. Watson, Think.54
Twenty-two years after Burroughs’ prophetic writing, the American public became aware
of a new disease, AIDS, which was only later understood to be caused by HIV. On June
5th, 1981 the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) published its Morbidity
and Mortality Weekly Report (MMWR), citing a rare lung infection and severely
weakened immune systems in five young and formerly healthy gay men in Los
Angeles.55 Cases of immunosuppressed young adults (individuals with depleted CD4positive “T-helper” cells) in New York, Los Angeles, and San Francisco with
pneumocystis carinii (a very rare form of pneumonia typically found only in severe cases
of immunodeficiency), pneumonia, and Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS) emerged with increasing

Surveillance Case Definition for HIV Infection — United States, 2014, MMWR, April 11, 2014,
63(RR03):1-10, https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/rr6303a1.htm?s_cid=rr6303a1_e.
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Orgones refers to a concept by Austrian psychoanalyst Wilhelm Reich, which suggests that there is
sexual energy throughout the universe that can be collected into a box for therapeutic uses.
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“Think” refers to a motto from IBM, then-called Computing-Tabulating-Recording Company (CTR)
created by Thomas J. Watson, who encouraged employees to think by taking everything into consideration.
See William S. Burroughs, Naked Lunch, Telling Stories! (London: Harper Perennial, 2008), 37.
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See CDC, Pneumocystis Pheumonia --- Los Angeles, MMWR, June 5, 1981, 30(21): 1-3,
https://www.cdc.gov/mmwr/preview/mmwrhtml/june_5.htm. This is cited as the first official report on the
AIDS epidemic on the U.S Department of Health & Human Services website and listed as the first event on
their “HIV and AIDS Timeline.” See “A Timeline of HIV and AIDS,” U.S. Department of Health &
Human Services 2016, accessed May 01, 2017, https://www.aids.gov/hiv-aids-basics/hiv-aids-101/aidstimeline/.
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frequency, pointing toward the viral nature of the syndrome.56 The language and contexts
that articulated the ostensible causes of the syndrome circulated widely as well. On July
3rd, 1981, The New York Times published the article “Rare Cancer Seen in 41
Homosexuals,” which explained that a rapidly fatal form of cancer had enabled “viral
infections such as herpes, cytomegalovirus (CMV) and hepatitis B as well as parasitic
infections such as amebiasis and giardiasis” in the bodies of mainly “homosexual men
who have had multiple and frequent sexual encounters with different partners, as many as
10 sexual encounters each night up to four times a week.”57
In the early 1980s, New York City (NYC) was still in the process of
“discovering” AIDS as its own epistemic crisis in an attempt to define bodies with this
virus. Within these early years, the AIDS crisis saw political resistance emerge and
converge among several different communities of knowledge. I introduce the term
“communities of knowledge” to re-orient the epistemological structure of AIDS
prevention, awareness, and treatment by distinguishing institutional knowledge
(governmental and non-governmental health organizations) from other forms of
knowledge creation and distribution (artistic and performative). In particular, I identify
communities of artists and activists that are not typically recognized as authorities on
scientific truths but who nonetheless contributed information, counseling, and guidance
to the public concerning AIDS—especially during the early years of the epidemic when
institutional knowledge sources on health failed to do so. Specifically, in examining how
NYC-based performance artist and musician Laurie Anderson’s work both gauged and
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participated in this network of knowledge production, I question the distinctions between
nature/culture, matter/language, and scientific/aesthetic knowledge within this historical
setting. I identify three such communities of knowledge: the New York municipal and
United States federal governments, the media and the market, and activist groups.
First, both the New York municipal government and the federal government were
overwhelmingly silent—actively inactive, one might say—on the issue, failing to
effectively alert the public to this new communicable disease. Second, the media and the
market also took on roles as apparatuses of verification58—as authorities on truth—
confusing the ostensible truth of science and medicine with the industrialization of this
knowledge by pharmaceutical companies. Third, activist groups like the Gay Men’s
Health Crisis (GMHC), The Haitian Coalition on AIDS, and later the AIDS Coalition to
Unleash Power (ACT UP) became experts in understanding AIDS and circulating
information about prevention and drug trials in addition to protesting against profiteering
pharmaceutical companies. People with AIDS and local activists demonstrated that
knowledge is not only or always produced by “high science” and medical models of
research. Their actions and activism show how knowledge is also produced and
distributed through smaller incidents or events against the backdrop of established and
structured sources of information.59 Among these communities, a key distinction emerged
between operations of representation (the discursive practices surrounding the new
epidemic) and operations that I would call ontological (the efforts to establish how the
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On the construction of scientific facts, see Bruno Latour and Steve Woolgar, Laboratory Life: The
Construction of Scientific Facts (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986).
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epidemic acted upon concrete bodies).60 Thus, while to some degree all of these
communities of knowledge endeavored to create a system of public representation for
AIDS and determine the language by which this disease process would be defined, it was
the performative alternatives to these representational models, such as the work by the
GMHC, the Haitian Coalition on AIDS, ACT UP, and other community-based activist
groups that addressed practical issues in clinical trials, healthcare policy, and preventative
measures. 61 These communities of knowledge argued over what was and, even today, is
still at stake in examining the intersection of public health, language, aesthetics, and
activism.
In this chapter, I consider how Anderson’s aesthetic work contributed to debates
during the 1980s concerning the AIDS epidemic in NYC and the United States among
communities of knowledge. I demonstrate how her work operated along the continuum of
representation/ontology, language/matter, action/inaction, and sound/silence with
particular attention to how her performances communicated these politics through the
body and its senses. Alongside and in contrast with Anderson’s interventions, I assess
how Ronald Reagan’s administration as well as various activist organizations contributed
to shaping these debates. Finally, I suggest that the contagion of language through
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AIDSpeak operates in Anderson’s music and operates as a critical commentary on the
politics of AIDS in 1980s America.
Gauging risk with “O Superman”
In 1983, two years after the initial New York Times report on gay men in NYC
diagnosed with AIDS-defining conditions, multi-media artist Laurie Anderson recorded
“Language is a Virus (from Outer Space),” after William Burroughs’ well-known
dictum.62 Anderson’s words after Burroughs are enigmatic: what kind of virus may
language be? And what relation is there between the governmental, market, and activist
approaches to language and the events surrounding the existence and contagion of AIDS?
Recent scholarship has established that the political, sonic, and material elements of
sound, silence, voice, and language are inextricably bound.63 I posit that AIDSpeak (a
political construction of language deployed by activists, politicians, journalists, and
artists) exemplifies how these sonic properties are interconnected and that AIDSpeak in
particular, along with the silence of the Reagan administration regarding AIDS, produced
and separated bodies as healthy or sick, viral or contained, alive or dead. I show how
Anderson’s musical intervention in this network of AIDSpeak participates in the
production of knowledge outside the realm of recognized, expert authorities on public
health during the early years of the AIDS epidemic.
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It is significant to note that Anderson did not explicitly comment on the crisis in
the early 1980s herself, nor did she remark upon how her work might resonate or engage
with the simultaneously growing panic around AIDS and the lack of governmental
support and concern. For an artist whose works are overtly politically, it is curious that
such a glaring absence of a commentary or assessment exists, yet her work ultimately
participated in AIDS discourse by somewhat unusual means. In 1981, the same year that
the first case of AIDS was reported in The New York Times, Anderson released her hit
single “O Superman,” one of her most celebrated and popular productions. The
experimental, multimedia piece, which later was released as a music video, articulated
some of the anxieties over contemporary technological failures that resonates with the
State’s failure to control the contagion of the causative virus of AIDS. The piece has been
recognized by critics and scholars as a commentary on the hostage situation at the
American Embassy in Iran in the years 1979-1981, when several newer technologies,
including helicopters and communication devices, were unsuccessfully deployed during
the failed hostage rescue mission.64 Anderson’s use of a vocoder, a speech coder
developed in the 1930s that filters and resynthesizes the human voice to economize
transmission bandwith, resonated with anxieties over technological failures in the
military efforts to rescue hostages. “O Superman” thematizes the State as a maternal
figure, and aligns electronic, petrochemical, and automatic arms with State supervision.65
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When coupled with a keyboard synthesizer, the vocoder allows input speech to be
harmonized, over Ab major and C minor chords when, in “O Superman,” Anderson
sings: “O Superman. O judge. O Mom and Dad. Mom and Dad.” In the liner notes for
Big Science, the album on which “O Superman” appears, Anderson writes that the album,
“was about technology, size, industrialization, shifting attitudes toward authority, and
individuality. It was sometimes alarmist, picturing the country as a burning building, a
plane crash. Alongside the techno was the apocalyptic. The absurd. The everyday.”66
The song has continued to circulate widely and in uncommon settings to frame
public anxiety regarding the intersection of technological advancements and international
political strife, such as amassing attention again after the Iran-Contra affair in the mid1980s and following the 9/11 attacks in NYC. In 1988, seven years after the initial
release of “O Superman,” the song gained traction in an entirely different setting when
the Italian Health Ministry employed it in a television campaign for AIDS awareness and
education in Italy.67
The Italian Health Ministry AIDS awareness video begins with Anderson’s voice
articulating the consistent repetition of the syllable “ha” on middle C through a pitchshifting Eventide harmonizer (a tool she also uses to character her “voice of authority,”
which I discuss below), which she uses to generate a continuous loop—what she calls
“electronic breathing.”68 The repeated “ha” syllable persists—a static, monotone
articulation with a slight slide upward on the seventh to eighth beat of each concluding
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phrase. A simple diatonic scale passage on synthesizer sounds over the middle C ostinato,
with sequential entrances on Farfisa synthesizer, and flute creating a denser texture.
While an acousmatic voice begins narrating the public service announcement, declaring
that there remains no cure for AIDS, the naked bodies of a man and woman walk toward
one another. While the same musical pattern repeats, the voice delivers the unambiguous
message that you cannot contract AIDS by kissing, from a handshake, or by sharing the
same cutlery. Each clarification is acted out in the black and white video by a man and
woman who kiss, hold hands, sensually drink out of the same martini glass, and share an
olive on a fork. The authoritative voice continues:
AIDS is closer than you think. We should think twice before having occasional
sexual intercourse with different people, and in those cases we should always use
a condom to reduce the risk. AIDS: if you know it, you avoid it; if you know it, it
won’t kill you.
The background music shifts focus to another section of “O Superman” with an
additional layer of Anderson’s voice, manipulated through a vocoder, such as the words
“mom and dad,” the only text from “O Superman” used in this ad.69 The repeated “ha”
syllable persists as an articulated drone while the voice insists:
AIDS is not transmitted by following a normal life as a couple, but it is
transmitted through sexual intercourse with people who are already infected.
Because of this, it is better to avoid occasional sexual intercourse with
anonymous partners; in those cases, try to be protected with a condom. AIDS
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transmits through infected blood: because of this, never use used needles! AIDS:
if you know it, you avoid it. AIDS: if you know it, it won’t kill you.70
The same campaign produced another ad in 1990, which also bolsters its awareness
message by advising its viewers against having multiple sexual partners. However, if you
must have multiple sexual partners, the voice-over counsels, then you should use a
condom to reduce your risk of contracting AIDS. While the 1990 ad is also filmed in
black and white, characters marked by AIDS in this version are identified with a purple
outline around their bodies. Each sexual encounter is visually implied by the appearance
of a purple outline around the newly infected individual as the voice explains:
You can’t see AIDS, but it’s growing. It transmits not only through infected blood
for instance, by sharing the same needle—AIDS also transmits through sexual
intercourse with people who are already infected. This is why the higher the number
of partners you have, the greater your risk; AIDS can grow and infect anyone.
This ad also includes more text from Anderson’s song, featuring the repeated text “mom
and dad” as the final scene of the forty-five second ad shows a presumably unfaithful
husband passing the virus to his wife. While Anderson’s mechanized, continuous “ha”
provides the aural backdrop against the purple contagion of the virus, the voice warns for
a final time: AIDS is closer than you think.71
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In these ads, Anderson’s music gauges the health agenda of a campaign to police
sexual practices. These advertisements illustrate how Anderson’s music was deployed by
a governmental entity to produce a particular view of sexual health in the wake of AIDS.
With only thinly-veiled moralism, the advertisements reinforce heterosexual,
monogamous partnerships as necessary prophylactic measures to avoid contracting AIDS
by conflating drug abuse, same-sex, and multiple-partner sexual encounters as connected,
invariably deviant, and inevitably viral behaviors resulting in social and bodily contagion.
The 1989 and 1990 sonic backdrop of Anderson’s repeated “ha, ha, ha, ha” to gauge the
AIDS epidemic in Italy shares an eerily apposite resonance with the sonic governance of
Reagan’s administration during the early years of the AIDS epidemic.
The Political Sound World of the Reagan Administration
The first several years of the Reagan administration’s participation in AIDS
discourse was marked by silence periodically punctuated by laughter. It was a peculiar
sound in the face of a major crisis. Although cases involving the rapid health decline and
death in young, otherwise healthy men were being documented as early as 1979, the
initial news coverage of the virus did not break until 1981—the same year that Reagan
assumed office as the President of the United States.72 Four years into his presidency,
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which was two years after the CDC officially named the illness AIDS73 and after over
7,239 cases had been documented and over 5,596 reported dead from the disease, Reagan
finally addressed the existence of AIDS publicly.74 While the well-known slogan
SILENCE=DEATH did not emerge until 1987,75 the Reagan administration typified a
political ethos of silence that does not only characterize the lack of public address during
the early years of the epidemic, but also exemplifies a radical level of inaction within the
Reagan administration. It is well known that Reagan did not publicly say “AIDS” until
1985, and that he did not address it as a public concern until 1987, but his communication
failures also extended to his work out of public view, neglecting to speak with the
governmental organizations and leaders who were charged with finding a cure and
treatment for AIDS.
That the Reagan administration adopted this silent ethos for the first several years
of the epidemic is more surprising given that there was congressional interest in breaking
this silence. On August 1 and 2, 1983, for example, the subcommittee of the Committee
on Government Operations released “Federal Response to AIDS: Hearings Before a
Subcommittee of the Committee on Government Operations, House of Representatives,
Ninety-Eighth Congress, first session, August 1 and 2, 1983.”76 Chairman of the
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committee, Ted Weiss, a congressional representative from New York, opened the
session by acknowledging the AIDS epidemic as a “human tragedy,” arguing that “for far
too long [the] collective response, societal as well as governmental, to the crisis was
haphazard and inexcusably slow.” The congressman concluded his statement by
asserting,
[R]umors and misconceptions have unleashed a public panic that diverts attention
from the real needs [and has] been used as an excuse to malign gays and Haitians
and to disregard their fundamental human rights. The best way to counter the
hysteria and prejudice is to provide the public with accurate and timely
information.
The public hearing saw the rise of several intersectional issues, especially
concerning homosexual men and Haitian-American immigrants. Representatives from
these communities voiced frustration regarding the unavailability of timely, concrete
information, a theme that persists throughout the 643-page report. Composer, singer, and
author of How to Have Sex in an Epidemic (1983) Michael Callen, a witness from NYC
who was heavily involved in early AIDS activism, testified to the subcommittee about his
own experience being diagnosed as immune deficient. He characterized the experience as
“waiting around for infections, checking [my]self every morning for Kaposi’s sarcoma
lesions and waiting for information about this disease.” Roger Lyon, a witness from San
Francisco shared a similar experience of awaiting information, arguing that “it is a matter
of day-to-day waiting, waiting for something to happen, living in constant fear that I am
going to wake up one morning to find lesions, waking up finding that I have another
opportunistic infection, cryptospordiosis, possibly Pneumocystis pneumonia.” While the
aforementioned witnesses at the hearing focused on the lack of information available,
others criticized the federal government for its inaction. Stephen Endean, executive
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director of the Gay Rights National Lobby, pointed out the hypocrisy in the Health and
Welfare Secretary’s statement about the crisis being a number one priority, while
simultaneously “fail[ing] to communicate a similar message to its budget offices or to the
Appropriations Committee.” He stated:
the Federal Government’s response to the AIDS crisis thus far remains a cruel
joke. […] It is shocking that it has taken three years for the Federal Government
to begin to take action, shocking in view of the mortality rate, shocking in view
of the media attention the AIDS crisis has received, shocking in view of not only
the deep concern but near hysteria of the American public.
At this time, one-tenth of one percent of the National Institute of Health’s budget was
dedicated to AIDS research, no money was allotted to public education concerning the
disease, and, as Endean also stated, President Reagan was threatening to veto a bill from
both Houses of Congress to provide an additional $12 million for AIDS research within
the next year. Physician Marcus Conant also reprimanded the administration on its
silence and idleness:
The disease, quite simply, is the most lethal infectious killer known to modern
medicine, and it is on a rampage in this country. In the face of this appalling
specter, one would expect the government of the United States, the world’s most
affluent and technically advanced nation, to be sparing no resource in its fight to
stop AIDS. But as a physician and researcher who has worked with this problem
from the beginning, I have to characterize the federal response to AIDS as
bordering on the negligent. I see in my office every day young men who should
be in the prime of life but who instead are wasting away towards an early,
pointless but once-preventable death. They regularly ask me why their own
government does not seem to care if they live or die. The question is not a
rhetorical one. I have no answer for it.
[…] Recently, the administration announced that conquering AIDS is, in the
words of the Secretary of Health and Welfare, the nation’s number one health
priority. We welcome this verbal support, especially after such a long period of
official silence. However, I wish it was being backed up with financial support as
well. The record clearly shows that it is not. […] The failure of the federal
government and the NIH [National Institute of Health] to respond promptly and
forcefully to this crisis is a national disgrace. It has helped the spread of two
epidemics, one of a deadly disease, the other of public hysteria.
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Conant’s account of the State inaction on AIDS included a worrisome acknowledgment
on the State’s immunitary strategy to allow a significant portion of its population to die
without recourse. His sharp critique of the discrepancy between the stated governmental
support of AIDS research and the actual allotted funds for this work gave credence to his
insistence that the AIDS epidemic needed to be addressed and managed by the highest
level of governance.
In addition to urging the government to take the lead in addressing the AIDS crisis
and provide timely information to the public, participants in the hearing also implored the
government to address the wide-spread misinformation creating mass hysteria, fear, and
prejudice against Haitians and homosexuals. Notably, Dr. Jean-Claude Compas, Vice
President of the Haitian Medical Association Abroad, spoke to the rapidly developing
xenophobia towards Haitians across the country and that Haitians living in the United
States who do have AIDS were often undocumented immigrants without any legal status
or healthcare. Although “causative factors and mechanisms of transmission” had not yet
been confirmed, Compas stated. He added:
[H]omosexuals, intravenous drug abusers and hemophiliacs, and one ethnonational community, Haitian immigrants, were labelled as being responsible for
the eruption and the spread of the AIDS outbreak. For the first time in history, a
disease was being attributed to a nationality without clear epidemiologic or
scientific justification.77
77
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Within this public hearing, witnesses gave voice to the concerns of their communities to a
Congress that had largely been immune to the realities of the epidemic in the daily lives
of those living with AIDS, discriminated against for having or being perceived as having
AIDS, and AIDS researchers, who felt obstructed without critical financial support. The
hearing illustrated the parameters by which existing structural divisions of funding
reinforced already stratified communities along race, nationality, and sexual orientation.
Ostensibly, the public hearing alleged an opportunity for those most keenly affected by
the epidemic to situate themselves as political subjects to be heard before the State.
However, despite the State’s effort to devise a space to listen to the anxieties, frustrations,
and pleas for support, the hearing was neatly compartmentalized to represent a range of
communities affected by AIDS; yet, it totalized these voices within a singular petition for
financial assistance without any regard for the racial and sexual politics that informed the
lack of support.
The sound world of the Reagan administration’s response to the AIDS crisis was
not limited to silence and the lack of communication behind the scenes between the
President and those faced with dealing with the consequences of the epidemic. Audio
recordings held at the Reagan Library involving Reagan’s Deputy Press Secretary Larry
Speakes, who served in the role from 1981-1987, revealed an alternative attitude to the
silence of the administration that manifested in the form of laughter.78 Various press

discouraged many hemophiliacs from seeking this treatment. See House of Representatives, Federal
Response to AIDS.
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Dole’s press secretary when he ran with Ford as a Vice President candidate. Speakes eventually became
interim Press Secretary for President Reagan when James Brady was shot during the assassination attempt
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briefings between 1982 and 198579 demonstrate how laughter punctuated Reagan’s silent
response to growing concerns over the virus that seemed to be targeting gay men.80
On October 15, 1982 during a White House press briefing, White House
correspondent journalist Lester Kinsolving asked Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:

Larry, does the President have any reaction to the announcement by the
Center for Disease Control in Atlanta that A-I-D-S is now an epidemic
in over 600 cases?
A-I-D-S? I haven’t got anything on it…
It’s known as “gay plague.” [laughter from press] No. It’s a pretty
serious thing. One in every three people that get this have died and I
wonder if the President was aware of this?
I don’t have it—are you [laughter from press]…do you?
You don’t have it…well I’m relieved to hear that Larry.
Do you? You didn’t answer my question—how do you know?
Does the President—in other words, the White House look on this as a
great joke?
No, I don’t know anything about it, Lester.
Does the President—does anyone in the White House know about this
epidemic, Larry?
I don’t think so—
Nobody knows?
No personal experience here, Lester.
No, I mean, I thought you were keeping—
Doctor. I checked thoroughly with Dr. Ruge [President’s physician] this
morning…and he’s had no, uh… [laughter from the press] No patients
suffered from A-I-D-S or whatever it is…
The President doesn’t have gay plague? Is that what you’re saying or
what?
Nope, didn’t say that.
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Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:

Didn’t say that.
I thought I heard you in the State department over there… Why didn’t
you stay over there? [laughter from the press]
Because I love you, Larry!
Oh, I see…well, I don’t…[press chatter] Let’s don’t put it in those
terms, Lester! [laughter from press]
I retract that!
I hope so.

In another recording of a press briefing on June 13, 1983 Speakes jokes that Kinsolving
has “an abiding interest in […] fairies” and when asked about federal assistance to
address the “AIDS problem,” Speakes asserted that the President had been:
[B]riefed on the AIDS situation a number of months [earlier] in a cabinet meeting
and… [chuckle from press] ordered that higher priority be given to research
matters on it. The Center for Disease Control has also been involved for some
time. The President will continue to be updated. We have recently asked that
twelve million dollars be reprogrammed for research on AIDS. That’s the extent
of the President’s involvement, which has been—
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:

Larry, does the President think it might help if he suggested that the
gays cut down on their cruising?
Told you, didn’t I?! Told you.
I didn’t hear your answer, Larry.
I was just acknowledging your interest in the subject.
You don’t think it wouldn’t help if the gays cut down on their cruising?
We’re researching it. If we come up with any…any uh…research that
sheds some light on whether gays should cruise or not cruise we’ll make
it available to you. [laughter from press]

In a briefing on December 11, 1984, Kinsolving’s frustration emerged when Speakes and
the press pool continued to laugh that Kinsolving was asking yet another question about
AIDS.
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:
Kinsolving:

Is the President concerned about this subject, Larry?
I haven’t heard him express concern—
That seems to have evoked such a jocular reaction here. I, you know—
Is he going to do anything, Larry?
Lester, I haven’t heard him express anything, sorry…
You mean he has no—has expressed no opinion about this epidemic?
No, but I must confess [chuckle] I haven’t asked him about it.
Will you ask him, Larry?
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Speakes:
Another
reporter:
Kinsolving:
Speakes:

Have you been checked?
Is the President going to ban mouth to mouth kissing?
What? Pardon? I didn’t hear your answer
[laughter] Aaahh, it’s hard work. [chuckle] I don’t get paid enough.

The recordings of these press briefings, which are held at the Reagan Presidential Library
in Simi Valley, California, capture the nature of this laughter. Not uncomfortable or
stifled, the laughter in these recordings is full-throated and at times uproarious. Such
laughter provides aural evidence of how the Reagan administration failed to take the
AIDS crisis seriously. These three press briefings over the course of the first three years
of the AIDS epidemic do not merely exemplify the homophobic posture of early AIDS
discourse though, to be sure, they are representative of such an attitude; these interactions
also communicate the sound politics of the Reagan administration’s approach to the
AIDS crisis, defined by the discourse on AIDS and laughter as its primary sound mark.81
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The Great Communicator Breaks his Silence
Although some have speculated that Reagan was first prompted to acknowledge the
existence of AIDS after the death of his friend Rock Hudson,82 Reagan’s first public
acknowledgement of AIDS was the result of a reporter’s question on 17 September 1985
at the president’s news conference about the possibility of “a massive government
research program against AIDS.”83 The President responded:
I have been supporting it for more than 4 years now. It’s been one of the top
priorities with us, and over the last 4 years, and including what we have in the
budget for ‘86, it will amount to over a half a billion dollars that we have
provided for research on AIDS in addition to what I’m sure other medical groups
are doing. And we have $100 million in the budget this year; it’ll be 126 million
next year. So, this is a top priority with us. Yes, there’s no question about the
seriousness of this and the need to find an answer.
Reporter:
If I could follow up, sir. The scientist who talked about this, who does work for
the Government, is in the National Cancer Institute. He was referring to your
program and the increase that you proposed as being not nearly enough at this
stage to go forward and really attack the problem.
President Reagan:

http://www.nytimes.com/1986/07/03/nyregion/liberty-weekend-the-harbor-yachts-and-names-crowd-theharbor.html. Another event concerning Reagan finding humor in AIDS also emerged around this time. An
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dress up so much?’ and Mr. Shultz rejoined: ‘Why don’t we give him AIDS!’ The newspaper said others at
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columnists today, saying ‘I don’t want Qaddafi anywhere in the United States.’” See Associated Press,
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I think with our budgetary constraints and all, it seems to me that $126 million in
a single year for research has got to be something of a vital contribution.84
Following this first public mention of AIDS, Reagan’s lackluster response contributed to
preventing the realities of the disease from resonating in the public consciousness.
Reagan denied every opportunity to ameliorate the public hysteria and mounting
prejudices. For example, when parents in Russiaville, Indiana rallied together to have
Ryan White, a hemophiliac diagnosed with AIDS, expelled from Western Middle School
for fear their children might contract the virus,85 Reagan refused to publicly declare that
AIDS could not be contracted by casual contact.86 He replicated First Lady Nancy
Reagan’s “Just Say No” war-on-drug policies, thus supporting an abstinence-promoting,
moralizing approach in his rhetorical strategy to prevent the distribution of “safe-sex”
materials on the basis that information about AIDS was not “value neutral.”87 He did not
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meet with the Surgeon General until one of his speech writers, Landon Parvin (while
working on the President’s keynote for Elizabeth Taylor’s Americans For AIDS Research
[AMFAR] event in 1987) suggested to the First Lady, Nancy Reagan that the President
should probably at least have a conversation with the Surgeon General before the
speech. 88
The AMFAR speech, the only public intervention Reagan made regarding AIDS
during his entire presidency, included asking the American public to prevent persecution
of people with AIDS, saying “as deadly and dangerous as the AIDS disease is, many of
the fears surrounding it are unfounded.”89 He also expressed his intention to create a
national commission on AIDS, asking “What can we do to defend Americans not infected
with the virus? How can we best care for those who are ill and dying? How do we deal
with a disease that may swamp our health care system?” Reagan insisted that AIDS
education that is based on the “knowledge of values,” claiming, “and wherever you have
self-respect and mutual respect, you don’t have drug abuse and sexual promiscuity, which
of course are the two major causes of AIDS.” He announced that the AIDS virus be
added to the list of contagious diseases for Homeland Security to deny entry at the
educators-accurate-information-aids-crisis. Also, see the Surgeon General’s 1986 report on AIDS that
exemplifies the “Just Say No” policy towards sex as follows: “Single teen-age girls have been warned that
pregnancy and contracting sexually transmitted diseases can be the result of only one act of sexual
intercourse. They have been taught to say NO to drugs! By saying NO to sex and drugs, they can avoid
AIDS which can kill them! The same is true for teenage boys who should also not have rectal intercourse
with other males. It may result in AIDS.” The report summarizes the State’s approach to prevention by
stating that “The most certain way to avoid getting the AIDS virus and to control the AIDS epidemic in the
United States is for individuals to avoid promiscuous sexual practices, to maintain mutually faithful
monogamous sexual relationships and to avoid injecting illicit drugs.” See United States Public Health
Service, Surgeon General’s Report on Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Public Health Service, 1986, http://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/ps/access/NNBBVN.pdf.
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border; finally, he called for mandatory testing to determine the viral capacity of AIDS,
explaining, “I’ve asked the Department of Justice to plan for testing all federal prisoners,
as looking into ways to protect uninfected inmates and their families.”90
While Reagan began his speech by preaching understanding, the policies he cited—
the actual ontological, material interventions—contradicted the notion. The sound
markers of his particular style of vocal delivery in his speeches and the empty character
of some of his promises became the subject of Anderson’s 1989 “Empty Places,” in
which she, using her voice of authority,91 describes Reagan’s primary rhetorical device:
long silences. Anderson begins her description of Reagan by talking about the
relationship between art and politics as exemplified by singers getting into politics (such
as Alice Cooper) and politicians getting into singing. The piece concludes with a satirical
version of “Streets of Laredo,” also known as “Cowboy’s Lament,” in which Anderson
performs as both the voice of authority, harkening to Reagan, and a trio of backup singers
through a harmonizer to describe how the West was won. Anderson argues that Reagan’s
speeches, like those of some other (in)famous politicians, are not speeches at all, but
quite sophisticated musical compositions.
On the topic of singing politicians and singing politics, Anderson describes how,
when Reagan wanted to make a point he would lean right into the mic and get
softer and softer until he was talking like this. And the more important it was the
softer and the more intimate it would get. With lots…… and..….. lots……
of……pauses. Like he was trying to remember something that happened a long
90
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time ago, but he could never really quite put his finger on it. And when he talked
he was singing to you. And what he was singing was: ‘When You Wish Upon a
Star.’”92
Reagan’s rhetorical strategies, musical pauses, and “beautifully vibratory voice” are
evidence of what Brian Massumi calls Reagan’s embodied abstraction.93 Massumi argues
that the power of Reagan’s voice was affective through its “embodiment of an
asignifying intensity doubling his every actual move and phrase, following him like the
shadow of a mime.”94 Massumi asserts that Reagan’s voice and rhetorical strategies
operationalized his incipience, making his otherwise empty political interventions seem
coherent and substantial: “by technologies of image transmission [that were] then relayed
by apparatuses such as the family or the church or the school or the chamber of
commerce, which in conjunction with the media acted as part of the nervous system of a
new and frighteningly reactive body politic.” Anderson mimics the soft, resonant
whispers and prolonged pauses—Reagan’s affective tools that engaged listeners and, as
Massumi suggests, could mean “so many things to so many people.”95 Reagan’s voice of
authority successfully substituted a resonant timbre, prolonged silences, and confident
tenor for political mobility. To be sure, the silent governing techniques of Reagan’s voice
of authority constituted very difficult listening for those affected by AIDS. However, in
mimicking Reagan’s affective vocal techniques, Anderson isolates and draws attention to
the affective and aesthetic power of Reagan’s rhetoric.
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Municipal Politics and the AIDS Epidemic
Silence as a political ethos took on a very different role in NYC, the frontline of the
epidemic, under the governance of Mayor Edward Koch. In her book The Gentrification
of the Mind: Witness to a Lost Imagination, Sarah Schulman makes the claim that AIDS
propelled the onslaught of gentrification in NYC at an unprecedented rate. She argues
that “[c]ities and neighborhoods with high AIDS rates have experienced profound
gentrification,”96 and calls this historical moment a “tragic example of historic
coincidence…in the middle of this process of converting low-income housing into
housing for the wealthy, in 1981 to be precise, the AIDS epidemic began.”97
Throughout Koch’s tenure as mayor, constituents—gay activists in particular—
implored the Mayor to speak out on what many perceived as his complicated, closeted
experience as a gay man. Although he never came out as homosexual, it was widely
believed by media and constituents that Koch was gay. Speculation about Koch’s alleged
homosexual orientation did not subside after his death; as one journalist suggested on the
topic of Koch never “coming out,” Mary Elizabeth Williams wrote, “on the one matter
that could have changed so much for so many […] Edward Irving Koch, the brash,
outspoken former mayor who was never at a loss for words, went through his life as he
ultimately went to his death. Silent.”98 The persistent silence that afflicted Koch and how
he dealt with his sexual orientation manifested in a gradual change in policy concerns
over the course of his career, in particular, concerning the rights of sexual minorities.
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Koch, who was a Congressman from Greenwich Village during the Stonewall
riots of 1969 and had a history of performing pro bono work for the ACLU, won his 1978
mayoral title on a platform that included policies on gay rights such as a bill to prevent
gay discrimination in the work place, but his reputation as a supporter of gay rights
dwindled throughout his twelve years in office as his policies and image became
increasingly pragmatic and conservative. Koch embraced pro-development policies,
implementing austerity measures, and gentrification as part of a much broader effort to
rehabilitate the fiscal integrity of the city. From 1977 onward, Koch distanced himself
from the gay community and becoming increasingly paranoid amidst claims he was
gay.99 All these factors complicated how Koch approached the AIDS crisis in NYC even
given his political history, which indicated that he would continue to be an advocate for
the gay community.
According to David France, director of the documentary How to Survive a
Plague, NYC spent only $24,500 on AIDS research, education, and support by 1983.100
In the first year of the epidemic, when Kaposi’s sarcoma was the most well-known
manifestation of the disease, David Sencer, the Commissioner of Health of the City of
New York (1981-1985), declined to ask city council for additional funding. At the time,
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the city was trying to balance its 1982 fiscal year budget. In 1982 Sencer focused his
office’s efforts on hosting meetings among health officials to collect preliminary
information that the department of health could “provide with no budgetary impact.”101
Under Koch, balancing the budget took precedence over financially supporting efforts to
curb the epidemic in the city.102 Koch was further criticized by the GMHC for not being
willing to meet with them publicly. Koch’s defining slogan “How’m I doin’?” as a tool to
take the temperature of public opinion concerning his time in office quickly became the
subject of posters that juxtaposed his signature expression with tallies of how many
people had died of AIDS: “10,000 New York City AIDS Deaths. How’m I Doin’?” By
the time he left office in 1989, over 30,000 people had been diagnosed with AIDS in
NYC alone.
Throughout Koch’s tenure, a large portion of NYC was bombarded with illness,
visually manifested as Kaposi’s sarcoma on the bodies of those affected, while
simultaneously the city underwent a major overhaul in terms of infrastructure and the
privatization of public space. The city, with its newly-developed neighborhoods,
revamped parks, and proliferation of ostensible markers of progress (in the form of
multiplying capitalist enterprises), was thriving. In the frame of production and
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development, the city was increasingly healthy and sanitized—not only aesthetically but
financially. A cure for the imminent possibility of bankruptcy that threatened the city
during the 1970s was within reach. It was Koch’s pragmatic approach to governance with
a focus on the infrastructural and financial well-being of the city—where public spaces
were privatized, real-estate development was heavily subsidized, and gentrification
abounded—that ultimately brought about financial stability for the municipality at the
expense of social and economic equality.103 Visually, the city appeared to be doing well,
but the expansion of development projects engendered only a superficial gloss over the
social inequalities that multiplied under these conditions.
Coalition Politics and Grassroots Organizing

Figure 1.1 Protest at the National Institute of Health calling for funding for AIDS
research over Reagan’s proposed missile defense system.104
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Throughout the course of the 1980s AIDS epidemic in the United States, a
network of actors attempted to develop policy and conduct clinical research, both within
the context of public health and within the marketplace. These organizations included
governmental groups such as the CDC and the FDA, and non-governmental entities like
the American Medical Association (AMA), as well as a number of private
pharmaceutical companies. Many of these organizations were reticent to circulate
information about AIDS because reliable knowledge was difficult to discern during the
slow medical and government response to the onslaught of cases and the virus’s rapid
disease process. The AMA, for example, formalized permissible silence as part of their
approach to the virus; they contended that ethical principles permitted a healthcare
provider to refuse care without proposing how patients with opportunistic infections from
a compromised immune system would be provided for under these ethical standards.105
Both the pharmaceutical industry and governmental health organizations’ response to
AIDS was tentative, even after 1983 and 1984, when French and American scientists
discovered HIV as the causative virus for AIDS.106 This lackluster response is also
representative of the slow-moving industry itself rather than only the participants’
disinterest in finding a treatment for this disease.
The timeline of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) actions
demonstrate the inertia of this process. It was not until 1985 that the FDA licensed the
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first commercial antibody sensitive blood test, which could detect HIV antibodies in
blood. Nearly two years later, on March 19, 1987, the FDA approved its first
antiretroviral drug to treat HIV and AIDS, called Azidothymidine (AZT). Comparatively,
processes for screening blood and plasma were developed rapidly, published in 1984 and
incorporated into practice in 1985 as a means to diagnose and prevent HIV and AIDS. By
the end of 1985, The U.S. Public Health Service had issued its first recommendations for
preventing HIV transmission from mother to child. As these strategies suggest, efforts to
stop the spread of the disease (screening and prevention) took precedence over the
imminent threat facing those already afflicted with the virus (treatment and care).
Accordingly, the pressing labor of care and treatment fell to other “undisciplined”
communities of knowledge. 107
Activist communities took up the torch early on, intervening in these
governmental structures and medical apparatuses, calling for access to drugs,
information, and support. They provided timely and relevant information on preventative
measures, expectations on prognosis and disease course, counseling and “buddy”
services, and strategies for acquiring medical care. When AIDS was discovered, within
months, the notion that condoms were the best prophylactic measure to prevent the
spread of the disease was widely adopted by activists. These activists diffused some of
the rhetoric that blamed promiscuity and general sexual deviance as the root cause of
AIDS. While Reagan insisted that information concerning AIDS was not “value neutral”
and was therefore not necessarily socially acceptable to make such information available,
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AIDS activists produced materials to educate the public (safer sex pamphlets,
informational zines) and hosted community gatherings and fundraisers for those affected
by the epidemic. While the pharmaceutical market, government health organizations,
non-government health organizations, the beltway press, and the arbiters of public
opinion fought over how to define the disease and explain and produce the subjectivities
of people with AIDS, activists intervened in these governmental structures and medical
apparatuses, calling for access to drugs, information, and support. The Haitian Coalition
on AIDS, for example, conducted immunologic studies with Downstate Medical Center,
educated the population, provided essential items such as food and money to procure
expensive medications, and protested discriminatory immigration practices on the basis
of AIDS diagnosis. The Latino caucus of ACT UP—New York worked in solidarity to
subvert increased targeted surveillance of people of color organizing demonstrations.108
Activists, educators, and advocates also instigated new relationship modes between
power and pleasure. For example, the GMHC circulated a series of erotic films which
included safe sex practices, neatly incorporated into the narratives. In the 1990s, Liddell
Jackson opened Jacks of Color, a play on New York Jacks, which was an existing sex
club that catered to an almost exclusively white population. Jacks of Color was a monthly
sex party, which created a welcoming environment to practice safe sex and facilitate
solidarity among queer men of color.109
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These activists became experts on every aspect of the epidemic. One activist from
the organization New York’s People with AIDS Health Group characterized their work:
“In the absence of adequate healthcare we have learned to become our own clinicians,
researchers, lobbyists, drug smugglers, pharmacists. We have our own libraries,
newspapers, drugstores, and laboratories.”110 Activists hosted community gatherings and
fundraisers for those affected by the epidemic.111 By combining educational materials
with the precept that sex—even sex with condoms—should be pleasurable, activists reinvented a political claim that was one of the tenets of gay liberation—that “pleasure was
a step toward health.”112 These activists asserted themselves as imperative components to
devise and implement drug trials to determine the FDA length of testing and pointing out
the multi-faceted concerns of communities affected by AIDS. Activists also led the
charge to take ownership of the language that dominated the discourse on AIDS.
AIDSpeak: The Language of the Virus
In his opening chapter to We Have Never Been Modern, Bruno Latour delineates
the network of fictions that comprise the nature/culture divide in the ostensibly modern
world using the example of AIDS. Cutting across the organizational categories of his
daily newspaper (Economy, Politics, Science, Books, Culture, Religion and Local
Events), AIDS, Latour writes,
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takes you from sex to the unconscious, then to Africa, tissue cultures, DNA and
San Francisco, but the analysts, thinkers, journalists and decision-makers will
slice the delicate network traced by the virus for you into tidy compartments
where you will find only science, only economy, only social phenomena, only
local news, only sentiment, only sex.113
In this example, the newspaper sketches a cartography of society that churns up issues of
biology, nature, society, and culture while insisting on their separation. While these
modern practices of translation and purification are predicated on cleanly dividing the
world between two preexistent poles called “nature” and “society,” it is AIDS that
defines the impossibility of this binary in Latour’s example. The discussion of AIDS in
the newspaper operates on the foundation of a double language that simultaneously
claims a separation between nature and society while grounding one in the other. As a
linguistic construction, AIDS is “thought to transmit preexisting ideas and represent realworld entities and yet, in fact [does] neither”;114 instead, AIDS distributes itself across
signifying boundaries, defying the medically contained notion of an infectious disease
and accumulating an “epidemic of meanings, definitions, and attribution [to create a]
parallel epidemic of signification.”115 The language of AIDS generates a site where
science performs interpretation and marks where the languages of materiality and
discourse intersect. Latour’s analysis of the language of AIDS also exemplifies what San
Francisco Chronicle reporter Randy Shilts refers to as AIDSpeak: a viral, multi-faceted
linguistic construction that circulated widely during the epidemic, defining subjects and
bodies.
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In his New York Times bestselling book And the Band Played On: Politics, People,
and the AIDS Epidemic, Shilts defines AIDSpeak as “a new language forged by public
health officials, anxious gay politicians, and the burgeoning ranks of ‘AIDS activists,’”
which he critiques and claims helped facilitate the deaths of people with AIDS.116 Shilts
pinpoints the emergence of AIDSpeak in his discussion of the Department of Public
Health in June 1983, when Melvyn Silverman, Director of Health in San Francisco,
struggled with the appropriate messaging for the department’s official AIDS poster at the
time—with the general messages of “[r]educe your number of sexual partners, reduce
your drug use, use condoms every time.”117 Reporter Barbara Taylor of KCBS radio
pressed Silverman on this line of messaging:
Dr. Silverman, this poster says people should have fewer sexual partners. Does that
mean that if somebody had ten sexual partners a week last year and that they can
cut down to five sexual partners a week now and they won’t get AIDS? […] [I]t
says on the poster that people should limit their use of recreational drugs. Does that
mean that if somebody was shooting up, say, three times a week, that they’d be safe
from AIDS if they shot up just once a month? You’re not saying not to use
recreational drugs; you say limit your use of drugs.118
Shilts credits the motivation to avoid offending the homosexual community as the
foundation on which AIDSpeak developed. AIDSpeak, Shilts argues, is a “political
tongue,” a “language of good intentions” but also a “language of death” that distorts the
truth and risks lives in an effort to be politically correct, citing the insistence on replacing
the designation “victim” with “people with AIDS” as an example. 119 One of the early and
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most influential manifestations of AIDSpeak was “The Denver Principles,” written in
1983 by the advisory committee of the National Association of People with AIDS
(formed in 1983) as a resource—a set of recommendations and rights for People With
AIDS (PWA). The Denver Principles begins by determining appropriate language in the
PWA self-empowerment movement:
We condemn attempts to label us as “victims,” a term which implies defeat, and
we are only occasionally “patients,” a term which implies passivity, helplessness,
and dependence upon the care of others. We are “People With AIDS.”120
While the document proceeds to list recommendations for the public as well as delineate
the rights of PWA, the emphasis on self-labeling as a mode of self-empowerment at the
top of the document situates language in a politically prominent position. The principles
asserted that the knowledge and opinions of PWA should hold substantial weight in
determining testing, treatment, and care of PWA. Several authors and activists have
criticized Shilts for his revisionist take on the language of AIDS in the early years of the
epidemic before his book was released. Perhaps most vociferously is Douglas Crimp
who, in his seminal 1987 article “How to Have Promiscuity in an Epidemic,” wrote about
his “great shock” in reading Shilts’ work in 1987 “after six years of headlines about ‘the
gay plague’ and the railing of moralists about God’s punishment for sodomy, or, more
recently, statements such as ‘AIDS is no longer just a gay disease.’”121 While Shilts
criticizes the activists who tried to construct language to better articulate their rights and
causes, Crimp argues that AIDSpeak is in fact the language Shilts among others (I would
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venture to include President Reagan and his press secretary Larry Speakes) used to shame
PWA. In Crimp’s estimation, the very notion of AIDSpeak was entirely predicated upon
stigma and intolerance.122 Indeed, AIDSpeak in Crimp’s definition manifested in the
public imaginary as Haitians were vehemently mistakenly identified as conveyors of
AIDS to the United States123 and as intravenous drug users were categorized by sexual
orientation.124 And while activists produced vast quantities of helpful, informative, and
necessary materials, some of the most vocal activists also adopted some of the polemical
language of Larry Kramer and Shilts.125 Often identified as a “gaycon”126 for pushing the
gay conservatism movement in the late 1980s and 1990s, Shilts used his own brand of
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AIDSpeak that pointed to “excessive promiscuity” and “lifestyle choices”127 as the true
causes of AIDS. In what remains of this chapter I suggest various ways in this language
contagion, in the form of various models of AIDSpeak, operates in Anderson’s music and
propose a way to amplify her commentary on this crucial issue.
AIDSpeak, Burroughs, and Anderson
The 1970s and 1980s saw the development of Anderson’s relationship with
Burroughs. They met in 1978 at the Nova Convention, a three-day conference celebration
of Burroughs’ work.128 It was also the first time Anderson used a filter to alter her voice,
which she defines in immunitary terms:
this is a digital filter that I tuned to drop the pitch of my voice so that I sounded
like a man. The machismo surrounding Burroughs was thick and this filter was
my weapon, my defense. It was the first time I used an audio mask and being in
drag was thrilling.129
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In 1981, Anderson and Burroughs produced You’re the Guy I Want to Share My Money
With, a spoken-word tour in collaboration with John Giorno.130 In 1983, Burroughs read
the lyrics of “Sharkey’s Night” on Anderson’s Mister Heartbreak album; he also
appeared briefly in Anderson’s live performance of the same song in her staged concert
production Home of the Brave in 1986, performed in Union City, New Jersey in July,
1985.131 In this concert, Anderson performed a theatrical rendition of “Language is a
Virus (from Outer Space),” (first recorded in February 1983) at the Brooklyn Academy of
Music for her album United States Live (1984).132 The song speaks to the politics of
language within the network of information surrounding AIDS, with various stakeholders
arrogating language to their objectives. Anderson’s “Language is a Virus (From Outer
Space)” is a smaller event that reveals a perspective not on the AIDS crisis in particular,
but rather on the very types of bodily techniques, apparatuses of verification, and
technologies of government that are circulating in, around, and through the AIDS crisis in
NYC at this time.
In a dramatized interview as part of a made for TV short film, Anderson elaborates
on the communicable virality of language:
Now this is a very strange thing for a writer to say, that language is a disease
communicable by mouth, but it’s also a very suspicious and a very Buddhist thing
to say as well. In Buddhist thought there’s the thing and there’s the name of the
thing, and that’s really one thing too many because sometimes you think if you
hear a word that you understand it, but all you’re doing is hearing it, so language
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is a trick.133
Anderson’s characteristically alluring but perplexing musings take language to task in
this explanation. Disputing the notion that one can wrestle a word into comprehension by
hearing it alone, Anderson calls language both a disease communicable by mouth and a
trick. To be sure, the AIDS epidemic in NYC in the 1980s saw this very type of language
contagion point blame at Haitian immigrants, intravenous drug users, gay bath houses,
“unclean prostitutes,” promiscuity, and anal sex. This phenomenon of contagious
language, which sits at the “crossroads of biology, law, politics, and communication,”134
is the subject of Anderson’s song “Language is a Virus (From Outer Space).”
Here I focus on the filmed live performance of “Language is a Virus” from
Anderson’s 1986 concert Home of the Brave.135 In this performance, Anderson introduces
the song with an excerpt called “Difficult Listening.” Wearing a piano keyboard tie, she
mimes playing a little melody down her chest, and tells the audience that they are in for
some “difficult listening” using the Eventide Harmonizer’s pitch-shifting effect to change
her voice. “Difficult Listening” highlights Anderson’s characteristic “voice of authority”
through the harmonizer, and its frequent use of pauses is similar to Anderson’s “Empty
Places” performance in which she characterizes Reagan’s style of speech. In the piece,
Anderson speaks through the harmonizer, saying, “Good evening. Welcome to Difficult
Listening Hour. The spot on your dial for that relentless and impenetrable sound of
Difficult Music.” Anderson records the final unvoiced, plosive consonant “k” in music to
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create a loop through the harmonizer as she asks the audience to prepare themselves for
some difficult music. As she rocks back and forth on her heels, Anderson stops the initial
“k” loop and records another as she utters “ooh-la,” which she subsequently manipulates
through the harmonizer, reversing the loop and playing it at half speed. Over this backing
loop, Anderson recounts a winding, obscure narrative about finding an uninvited guest in
her house who had some unexpected wisdom to share with her. Anderson quotes the
expression from the uninvited guest, saying, “language is a virus from outer space, and
hearing your name is better than seeing your face.” On the final word, “face,” Anderson
stops the backing track and uses a scatter effect.
This final line before Anderson performs “Language is a Virus (From Outer
Space)” addresses the contested relationship between difficult listening and viral
language, which converged at every level of government during the AIDS crisis of the
1980s as public officials adopted a political ethos of silence. While Reagan and Koch
refused to meet face to face with those most deeply affected by the AIDS epidemic, the
names of people who had died of AIDS-related causes were listened to as they were read
aloud at local activist meetings and demonstrations,136 sewn into quilts through the
NAMES project, and mourned in obituaries, in eulogies and among friends and families.
These modes of difficult listening demonstrate how the State’s silence as a mode of
governance failed to both inscribe and represent, but also allude to Anderson’s pseudoBuddhist musings on the trickery of representation by language and its distribution or
contagion.
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“Difficult Listening” leads immediately into Anderson’s performance of “Language
is a Virus (From Outer Space).” The performance begins with her characteristic
articulatory style—soft-spoken, smooth, and constant, like speaking-singing, with
frequent pauses. Her clear enunciation often hovers over certain vowel sounds and
elongates the consonants at the end of phrases. She starts the song with the declaration:
“Paradise is exactly like where you are right now only much, much better.” The content
of the song then provides a list of scenarios in which language misfires. Such examples
include trying to tell someone how you feel, but that person thinks you are just practicing
for a performance; or how language can misrepresent or miscommunicate the veracity of
a statement presented as truth, failing to harness the illocutionary force of an
exclamation137; or mismatching an action with the intended meaning behind a statement
like “I love you.”
Throughout Anderson’s performance, each letter of the alphabet is projected on the
screen with terms that address how bodies are managed. These terms describe
apparatuses of verification on medical and/or visual truth, such as the X-Ray, F-stop,138
and blood type (O-type);139 technologies of government such as the C-Note (the hundred
dollar bill), the G-Men (slang term for a Federal Bureau of Investigation Agent), H bomb
(the hydrogen bomb), and the K-ration (World War II food ration); and, techniques of the
body such as the V-sign (the peace sign) and ZZZ (sleep):
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

FRAME
FLICK
NOTE
DAY
COLI
STOP
MEN
BOMB
BEAM

J
K
L
M
N
O
P
Q
R

WALK
RATIONS
SHAPE
C2
YC
TYPE
COAT
TIP
SVP

S
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

CURVE
SHIRT
BOAT
SIGN
WII
RAY
ME?
ZZZ

By assembling these seemingly disconnected techniques, technologies, and apparatuses,
Anderson not only shows how the world is mutually constituted by governmental
technologies, apparatuses of verification, and techniques of the body, but also makes an
intervention into how these tools and techniques have shaped the social realities of the
1980s. With language as a composing agent in a sonic network of neglectful and
damaging silence, misinformation, and all forms of AIDSpeak, Anderson employs many
of Reagan’s affective tools to instead contribute to the production of knowledge that
reveals how language attempts to represent and account for contagion.
At the end of the piece, the stage abruptly goes dark, with the exception of a
spotlight on Anderson. With contact microphones placed on the sunglasses she is
wearing, Anderson begins to knock on the side of her skull.140 As she beats out the
rhythmic pattern, the anatomical sounds of her head emanate loudly and deeply through
the tiny microphones and into the theatre. She finishes the song with three loud booms as
she clenches her jaw three times—the stage going dark on the final boom of her jaw.
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After a performance that features an assemblage of terms that all contribute to an
understanding of how language is an active component in the management and
translation of the body, this short, emphatic conclusion sounds a biological illustration of
a cyborg—the part human, part machine persona that Anderson assumes in many of her
performances. In this moment, playing the anatomical sounds of her head and earlier
when she played herself like a keyboard, Anderson explores the sensorial and technical
materialities of her body in addition to critiquing how language claims to provide an
account of matter. Anderson demonstrates how the materiality of the body is always
something more than “mere matter” or mass itself. Anderson’s reorientation of language
suggests ways in which we can complicate the process by which language is understood
symbolically, linguistically, and hermeneutically. Anderson plays with the building
blocks of language, speech acts—a symbolic order already in contention, and a play on
the phonetic alphabet. Her alphabet litany includes pointed and loaded terms regarding
food rationing practices and names of bombs and military boats in WWII, infrastructural
components like buildings and streets that channel how bodies flow and are distributed
(A-Frame and J-Walk), as well as indicators of status or etiquette such as T-shirt and
RSVP. This linguistic matrix also comprises different levels at which bodies are
produced, managed, and identified: at the level of blood and bones (blood type and x-ray
images), at the level of proxemics (how bodies are managed in architecture and urban
planning), indeed, even at the level necro-politics (how bodies die by sovereign powers
or even how bodies can destroy themselves as in the case of E. Coli, a bacteria that lives
in the human stomach but causes disease if it moves to other parts of the body). While
language constitutes a text that is a shared material object in a shared material world, the
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text of Anderson’s body is not one constituted by language. Anderson juxtaposes two
modes of using language: the lyrics describe scenarios in which language fails to
articulate its intended meaning, evidence of the ultimately indeterminate character of
language. The phonetic matrix, which at first may appear as an arbitrary and random
arrangement of letters, in fact ends up being very specific, signaling technologies,
governmental and military techniques, and assemblages. Through this assemblage of
terms and through lyrics that characterize the misfires of language, Anderson speaks to an
issue of translation between the body—in this instance, as her own sonic, cyborg self—
and language in general.
Her piece shows us how language is ordered as our shared text, but simultaneously
shows this order to be ineffective or incomplete. By playing herself, the resonance of her
cyborg body juxtaposes the disembodied, abstract phonetic list. Thus, language as a
system of referents (the language used by state apparatuses) and its constituent elements
are shown to be lacking when measured against a body that produces them. Anderson’s
juxtaposition shows the failures of using language as a set of words that can then be
controlled under a system of representation (words represent things), since that property
of language—the property to do things with words—is also exploited by the State, which
indeed, does things with words (AIDSpeak as enacted by the inflammatory words by
Shilts and Kramer, but also the self-labelling practices of the Denver principles).
Anderson’s resonant body makes audible the distinction between the representative
strategy of language and the “performative understanding of [these] discursive
practices.”141 By performing an aural transcription of herself, Anderson challenges the
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ostensible ability of language to account for the body. This juxtaposition offers greater
insight into the logic of the virus itself and its effect on the body, and the ethical
responsibility to conduct difficult listening over silence.
Bodies that Speak
HIV replicates itself within the cellular composition of a body. Without an external
enemy, the body attacks itself; the community of cells that constitutes an individual body
must cut off its own—“the inside fights against itself until it self-destructs.”142 In addition
to the medical manifestation of the disease, AIDS affects the “entire ontological scheme”
of the form and content of an individual’s subjectivity. As Esposito writes:
AIDS ravages its subjectivity because the disease destroys the very idea of an
identity-making border: the difference between self and other, internal and
external, inside and outside. […] In some ways it is actually the “outside” itself,
in its most uncontrollable and threatening guise. But then, once it takes up
residence inside the body, it turns into another “inside.” Indeed, its specificity
could be said to lie precisely in the way it turns the inside out, the way it makes
the inside an outside. […] From this standpoint, as its arch enemy, AIDS is the
exact opposite of the immune system: not the internalization of the outside, but
the externalization of the inside. It is the inside projected outside itself.143
Indeed the blatant heedlessness of several actors within these communities of
knowledge—those who are immune to the virus—“owe nothing to anyone;” their
exemption is a privilege that demonstrates how immunity “takes form against the
backdrop of meaning created by community.”144 The State inaction subscribed to an
immunitary strategy; in this case, the body politic opted to defeat the virus not by
“expelling it outside the organism, but by making it somehow part of the body.”145 By
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allowing the virus to consume a part of the national community, the State predicated its
salvation upon living with a wound that would not heal.
To be sure, viruses have their own complex biological properties but their very
constitution is predicated on linking into a host body because viruses do not have an
independent cellular structure all their own; HIV is a hybrid entity—a cyborg in its own
right. The virus cannot live without a body and it cannot replicate itself without a
community of cells. HIV becomes an extension of the body, encoding itself into the
cellular composition of a body. To a body with HIV, over time, AIDS is the resultant
network as manifested by opportunistic infections, but it is also the product of language
and affect—a construct that replicated itself along the lining of communities by way of
AIDSpeak and silence to perpetuate misinformation and sustain a culture of fear,
moralism, and neglect.
One reading of Anderson’s collation of terms that provide the backdrop against
which she claims language is a virus and a trick is that the representational models the
pharmaceutical industry employed and the lack of representational models the
government utilized are what instigated much of the political fictions circulating around
the AIDS crisis. At this point, in the early 1980s in NYC, AIDS was not a medical
truth— it barely had a name beyond “the gay cancer”— and it was private knowledge
that was circulated through pamphlets, diagrams, and information sessions hosted by
activist groups. These competing communities of knowledge were also fights for
illocutionary force, for the presentation of information. Anderson’s work participates in
this assemblage of the AIDS activist social justice movement by critiquing the workings
of governing structures and demonstrating bodies as alternative sources of knowledge.
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While her piece does not engage in AIDS discourse explicitly, Anderson’s deconstruction
of language affords a different production of knowledge, probing at the gaps between
science, technologies of government, and aesthetics more generally by pointing toward
the fallibility of language as a conduit for empirical observation. Anderson upends ideas
about what language is and what language enables to exist in a space of possibility.
In the early years of the AIDS epidemic, politicians found ways to mobilize a
particular brand of AIDSpeak that reinscribed moralism and traditional family values into
the discourse on AIDS, and State policies performed acts of inscription that codified and
limited the potential of language to effect change. Similarly, activists struggled to harness
language for political ends by controlling the language that refers to people with AIDS,
and, in contemporary discourse, people living with HIV (PLHIV). These activists were
vital and successful. They disseminated life-saving information and helped communities
engage in what would today be called harm reduction. However, activists’ attempts to
change AIDSpeak located their struggle within the dimension of self-empowerment
through naming practices that define a population of people (as in the PWA movement).
Because their strategies were based on the control of existing words, their interventions
functioned within the same order of language instead of disrupting it. Alternatively,
AIDSpeak also manifested through embracing the denigrating, moralist tone of polemics
to prevent the spread of AIDS (as in the work of Kramer and Shilts),146 which also failed
to change the terms on which this struggle was fought. In this way, AIDSpeak in all its
formations produced the subjects it claimed to represent and, as a result, made it
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impossible to hear something new. Anderson’s performance demonstrates the paradox
that at once, language can, simultaneously, be intrinsically indeterminate and overly
determined, and that mobilizing language for political ends necessitates not only seizing
the power of speech acts and signification, but also putting language in a space of
indeterminacy that breaks open a space of political possibility. Here bodies must also be
taken into consideration as sources of knowledge that the lived experiences of people
with AIDS and AIDS activists can attest.
Anderson’s piece “Language is a Virus (From Outer Space)” is a smaller event that
produces knowledge, not through “high science,” but rather, as Latour delineates, against
the backdrop of established and structured governmental and medical sources of
information. Anderson’s performance of “Language is a Virus (From Outer Space)” and
the use of her song “O Superman” in the Italian AIDS awareness campaign prompts us to
question the distinctions between science, medical discourse, and aesthetics as political
matters. At a time when The New York Times would not publish the word “gay,” Reagan
would not acknowledge AIDS, and Koch would not publicly meet with the GMHC
organization, Anderson interrogates the fictions and frictions of communication practices,
harnessing her political and performative strategies to reveal a complex assemblage of
American politics. The political stakes at that time do suggest that language is indeed a
virus.
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Chapter 2
Cloned, Processed, Transduced Bodies: The Technical Ontologies of Reproduction
and the Political Fictions of the Voice

Between the years 1984 and 1986, several seminal texts addressing the intersection of
technology, gender, and reproduction circulated widely in the United States. The
precarious and unsettled conditions by which bodily sovereignty, reproductive labor, and
personhood were defined at the time became a point of departure for scholarship, political
manifestos, and speculative fiction, including Donna Haraway’s “A Cyborg Manifesto:
Science, technology and socialist-feminism in the late twentieth century” (1984), Gena
Corea’s The Mother Machine: Reproductive Technologies from Artificial Insemination to
Artificial Wombs (1985), and Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale (1985).
Haraway’s manifesto signaled a shift in the political economy of the late-twentieth
century, wherein the figure of the cyborg, “a cybernetic organism, a hybrid of machine
and organism, a creature of social reality as well as a creature of fiction,”147 came to
embody innovative ontological and political claims. Simultaneously born without a father
and also the “illegitimate offspring of militarism and patriarchal capitalism,”148 the
cyborg embodied the acceleration of technology and the possibility of a post-gender
world. For Corea, this same era necessitated urgent warnings against new reproductive
technologies, including artificial insemination, embryo cultivation and transfer,
surrogacy, artificial womb creation, as well as sex predetermination and sterilization—all
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of which served as examples of reproductive engineering. She argued that these
technologies were “created in the interests of the patriarchy, reducing women to
Matter,”149 and that cloning and other reproductive techniques exemplified a “patriarchal
urge to self-generate”150 that would inevitably lead to the continued subjugation of
enslaved, colonized, dispossessed women.151 Atwood fleshed out many of these worries
when she articulated a dystopic, theocratic future in which a class of women known as
handmaids is held captive in order to procreate in the service of the ruling class.
Together, these texts aggregate a dense network of reproductive matters of concern,
spanning technology, biology, family formations, labor division, and State institutions
and policy.
Within this dense network, Laurie Anderson’s performances of “Mach 20” (1984)
and What You Mean We? (1986) addressed similar concerns and did so in a way that
brought her particular brand of musicking—in particular her use of voice processing
technologies—to bear on aesthetics and activism of the moment. Like Haraway and
Corea, Anderson placed issues of reproduction, broadly understood, at the center of the
aesthetic-political arena, which helped gain political purchase across aesthetic and
activist domains where reproduction was contested. In each of these seminal works from
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the 1980s, which are grounded in cybernetics and speculative futures, reproduction is
constituted as an act of becoming, a process enacted by dynamic relations between
human and non-human matter, technological interventions and sentient designs and
formations, and the distribution of labor and bodily sovereignty. As these texts
demonstrate, a particular mode of reproduction crystallizes from the thick entanglement
of matter—donor sperm, petri dishes, reproductive cells and tissues as well as bodies
with primarily internal reproductive organs—meaning, which is acquired through “the
realization of different agential possibilities”152 of the bodies, and the materials and
politics at play. To these concerns, Anderson’s performances also add a sonic
interrogation of reproduction, in which sound is not necessarily reproduced, but rather
produced-otherwise through the dynamic technological relations of analog voice and its
harmonized conversion and dry and wet signals,153 all in relation to and in the spirit of
what constitutes a human voice, or a voice tout court.
In this chapter, I confront the historical and biopolitical connections between
processing and reproduction to consider how Anderson’s deploys her voice not only as a
performance technique that questions the aural projection of gender and authority, but
also interrogates the very relationship between the voice and the body, and how
reproduction is enacted. Anderson’s imagining of reproductive technology allows us to
scrutinize sonic markers of reproduction and the voice more generally. In particular, I
examine “Mach 20,” Anderson’s pseudo-scientific presentation about the traversing
speed of sperm, and her performance alongside her clone in the What You Mean We? to
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articulate the anxieties concerning new reproductive technologies in the 1980s and to
demonstrate how voice participates in the production of bodies by endowing them with
political constitution. Like the virus discussed in chapter one, and like the clone I will
discuss for the majority of this chapter, I ask the question of what can be rendered audible
in the political arena through voices and bodies—both compressed and uncompressed—
and life and non-life, as mediated through Anderson’s performances. What can be
accomplished politically by the modes through which bodies and voices communicate?
The focus, then, is on the technological aspects of what I take to be the political wagers, a
technopolitics, that Anderson helps to both engender and put into question.
The Speed of Reproduction Exceeds the Speed of Sound
In her 1984 appearance on the short-lived sketch television program, The New
Show,154 Anderson performed her piece “Mach 20,” with lyric contributions from Robert
Coe. The piece was a reflection on sperm and gene transmission for human reproduction.
Filmed in black and white, Anderson appears in an all-white suit, evoking a scientist's lab
coat. Anderson explains, in a matter-of-fact manner of speaking, that generation after
generation of sperm have sacrificed themselves to transport the basic, male genetic code.
In this performance, Anderson speaks through her Eventide Harmonizer H910, a digital
special effects processor with pitch shifting capabilities of +/- one octave, originally built
as a studio unit, which Anderson performed with onstage in live performance. With the
harmonizer, using a voice filter to produce her “voice of authority,”155 the pitch-shifted,
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lower version of her voice, Anderson plays up her scientist persona, assuming a
straightforward, unembellished delivery style that nevertheless provides a humorous
account of how sexual reproduction has been predicated on the tumultuous journey of
sperm. The musical accompaniment is harmonically simple and texturally sparse,
foregrounding Anderson’s “voice of authority.” The piece begins with a descending Eflat broken arpeggio played on an OBXa analog synthesizer with a distorted preset on
loop. With each loop iteration, a percussive motive is added, first a scarcely audible tap
on the offbeat, building to a consistent strike of the snare drum. Anderson begins
speaking through the harmonizer in the pick up to the third loop iteration, as she wonders
how it is possible to transport genetic information encoded in a single sperm and what
motivates each sperm to pursue an almost certainly futile process, as most of the sperm
will not reach their destination: “They have no eyes, no ears—yet some of them already
know that they will be bald. Over half of them will end up as women.” As the loop
persists beneath Anderson’s musings, behind her, a projection of animated sperm, what
she calls “magnified examples or facsimiles of human sperm,” crosses the screen. “Four
hundred million living creatures, all doing precisely the same thing” are “carbon copies
of each other,” she explains, and these sperm are in a desperate race against the clock.
another explanation Anderson provides about how the voice of authority evokes a powerful and
commanding persona. In the piece “Cultural Ambassador” from her 1995 live album The Ugly One with the
Jewels and Other Stories, Anderson describes an experience in which she is traveling with her electronic
music equipment during the Gulf War and inevitably, security personnel would identify her bag as
suspicious. She describes how she would unpack her electronics, plug them in, and demonstrate how each
device worked, giving impromptu new music concerts for small groups of detectives and custom agents.
Halfway through the story, Anderson begins to speak through her voice filter to explain how her
harmonizer works, “this is what I like to think of the voice of authority. It would take me a while to tell
them how I used it for songs that were, yunno, about various forms of control. And they would say, ‘now,
why would you want to talk like that?’ And I looked around at the SWAT teams, at the undercover agents,
and the dogs, and the radio in the corner tuned to the Super Bowl coverage of the war and I’d say ‘take a
wild guess!’” See Laurie Anderson, “Cultural Ambassador,” track 17 on The Ugly One with the Jewels and
Other Stories, Warner Bros. 45847, 1995, compact disc.
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Invoking a military metaphor by comparing them to sperm whales traveling between the
Pacific coast of North America and Japanese coastal waters, Anderson estimates that
these sperm travel at a rate of Mach 20, that is, twenty times the speed of sound.156
Measuring the speed of sperm by Mach number may seem like a hyperbolic
choice. The rate by which sperm travel varies, but a general estimation is 10 miles per
hour or about 0.2 meters (8 inches) an hour. As Anderson performs a humorous take on
masculine scientific discourse, the backing loop drops out of the texture while the
sustained keyboard synthesizer drones outlining a perfect fifth on E-flat under
Anderson’s final questions, “How would they be received? Would they realize that they
were carrying information, a message? Would there be room for so many millions?
Would they know that they had been sent for a purpose?”
Indeed, in 1984, when Anderson performed this piece, using a relatively new
piece of sound technology that transformed the way analog sound is communicated, the
nature by which information could be encoded and compressed into a medium for
distribution was rapidly changing.157 In addition, aeronautic technological innovations
stretched the boundaries by which objects and bodies moved in and out of the world
through various configurations. Here, using the speed of sound as a vector by which
sperm and military vessels flow, move, propagate, and endeavor to reproduce, Anderson
culls together a critical terrain on which the politics of sound and sexual reproduction are
156
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at stake—a process she develops further with the paradigmatic figure of reproduction: the
clone.
Envoiced Bodies: Cyborgs and Clones
Today, the clone has acquired a historical character; it does not typically figure as
a particularly consequential actor in ongoing debates where reproduction is a central
concern, such as the shifting categories of nature/culture, science/politics,
ontology/epistemology, and human/nonhuman. Such debates regarding the continued
insistence upon the separation of these categories is the foundation of Bruno Latour’s
famous claim that “we have never been modern”—that the discrete and distinct
constitutions of nature/culture is a false dichotomy on which the illusion of modernity is
predicated. For Latour, in fact, reproduction is one of the key issues at stake in the
mutually constitutive relationship between natural laws and political representations:
When we find ourselves invaded by frozen embryos, expert systems, digital
machines, sensor-equipped robots, hybrid corn, data banks, psychotropic drugs,
whales outfitted with radar sounding devices, gene synthesizers, audience
analyzers, and so on, when our daily newspapers display all these monsters on
page after page, and when none of these chimera can be properly on the object
side or on the subject side, or even in between, something has to be done.158
Donna Haraway similarly takes up these modern problems by linking to the figure of the
cyborg as an entity that is emblematic of the reworking of nature and culture in relation to
problems of gender, politics, and late capitalism. The cyborg, which epitomizes her
claims, offers a path through the issues from which the clone emerges. In her widely
influential essay “Cyborg Manifesto,” Haraway defines the cyborg as “a cybernetic
organism, a hybrid of machine and organism, a creature of social reality as well as
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creature of fiction.”159 Haraway identifies the cyborg as a revising force in women’s
experience in the twentieth century, proposing that this figure has the capacity to
participate in a “post-gender world”160 in which “nature and culture are reworked.”161 For
the cyborg, sexual reproduction “is one kind of reproductive strategy among many”
where, in a “system of production/reproduction and communication,” “the home,
workplace, market, public arena, the body itself—all can be dispersed and interfaced in
nearly infinite, polymorphous ways.”162 Just as cyborgs are the illegitimate offspring of
militarism and patriarchal capitalism, clones similarly emerge as contested and
contradictory reproduced beings.
The cyborg places the dualism of nature/culture under question, and the clone
embodies this questioning as it contradicts an ontological prior of modernity: that the
human simply was and could engender itself “naturally” since time immemorial. Thus,
the clone maps onto the ontological formation of the cyborg, transgressing the boundaries
occupied by animals, humans, and machines, whose “fathers, after all, are inessential” in
the process of reproduction.163 The clone assumes a contested role in the politics of
reproduction as a product of genetic engineering and corollary notions of artificiality.
Broadly defined, the clone occupies a formative position in the domains of biology and
aesthetics—in fantasy, science-fiction, and, as I argue here, music—and, in addition, it
becomes a commodity form in the marketplace of biopolitics, indeed a new biopolitical
configuration as the power to “make life and let be reproduced.”
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The term “clone,” stemming from Greek klōn, meaning “twig,” emerged in the
early twentieth century in the context of vegetative reproduction in botany, by which a
new plant emerges from a pre-existing “parent” plant. A clone is an exact genetic copy—
the asexual product of an already existing group of cells or organism to which it is
genetically identical; a clone is that which duplicates, replicates, or imitates. In the
history of molecular biology, as a product of technological mediation and organic matter,
a clone is exemplary of the transductive process of life through “the transfer of genetic
material” that "provides a general model for biotechnological manipulations of
heredity.”164 In computing, a clone is a software or hardware system that simulates the
purpose and functions of an existing computer system in an effort to drive down prices,
standardize formats or platforms, or increase accessibility. Digital information is
predicated on cloning—the process by which digital code is reproduced by way of the
model of binary code.
In sound and media studies, processes of transduction—the process by which
sound transforms across different media—are also integral to sonic reproduction more
generally. In The Audible Past: Cultural Origins of Sound Reproduction, Jonathan Sterne
begins his history of sound with an explanation of transducers, electronic devices such as
microphones or speakers “which turn sound into something else,” as cultural artifacts.165
He argues that transduction demonstrates that sonic content is not passed but transformed
through its mediality.166 Similarly, Stephen Helmreich credits transduction with
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reminding listeners “of the physical, infrastructural conditions that support the texture
and temper of sounds we take to be meaningful.”167 Here, transduction is an integral part
of the sound reproduction process, which usefully complicates the definition that clones
are exact copies. Within sound and media studies, our attention is drawn to how clones
might always already be transduced—necessarily turned into something else as electronic
signals are communicated in new forms.
Cloning Presence
Anderson became interested in clones as early as the 1970s, when she first
presented a small clay sculpture on which her image was digitally projected at the Holly
Solomon Gallery in New York. The 1975 installation called At the Shrink’s (A Fake
Hologram), presented a Super-8 film projection onto a miniature, 8-inch-high clay cast of
Anderson, accompanied by a recording of her voice in which she ruminates on her
relationship with her therapist. The installation, Anderson told RoseLee Goldberg, was “a
way of doing a performance without being there.”168 Since then, Anderson has explored
the potential of telepresence as a mode of substantiating bodily presence by comparing
different institutional theorizations of the body, often in the wake of judicial (within the
legal system) and extra-judicial (not legally authorized) rulings. In 1997, for example,
Anderson attempted to create the installation Life, which cogitated about the slippage and
friction between the notion of the body in the church, through incarnation, and the prison,
through incarceration. Although that initial project never came to fruition, the impetus for
Life formed the basis for Anderson’s collaboration with curator Germano Celant, called
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Dal Vivo (“from live”) 1998, which featured a livestream video of an inmate, Santino
Stefanini, from the San Vittore prison in Milan to the nearby Prada Foundation, where the
installation was exhibited.169 In his article “Laurie Anderson’s Telepresence,” Eu Jin
Chua writes that “a court of law deemed the presence of this man unsuitable for society,
but there he was, apparently having re-entered it—if only by sending out a harmless
electronic substitute, a doppelgänger, incapable of further transgression.”170 In a
correspondence with Celant about the technological doubling to constitute a body in
another space, Anderson describes the common fascination to duplicate objects:
[I]n a certain sense, as soon as these two forms of life—human and
technological—begin to merge, we are speaking of technology as if it were really
a kind of new nature, something to measure ourselves against, from which to
derive rules, but also something to investigate.171
Celant describes Anderson’s work on the intersection of human and technology as
“dramatizations of a subject” that “reflect upon the complexity of life” and that
encountering these intersections “means accepting the extension of the unreal into the
real, of death into life, of the copy in the original.”172
The aesthetic production of bodies elsewhere present, so to speak, continues in
Anderson’s work. More recently, in 2015, at the Armory in NYC, Anderson presented
Habeas Corpus with former Guantánamo Bay Detainee Mohammed el Gharani. This
installation shifts significantly from the San Vittore installation in which Santino
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Stefanini had been convicted within the Italian judicial system for robbery, kidnapping,
and escaping from prison, among other convictions.173 In Habeas Corpus, el Gharani was
digitally projected into the country that, as a Guantánamo Bay detainee was never
formally tried within the American judicial system; although he was subsequently
released, he was also prohibited him from ever entering the United States.174
El Gharani, who is Chadian but grew up in Saudi Arabia, had moved to Karachi,
Pakistan at the age of 14 to learn English and computer skills when he was arrested by
Pakistani soldiers while praying at a mosque, only a few days following the attacks on
September 11, 2001. He was subsequently beaten and questioned by American soldiers at
an American airbase in Afghanistan and then transported to Guantánamo Bay in Cuba.
For 8 years he was held but never charged, denied access to a lawyer for the first 3 of
those years, consistently beaten and tortured, until 2009, when his case was finally
presented to U.S. District Court Judge Richard Leon. Leon promptly dismissed the case
(although el Gharani remained imprisoned at Guantánamo for another 6 months), but as a
result of his imprisonment, el Gharani will never be able to enter the United States.
In the installation, curated by Anderson, el Gharani’s body was digitally
projected live from West Africa, where he currently resides, onto a sixteen-foot clay cast,
intended to invoke the Lincoln Memorial in D.C.175 From the studio in West Africa, el
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Gharani could see the audience in the Amory’s drill hall. While staring at the larger-thanlife cast of el Gharani, audience members listened to a loop of Lou Reed’s Drones, which
features multiple guitars generating reverb and feedback, which Stewart Hurwood (a
former guitar technician for Reed) controlled through reverb and equalization, adding
synthesized strings and amplified partial harmonics for a dense, thick texture that boomed
within the large venue. In each hour of the exhibit, a bell sounded to signal that el
Gharani would take a break from the live-stream to share a pre-recorded story from his
time in Guantánamo. In the program notes for the piece, el Gharani writes:
I have chosen to be here virtually because I am not allowed to come to this
country and I have some things to say. […] Welcome to HABEAS CORPUS. I
wish I could greet you in person, but like all the men who were held at
Guantánamo Bay, I am barred from entering the United States. Many people have
told my story. Now I have the opportunity to speak for myself for the first time.
This is the first art exhibition I have ever worked on. I invite you to listen to my
story.176
Unlike the live telecast of el Gharani’s bodily projection, these stories were pre-recorded
and detailed how el Gharani learned English, survived beatings, recounted dreams of
other prisoners, and called on President Barack Obama to make good on his promise to
close Guantánamo Bay. El Gharani’s voice was key as an effort to substantiate his
political subjectivity, which he was not accorded during his seven and a half years as a
prisoner in Guantánamo. In her New Yorker piece about Habeas Corpus, Anderson
describes the project and hearing el Gharani’s voice for the first time:
I heard his voice. Light. Soft. He spoke English with a mixture of accents:
Caribbean, West African, and Arabic. It was surely as awkward for him as it was
for me, but we talked anyway about why and how we might do this together.
Mohammed said his motivation was to help his brothers in Guantánamo. My
work is basically about stories and what happens when they are told and retold.
And what motivations might be behind alternate versions. Mohammed’s redacted
176
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story, as well as the obvious inventions about his actions, and how they arose and
got entangled, became a big part of our work together.
I have tried many times to imagine the process of interrogation. What does your
own story sound like to you after so many repetitions, denials, revisions? What is
it to ask and to answer hundreds of questions about your life? In his book
“Guantánamo,” the French writer Frank Smith translates the transcripts of
interrogations, and the interrogator and the detainee begin to merge. […] This is
no ordinary conversation. It is language and stories in the service of confession,
corroboration, and coercion. Among Mohammed’s first interrogators was a
woman who began the session by saying, “Think of me as your mother.”177
With his projected voice and digital visual and clay rendering, el Gharani obtained a
small, if limited, form of agency he was denied as a prisoner in Guantánamo, at least in
the sense that his body is no longer invisible within the United States and that his stories
are given voice within this project. Habeas Corpus, of course, is topical in the
contemporary political setting of closed borders, extra-legal detention, and sound
torture.178 Indeed, as Suzanne Cusick and others have shown, sound as a weapon of notouch torture was prevalent in Guantánamo, and Anderson and el Gharani’s installation
worked to re-orient these violent sounding and silencing practices of Guantánamo as well
as subvert the imprisonment defined by extra-judicial borders.
Beyond the transmission of his voice and bodily projection, which serve as
“technologies of liveness,”179 there are multiple mediations taking place within this
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installation that account for el Gharani’s political subjectivity. Such mediations, as Philip
Auslander has argued about Anderson’s other work with technology, actually become a
“means to refuse the authority of presence.”180 Indeed, within this installation, there are
multiple presences that extend beyond the simulated, telepresence of el Gharani in the
“mediatized environment”181 of the Armory: the dead, as voiced through the music of her
husband, the late Lou Reed, and, from an American legal perspective, the living-dead—el
Gharani—co-exist. El Gharani and his voice are not merely transported into New York
from West Africa, but also transduced, presented as an amplification as well as a
compression of political agency as it is distributed across other terrains—aesthetic,
virtual, and material. But Anderson’s pathbreaking questioning of the nature of selfhood,
subjectivity, presence, and political agency goes back three decades. In her earlier
stirrings of this work, she subjected herself to cloning. Anderson similarly employed
audio-visual technologies to embody another subject in 1986 when she appeared
alongside her clone in a short musical film made for TV called What You Mean We? The
premise of the short film is that Anderson “wishes there was another [me],” to help her
keep up with all her commitments while she is busy writing and performing. She laments,
“I’ve been so busy doing press, yunno? Interviews and photo sessions, talk shows like
this one, so, I don’t have the time any more to do the actual work.” So, she approaches
some scientists as part of her “design team” to help clone herself.
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Figure 2.1 Laurie Anderson and her clone in What You Mean We?.
In the first scene of this short musical film, Anderson appears in a talk show-style
interview wearing a pink jacket, sitting on a stool and smoking. Beside her is her clone,
aptly named Clone, who appears in a matching outfit, also smoking. Clone, also played
by Anderson, is a miniature, masculine-presenting version of herself. In the first section
of the film, Anderson and Clone are interviewed by Spalding Grey and discuss some of
the essential traits Anderson and her “design team” tried to recreate in Clone, including
speech, a certain musical ability, and a capacity for logic.
LA:

So I talked to a design team about it, and cloning is, ah, still in very early stages,
but I think we did a pretty good job. We were dealing with duplicating speech and
a certain musical ability and, uh, logic. And a few things came out sort of strange,
but I think it’s always strange to see some kind of reflection of yourself and
anyway we do work together and sometimes he’s on his own, but I think it’s
working out really well. Don’t you?
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Clone: Well, ah, I—I—I write the music and uh, it’s uh, pretty interesting work really.
She does most of the words. Most of the time I’m not really sure what I’m writing
about but I uh, [coughing from cigarette smoke] I keep busy. I keep writing…
LA:

And eventually you’ll be doing even—even more things. Ah…[checks watch] and
actually I didn’t realize the time. Uh, look, I got to get to a photo session so I
gotta go. Can you uh, take over for me, cause I, uh, gotta go.

By the end of the interview, Anderson leaves for another press event and leaves Clone to
conclude the interview, though he appears to be bewildered and unsure of his task.
Although Anderson portrays Clone in this film, they are different. Clone is half the size
of Anderson and Anderson uses male pronouns to refer to Clone. While Anderson’s
unprocessed voice sounds bright, resonant and she speaks with a carefree tone, Clone’s
voice is much more labored than Anderson’s. Clone struggles in the beginning of the
interview to make his voice articulate his thoughts. The harmonizer effect lowers the
pitch of his voice, but also muddies the clarity of his tone. In the spectrogram images
below, the vibrant timbral qualities of Anderson’s voice are illustrated in the spread of
colors across a frequency spectrum and decibels relative to full scale (dBFS). In Clone’s
spectrograms, the timbral scale is condensed most closely under 2000 Hz with a far less
varied amplitude. Compared to Anderson’s voice, the distribution of overtones in Clone’s
voice is uneven and noisy. The concentration of partials around determined ranges—
formants due in part to vocal tract and the spectral elements of resonance in the voice—in
Anderson’s voice, disappears.
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Figure 2.2 Spectrogram of Anderson’s voice.

Figure 2.3 Spectrogram of Clone’s voice.
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In the following scenes, Clone participates in Anderson’s daily activities, often assuming
both her domestic and creative chores, such as tidying up her office, answering her phone
calls, and writing a song based on Howard Moss’s poem “Hansel & Gretel” with a nod to
Walter Benjamin’s “Theses on the Philosophy of History” to meet one of Anderson’s
deadlines.182 Clone also pursues some of his own creative endeavors and even some
existential inquiry. For example, he pitches an idea for a movie about Rambo and Rocky,
both played by Sylvester Stallone, in which they go head to head in a final fight to the
death; later he discusses Sergei Eisenstein’s techniques in Battleship Potemkin to
determine that the “realness” of the photographic or videographic image is often false.183
The videographic image in this piece is the compressed digital image of Clone, who,
notably, is played by Anderson herself, in drag, with thickened, colored eyebrows,
wrinkle lines, and a thick mustache. During the post-production phase of filming, using
Ampex Digital Optics (or ADO, a digital effects system produced by Ampex), Anderson
employs variable compressing and stretching effects through multiple aspect ratios to
embody her clone.184
In 1986, when Anderson’s film was released, cloning was not yet a reality, but in
vitro fertilization had entered the commercial sphere (I elaborate on this later in the
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chapter), and within ten years of this musical film, Dolly the sheep, the first mammal
clone, was generated from somatic cell nuclear transfer. In this process, an embryo is
created from combining a donor somatic cell nucleus, which carries the genetic material,
and a host egg cell, which has had its nucleus removed. It is noteworthy in the context of
the history of reproductive techniques that both the somatic cellular material and the
nucleus that carried the genetic matter that would eventually constitute Dolly came from
the mammary glands of female sheep. In addition to the genetic material derived from a
female sheep, the host cell came from another female sheep, and the surrogate was also a
female sheep. That all of the genetic material necessary to create Dolly came from female
sheep demonstrated how this reproductive technology inevitably provoked a radical
questioning of male sovereignty: the figure of the father disappears in this process that
constitutes a subject by mammary genetic material. Instead, the clone reflects a power
dispositive predicated on a productive (and reproductive) relation with life. Like the
cyborg, the clones’ “fathers, after all, are inessential,”185 and yet, by the innovations of
modern science, the underpinnings of patriarchal social figures and configurations (e.g.,
the nuclear post-war family) of masculine power formations are questioned—a departure
from Anderson’s performance of “Mach 20,” for example.
This interrogation of the natural/social is of course biopolitical and part and
parcel of a politics of life in which reproduction constitutes a central and foundational
principle. Within Darwinian specie-ism, recall, mammals are defined primarily by
mammary glands (in addition to the presence of hair, three middle ear bones, and the
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neocortex region of the brain). These “biological features” remain a significant
organizing factor in species taxonomies that link the female body to other animals and in
fact place females as a figure encompassing both zoe and bíos.186 Within this logic of
inclusive exclusion, bodies are placed on a continuum of bare life and political life, which
is both common to animals and humans and is, of course, gendered all the way down.187
For this very reason, it is no accident that Dolly the sheep was crudely named after Dolly
Parton, “the American singer known for her large chest as well as her voice.”188
Voice, as we are repeatedly reminded in contemporary political theory, indexes a
distinction between forms of life; voice, “lives a life in two registers” as both
“sonic/material phenomenon and culturally elaborated metaphor.”189 The human body
that Anderson’s clone assumes is partially created through this use of the voice filter,
which electronically alters Anderson’s voice to play this cloned, but ostensibly male,
version of herself, substantiating the mutually constitutive relationship between voice and
body, or, voice-body.190 Anderson has made a career affording voice to other humans and
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non-humans in her musical performances. In Puppet Motel, Anderson was ventriloquized
through a puppet version of herself.191 The magnetic tape on her famous tape-bow violin
has often featured a recording of a voice inscribed on the tape, which she manipulates as
she plays. David Wills has described Anderson’s tape-bow violin as a technology that
“poses” as her voice, calling it a “hi-tech simulacrum,” that takes voice and “pervert[s] it
out of itself,” while still inviting listeners to believe it is Anderson’s own voice.192 In
What You Mean We?, it is indeed Anderson’s voice that serves as an animating force to
enact the clone. The use of a voice filter, along with the clone’s mustache, thickened
eyebrows, and clothing, participates in the production of the clone’s male body,
demonstrating how the voice is endowed with significant political investment in the
perception, and, in this case, fabrication of gender—a tenet musicologists have addressed
in contexts concerning a wide variety of bodies and voices. Martha Feldman, Bonnie
Gordon, and Roger Freitas, among others, have demonstrated the methods by which
voice has situated the bodies of castrati.193 Writing in the context of transgender studies
have offered some of the most worthwhile theorizations of voice and gender.194 As Judith
191
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Peraino has written, the voice has become “primary in the determination of gender.”195
She writes,
With the increasing number of individuals living as transsexual, the secondary sex
characteristics—the absence or presence of breasts or facial hair, soft or sculpted
muscles, heavier or lighter brows and jaw lines—have become central. Gender
has been degenitalized. [...] Although genitals may pose less of a problem for
transsexual individuals hoping to pass as one normative gender or the other,
retraining the voice, in register, timbre, and subtle gender-coded mannerisms, is
by many accounts one of the most difficult hurdles to overcome, especially for
MTF transsexuals.196
Stephan Pennington has examined the conflation of gender and sexual variance, which is
often indicated through the voice.197 Cusick takes up the assumption that voices are
“among the inevitable consequences of biological sex”198 on the basis that “voices
originate inside the body’s borders and not on the body’s surfaces.”199 Cusick’s
attribution of the voice to the interior of a body will also provide an important basis for
my analysis of voice below. That a voice is constitutive of a body is a lesser-explored
phenomenon. In What You Mean We? the voice is a key contributor to producing the
body of the clone.200
Processing the Voice, Voicing Gender Failure
Through its constitutive relationship with technology, the body of Anderson’s
clone emerges alongside the sonic production of subjectivities: hers, Clone’s, and that of
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their combination. Anderson’s processing techniques rely on this bio-technological
foundation, both optically through the compression capacities of ADO that visually
embody her clone, and aurally through the pitch-shifting effects of the harmonizer that
envoices the clone’s political constitution. It is the reproduction of the voice, I argue, that
demonstrates how cloning actually reproduces and creates failures in an effort to
substantiate an ontological connection between the sound of voice and the body from
which it emits. In music studies, the voice continues to present a key polemical issue in
philosophical thought concerning the parameters by which it can define, constitute, and
render audible political subjectivity, bodies, humans and non-humans, and identity
knowledges.201 Further, the question of voice as a marker of individuality has gained
traction in contemporary political philosophy and psychoanalysis and yet, these modes of
thinking also delineate how the relationship between voice and ownership is certainly a
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contested one.202 And so, the politics of voice remain tethered to technologies, mediation,
the interactive practices of listening, and their attendant politics. Practices of vocalization,
therefore, work across a spectrality of sound, materializing among sounding and listening
bodies, technological intervention, and mediatized environments.
In light of the above, the politics of voice are never reducible to the hopeful but
insufficient trope that voice gives people a voice, in the sense of political subjectivity.
This is evident even in Anderson’s installation with el Gharani, for example, in which her
control over artistic decisions determined to what extent el Gharani could actually speak.
Although el Gharani’s telepresence was substantiated by his voice projected into the
Armory space in the United States, his stories were limited to timed excerpts each hour,
as Anderson wanted the installation to be a meditative space for audience members. El
Gharani was only “given voice” within the confines of another mediatized space outside
the main hall in the Armory, where longer, more detailed videos of el Gharani speaking
were projected.

Ochoa Gautier’s work on anthropotechnics, building on Ludueña, also prompts
the catalyst question of how the animal and human components in the voice attend to the
political frictions that emerge when animal reproductive techniques are reimagined in the
domain of the human.203 It is the non-distinction between bios and zoé that is activated
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through assisted reproductive technologies. As in the case of Dolly the Sheep, who, in
Rosi Braidotti’s formulation qualifies as a cyborg, as a creature of “mixity or vectors of
posthuman relationality,” but also is a paradigmatic example of “the new postanthropocentric human-animal interaction.”204 Given the ambiguity of the politics of
voice, how can the voice serve as an analytic into the relations across humans and nonhuman, life and non-life, technology, biology, and modes of reproduction? In turn, how
might understanding voice processing as cloning dismantle the persistent binary of what
is natural and what is cultural in the voice, as Weidman’s “registers” suggest? And how
does Anderson’s use of the “voice of authority” attune our ears to these concerns? Such
questions prompt a shift from the production of voice under biopolitics to questions of
hearing under this regime.
That the history of telephony and psychoacoustics has had an enormous impact on
what and how we hear has been well mined.205 In particular, the notion of audile
techniques and perceptual technics in the work of Sterne has demonstrated the reciprocal
relationship between epistemological listening and understanding bodies. Sterne’s
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theorization of listening techniques, however, is not merely useful to consider how bodies
are constructed, but to understand how listening works to hear the materiality and
constitution of bodies, often in conversation with particular sound technologies. Sterne
argues that, “the history of sound provides some of the best evidence for a dynamic
history of the body because it traverses the nature/culture divide.”206 His assertion speaks
to the nature of sound as impossibly located between or at the very intersection of this
binary. Slipping between (bodily) technique and technology, audile techniques emerge
when listening is employed for scientific, industrial, or bureaucratic use. Sterne highlights
medical auscultation (listening to internal organs with a stethoscope) as a method to
understand and process sound as data to construct and “tune into” a body. In this
formation, listening to a body correlates with knowing a body, while the audile technique
is disciplinary, regulating the relationship between bodies and technologies.
In particular, the transduced voice presents a particularly knotty sound object for
considering how voice is a parameter by which life and non-life are defined—and recall
that the clone is regarded as a form of non-life, secondary to the life that Anderson
constitutes. Tara Rodgers has demonstrated how taxonomies of electronic sounds
emerged through,
the practices and politics of social stratification, which grew alongside modern
science and industrial capitalism, gather[ing] currency in the ways that notions of
differentiated embodiment came to reside in the forms of audio technologies and
the terms used to describe them.207
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Rodgers attributes scientific modernism with impacting how electronic sounds have been
categorized by “perceived differences,” comparable to how bodies became “apprehended
in terms of part-whole relations and associated aesthetic variations,”208 such as defining
“the capacities and limitations of laboring bodies”209 and describing sound waveforms
with “signifiers of gender and racial difference, and of normativity and pathology.”210
Additionally, Rodgers shows how the realization that living bodies contained electrical
activity provided another avenue by which electronic sounds and life processes were
analogized. Evoking an electronic life via voice filters is one strategy Anderson deploys
to address the possibility of defining life in the context of sound and reproduction.
How then does this co-constitutive relationship between electronic sounds and life
allow us to think about and with Anderson’s clone? It is evident, visually and sonically,
that Clone is not a complete replica of Anderson and at the same time that Anderson is
portraying her own clone. In the imagined world Anderson creates in What You Mean
We? might Anderson’s designers have been experimenting with somatic nuclear transfer,
the technique that would eventually create Dolly the Sheep? And perhaps this technique
accounts for the inconsistencies between Clone and Anderson. Cloning by way of nuclear
transfer creates imperfect copies, where the Subject and her clone may share the same
nuclear DNA but not the complete genome of the “original” body. Even identical twins
share more genetic material than a clone and its “original.” As Dieter Birnbacher argues,
a cloned human is “a deliberately produced reproduction of the qualitative features of a
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temporally prior item.”211 Replicas, which are part and parcel of the art world (sculptures
and other three-dimensional works are often reproduced this way), become a complicated
matter in the case of cloning, as does, indeed, the question of “imitation.”
Cloning offers a particular challenge in theorizing mimesis, as the clone is, at
least intended to be, a complete replicant. Instead, Anderson’s clone fits a particular
model of mimesis, in which Clone tricks those who encounter him. Speaking on the
subject of imitation, Michael Taussig refers to the inherent trick of mimesis, which first
imitates nature, then moves beyond imitation and becomes that which is imitated. As he
argues, “Here imitation undergoes a radical development. It passes from being outside to
being inside, in fact to becoming Other. Imitation becomes immanence. Then there is the
moment of the trick whereby in imitating and becoming Other, you stay right there, like
water in water, for the sheer hell of it, for the pleasure at the loss of self and the
transformations of Being–or else you use that moment to dominate nature and seek profit
from it. The fork in the road.”212 Here the Clone’s voice plays an important role in the
trick to imitate the other in conjunction with its visual, bodily manifestation and
demonstrates how nature can be manipulated for profit. Taussig reminds us that mimesis
plays a trick in the space between “the very same and the very different” of “being like,
and of being Other”213 and that the mimetic relation takes place across entities. Indeed,
Clone’s voice is both the same as Anderson’s and very different as heard through the
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harmonizer, but here voice and replication short circuit this classic mimetic relation while
enervating its dynamics of same-other.
To understand Clone’s voice, we need to hear it not as Anderson’s, not as a male
voice, but a “processed voice.” More than an “object voice,” which resists identification
and signification, as Dolar identifies, a processed voice is a voice on its way to becoming
something else. That is, when we listen to a processed voice, we hear the middle of the
voice, as it were, parts of the analog material and its digital conversion. Through our
encounter with hearing this processed voice, we may begin to challenge the trinitary
conception of voice-body-gender. How does the harmonizer vocalize, and, in conjunction
with the compressing and stretching effects of digital optics, (re)produce particular
bodies? How can gender or any other identitarian property or attribute be constituted
through the voice?
Anderson’s exploration of the voice-body-gender paradigm has garnered attention
as her “cybernetic” embodiment has been praised for its capacity to separate the female
body from its common and damaging association with nature. For example, Erin Striff
has written that Anderson’s use of technology in her works allows her to assume both
masculine and feminine characteristics, which, she argues, challenges notions of gender
politics in performance.214 Indeed, Clone’s voice seems oddly mismatched. His voice is
simultaneously a vector by which sexual difference is perceived and a “strange source” of
sound that is somewhat removed or does not seem to belong to his body.215
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What, however, is the nature of this perceived “mismatch” in which a clone ends
up being both a double and the opposite of its “original”? Clone’s voice may be heard as
male based on a logic of perceptual coding that reduces the constitutive force of the voice
to its lowered pitch and formant to characterize its maleness. Anderson employs the H910
Eventide Harmonizer to produce this masculine effect, so to speak, but the digital
rendering of Anderson’s voice, of course, is not an exact copy. In one scene, when Clone
is writing the song “The Dream Before,”216 we hear Clone sing, and although the color
and pitch of his voice is altered through the harmonizer, his vocal delivery retains
Anderson’s characteristic elongated vowels, drawn out final words, and frequent pauses.
Clone’s stylistic delivery shows that Anderson is not altering her vocal performance,
except through technological intervention. In the transformation from Anderson’s voice
to its digital conversion through the processor—resulting in the pitch-shifted rendering
we hear—the subtleties and nuances of the analog material, her unprocessed voice, are
transduced within the digital representation of sound. Through the digital conversion of
Anderson’s voice, and despite Anderson’s claim in the film that her clone is male, we are
perhaps more likely to hear this voice as processed—a distinct timbre that is the result of
a technological intervention.
This, in turn, complicates the simple assignation of low-pitched voice as
masculine. Even with the secondary sex characteristics as part of Anderson’s costume
that might inform hearing the voice as masculine, it is impossible to ignore the technical
effects of the voice. Furthermore, separated from the accompanying image, we may not
necessarily hear Clone’s voice as male at all. In this scenario, Clone’s inability to
216
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articulate or sound gender is a productive failure that not only speaks to the stultifying
logic that steers the aural imagination of what might constitute gender sonically, but also
that, as with Clone’s contention regarding the falseness of the videographic image, the
voice’s ostensible claim to truth via an immediate connection to a knowable body is
shown to be a political fiction. The implication is that, if timbre is a marker by which we
hear difference, the voice may be used as sonic tool to reify bodies. The process of
transduction is also the production of timbre. And it is timbre that sounds the materiality
of bodies, demonstrating how “multiple forms of matter can be bodies.”217 The clone’s
voice in this video is “an intensification of the body’s relation to itself,”218 indeed, as
Clone’s voice-body are defined through their relationship with Anderson. Clone’s voice
operates as what Jasbir Puar calls an “affective conductor,”219 intended to attune our ears
to hear its identitarian interpellation—the lowered pitch and formant confer subjectivity
through the processed voice to constitute its “gender.”
Listening to Clone’s voice, we both hear and do not hear the source of the sound.
It is quasi-acousmatic, further relating how sound participates in the trick of mimesis.
The source is determined, and yet, still exists in an underdetermined space, where the
listener is aware that Clone’s voice is a processed version of Anderson’s voice, but we
nevertheless cannot know—in an embodied sense—Clone’s voice as a discrete,
independent source. In his work on acousmatic sound, Brian Kane has parsed through the
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overlapping manifestations of the object voice as an object of desire or as an object of the
drive in his work Sound Unseen, where he argues that the sonorous must be extracted
from the voice, stating that, “the object voice is not the sound of the voice.”220 In this
case, the sonorous qualities of a voice can confuse the very work a voice performs. As
Michel Chion argues, sound is itself the contradiction between its mobility and its
dimensions that is inseparable from where it sounds and where it is heard.221 Sterne
reminds us, “the idea that sound-reproduction technologies separated sounds from their
sources turns out to have been an elaborate commercial and cultural project.”222 Yet, he
also reminds us that these technologies are “inseparable from the ‘sources’ of reproduced
sound,” that the “social organization of sound-reproduction technology conditioned the
possibility for both ‘original’ and ‘copy’ sounds.”223 In this case, Clone’s voice is not the
copy that produces the model, nor is it merely a combination of both; it sounds this
contradiction within the structure of the replica.
Hearing the technicity in Anderson’s voice through the voice filter compels us to
hear how voice and gender are always already potentially alien to the body from which it
issues—conjugating a gendered listening that attempts to summon a particular body, but
is not indexical to the voice one hears—or not necessarily so. In this context, the voice
intended to characterize and sound gender through hearing a body is deployed to fail, in
Anderson’s film. This failure is evident in the final scene of the film, when Clone
consults the same design team to clone himself, creating another clone, one step further
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removed from Anderson, one further link on the supply chain. Clone’s clone is extremely
tall, her voice (Clone refers to his clone as “she”) pitch-shifted to an extremely high
register, and, for good measure, appears in a clown costume! To comedic effect, the
clones’ voices are operationalized as they fail to constitute a credible manifestation of
gender as well as the assumption of bodily knowledge that ostensibly accompanies the
voice.
Labor Reproduced and the Alienation of Reproduction
In this context, cloning is a new technical possibility, a technology of
reproduction, that emerges into the market at the end of the twentieth century.
Anderson’s short film What You Mean We? addresses some of the anxieties concerning
these new reproductive technologies, which included the first commercial in vitro
fertilization224 clinic in the United States on March 1, 1980 and a year later, the birth of
the first so-called “test tube baby” in the United States on Dec. 28, 1981.225 The 1980s
saw exponential growth in assisted reproductive technologies as well as escalating
concerns over agricultural breeding practices as a model for artificial reproduction, which
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signaled a shift to de-centralize and de-exceptionalize the individual (human)
reproductive body. Such new technologies re-distributed the affordances of different
bodies, especially the body most closely linked with the practice of reproduction—the
maternal body.
The long history of how women’s bodies have been removed in the visual
depiction of reproductive systems in medical and popular literature has been well
documented.226 The maternal body has a long history of visual depictions that produce a
type of medical truth about the relationship between the maternal body and the life it can
produce. By definition, a clone is a highly artificial entity that comprises the exact genetic
identity of its supposed origin—a reproductive technique that results in a non-vaginal
birth. A clone is intended to be an exact replica. In this vein, Anderson calls Clone a
“reflection” of herself during her talk-show appearance with Spalding Gray in the
opening scene (despite the obvious differences in their appearance, mannerisms, and
voices). However, Clone is an example of reproductive cloning. Unlike therapeutic
cloning which primarily involves stem cell research for partial growth of cell or tissue
materials for regenerative medical research, reproductive cloning endeavors to fully
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recreate a human body. Thus, Anderson’s relationship with Clone aggravates an ontoepistemological tension wherein the boundaries between human and non-human are
blurred and the political purchase on the maternal body as the vessel of reproduction is
interrogated. Here, Anderson is not a maternal figure—at best a biopolitical mother that
shares more in common with the Guantánamo interrogator who told el Gharani to think
of her as his mother, as Anderson’s relationship with Clone and Clone’s relationship with
his clone is one of utility more than anything else. Anderson may not replicate the nuclear
family in this performance, succeeding to some extent to sidestep a particular mode of
social reproduction, but she nonetheless mimics how the nuclear family perpetually reconstitutes capitalist systems, albeit by different technical means. With Clone, we
encounter an enactment of reproduction within this new technical regime. Here the digital
processing also presents the bodily product of reproduction as an autonomous being,
apart from a maternal or paternal figure. New reproductive technologies make the
autonomously reproduced body possible, but the erasure of the maternal or reproductive
body is another node of alienation between Anderson and her clone in the distribution of
both voice and, as I argue here, labor.227
When Anderson consults her design team to generate a clone to fulfill many of
her duties and work commitments, she implicates the market as a place where
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reproductive techniques can be deployed—that is, obtained and exchanged within modes
of aesthetic circulation such as her performance pieces. Anderson’s own body becomes
an object of exchange so that she may be cloned to maintain her professional
occupational commitments. And as Clone is tasked with writing music while Anderson
herself writes lyrics and runs off to photoshoots, Clone’s labor manifests as a
reproduction of the spectacle of Anderson’s work as well as an exploration into
biotechnological politics: the aesthetic production embodies and critiques reproduction as
configured through new technical forms.
Indeed, the electronic voice through the harmonizer sounds the displaced
translation of labor in the “collapsing of the welfare state and the ensuing intensification
of demands on women to sustain daily life.”228 Clone is an example of a technobody in
this emerging system of reproduction, technology, and capitalism. Clone exemplifies
Haraway’s observation that the body exceeds itself, beyond its skin and contained shape,
spilling over its ostensible corporeal integrity and the boundaries of Anderson’s own
flesh. As Haraway argues, reproduction is part of the “largely economic reality […] that
these sciences and technologies indicate fundamental transformations in the structure of
the world for us,” structures on which modern states, military power, political processes,
labor-control systems, medical constructions of our bodies, commercial pornography,
among others “depend intimately upon electronics” and that launch the idea of “the
technical basis of simulacra; that is, of copies without originals,”229 shattering an
established tenet of biology. Here, the historical correspondence between Anderson’s
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cloning and Haraway’s theorization takes shape as Haraway gives conceptual form to
practices Anderson had explored in performance just a few years earlier. Clone’s body
becomes another commodity form as it is created to sustain Anderson's artistic market;
Clone is reproduced in order to reproduce. McKenzie Wark writes that commodification
“always comes late to the game, wrapping its form around labors of one kind or
another.”230 In this sense, the commodity form is a virus, adapting and replicating as it is
served by an inexhaustible voice, that, while it wears no indelible mark of gender, can
reproduce itself to maintain labor demands.
That reproduction could be outsourced became a growing possibility and question
of interest for feminist work in the 1980s, and the persistent and growing “right-to-life”
movement, in the wake of Roe v. Wade decision in 1973, organized new methods to
reach the public with pro-life/anti-abortion messaging campaigns.231 The possibility of
moving reproduction into the laboratory to launch the emancipation of women in the
process of reproduction was the focus of speculative political projects of feminist
activists. In The Dialectic of Sex: The Case for Feminist Revolution (1970), Shulamith
Firestone, a founding member of New York Radical Women (NYRW) and
Redstockings, 232 predicted the decay of the biological family and new reproductive social
structures that re-imagine the division of labor by sex resulting in artificial technology to
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assume the task of child-bearing. Firestone argues that women’s oppression comes from
their reproductive abilities and, as a result, advocates for a cybernetic socialism to
eliminate childbirth to free women from the “tyranny” of their reproductive biology. This
imagined reproduction liberation from the 1970s was predicated on cybernetics and
increasing anxiety concerning the incorporation of agricultural breeding as a model for
artificial reproduction in humans.233 It is perhaps unsurprising, then, that the platform of
cybernetics amassed support from feminist thinkers like Haraway and Sadie Plant, among
others, as a useful figure to undermine the logic of biological reproduction regarded as
oppressive. If the pregnant body is already a cyborg in that neither fetus nor pregnant
person exists as a complete, independent legal subject, making the cyborg an object of
intense political management, the clone might appear to present a scientific breakthrough
to relieve reproduction from its oppressive mandate—both in the patriarchal structure of
reproductive positions and the quasi-legality of pregnant bodies. Haraway writes that up
until that point,
Female embodiment seemed to be given, organic, necessary; and female
embodiment seemed to mean skill in mothering and its metaphoric extensions.
[…] Cyborgs might consider more seriously the partial, fluid, sometimes aspect of
sex and sexual embodiment. Gender might not be global identity after all, even if
it has profound historical breadth and depth. […] I would suggest that cyborgs
have more to do with regeneration and are suspicious of the reproductive matrix
and of most birthing. […] Cyborg imagery can suggest a way out of the maze of
dualisms in which we have explained our bodies and our tools to ourselves.234
Here, Haraway works against the ostensibly biological predisposition of particularly
gendered bodies as a way to disaggregate the sutured categories of gender and
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reproduction more broadly. Esposito similarly offers useful ideas to articulate how
bodies are enmeshed in the complicated alliance of bodies and life:
The body is the most immediate terrain of the relation between politics and life,
because only in the body does life seem protected from what threatens to harm it
and from its own tendency to go beyond itself, to become other than itself. It is as
if life, to preserve itself as such, must be compressed and kept within the confines
of the body.235
But technological intervention confuses the political life of bodies more generally. The
convergence of reproductive technologies, the market, and the creation of subjects within
this market are all symptomatic of a shift in how bodies are governed and even created in
the twentieth century. In the wake of oral contraceptives and Viagra, the invention of
Playboy, the Cold War military space race, cosmetic and sexual surgeries, synthetic
steroids, fluids, and hormone therapy, the twentieth century saw a historical shift in the
management and constitution of bodies. In his book Testo Junkie: Sex, Drugs, and
Biopolitics in the Pharmacopornographic Era, Paul B. Preciado argues that these and
many other examples of the “postindustrial, global, and mediatic regime” signal the
transformation into the pharmacopornagraphic era, which Preciado refers to as “processes
of biomolecular (pharmaco) and semiotic-technical (pornographic) government of sexual
subjectivity.”236 In the wake of media and communication theories, the technologies of
communication are not merely extensions of a body. Rather, as Preciado writes, “the
individual body functions like an extension of global technologies of communication.”237
As Preciado puts it, “technobodies are either not-yet-alive or already-dead.”238 From
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Preciado’s formulation, the technobody can serve as a helpful analytic to account for
human intervention in natural history that discounts the notion that history is separated
between that of the human and that of nature.
Similarly, we must confront the issue of the agency of voice within this regime in
which distinctions between life and non-life become less clear cut. In her study on the
composition of late liberalism and modes of resistance of Indigenous Australian practices
against settler logics, anthropologist Elizabeth Povinelli cautions against subscribing to a
political theory of voice that considers the possession of a voice as a method of endowing
political representation because such a principle problematically appropriates voice as a
means of policing within the demos. In particular, Povinelli warns against attempts to
extend voice to nonhumans in order to make such entities legible within existing
analytics and governing systems—a pressing problem within the era of the
Anthropocene. Povinelli identifies a formula to understand the political organization of
the Anthropocene:
Life (Life {birth, growth, reproduction} v. Death) v. Nonlife
Within this era, where the figure of the human occupies a dominant position over all
“biological, geological, and meteorological forms and forces,”239 methods of
(re)production serve as defining features that carve out this time period. The very concept
of the Anthropocene, Povinelli notes, has dramatically altered “the organization of
critical thought, cultural politics, and geopolitical governance in and across the global
north and south” and that “this conceptual impact is one of the effects and causes of the
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crumbling of the self-evident distinction of Life and Nonlife, fundamental to
biopolitics.”240 Here the figure of the clone encounters an identity crisis. Is the clone the
ultimate icon of the Anthropocene—a figure that embodies the absolute dominance of
human over “nature,” where the inextricable relationship between nature and labor takes
shape?241 Or is the clone a harbinger of the eventual post-extinction world? Is the clone
another form of existence or is the clone merely symptomatic and diagnostic, to use
Povinelli’s analytic, of bio-technocapitalism that emerges and flourishes under what she
calls “geontopower”—a power of differentiation and control as a mode of late liberal
governance over all forms of life and non-life—in the second half of the twentieth
century? Within this geontological era, reproduction is operationalized at the intersection
of multiple ontologies, constituting life, non-life, and other forms of existence. As
Povinelli shows, under what she calls late liberalism—a settler colonial regime associated
with the capitalist Anglosphere whose extravisit priorities annunciated the
Anthropocene—even non-life and inert material can be excavated for vitality—and even
vocality—in order to create profit.242 Indeed, such re-distributions of power allude to the
potential end of the Anthropocene as it has been theorized in critical theory.243
In an effort to reproduce Anderson’s artistry and extractive labor potential, the
processed voice embodies the clone who is transduced into a source of surplus value
extraction as well as Clone’s voice, which seemingly endows him with political
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constitution within a framework of representation and legibility. But Clone’s voice does
not provide emancipation. Rather, his voice is precisely what makes him susceptible to
such extractive, exploitative maneuvers. Whose voice after all is the Clone’s? It is both
“his” and Anderson’s. A voice is not an inalienable possession.244 The clone resides
among these ontological spheres without a clear sense of its own body, confusing the
distinctions between life and non-life. The political constitution of the clone may not
clearly map onto these divisions and that, perhaps, constitutes its most significant
political act as a form that redistributes the sensible, in Jacques Rancière’s definition.245
In this era, dominated by the intersection of medicine, sex, and capitalism (the
pharmacopornographic) and the late liberal regulation of life and nonlife (the
geontological) then, the clone’s body becomes the site of a reproductive turn in the
“microphysics of power,” demonstrating the technological intervention in the distribution
of power.246 This turn shifts toward the convergence of a particular brand of capitalism,
technocapitalism, by creating new reproductive techniques and technologies in the
marketplace (what Preciado calls biocapitalism). This industry is characterized by in vitro
fertilization, sperm banks, and the general corporatization and biomedical control of
reproduction to “reincorporate the realm of social, sexual, and biological reproduction
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within the economic sphere.”247 In this model, biocapitalism is not only the production of
objects, but also the creation of a subject of consumption. The dimensions between life
and property under this paradigm are increasingly nebulous, in a moment when
reproductive tissue can simultaneously be outsourced, privatized, considered a circulating
commodity, as well as deemed a potential life with rights in the eyes of the State.
Increasing control over reproduction has always been a mechanism to produce a
particular subject, and under the biocapitalist regime it becomes entrenched as a
mechanism to outsource unregulated reproductive labor to female underclasses—a key
and persistent contributor to sexual subordination.248 Even Clone has to beget another
clone to share the burden of labor—establishing a full-circle “economy of
transactions”249 that rehearses, as Peter Szendy asserts, Althusser’s notion “[that] the
ultimate condition of production is therefore the reproduction of the conditions of
production”250 in order to sustain cloning as a new social formation. That the newest
clone’s pitch-shifted voice phones in an extremely high chipmunk register further
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demonstrates how voice participates in an “organological market” of bodily commerce.251
Throughout the film, Clone’s voice is increasingly labored and his body increasingly
disabled by visual and sonic manipulation. Clone provides an uncomfortable answer for
Puar’s recent question, “which bodies are made to pay for ‘progress’?” in her recent work
on debility, capacity, and disability.252 Anderson’s task delegation to Clone to maintain
her livelihood exemplifies Puar’s claim that debility is profitable for capitalism. Clone
has also become a willful subject who endeavors to produce and reproduce. The division
and organization of labor, in the words of Angela Davis, “reflects the increasingly
pointed and omnipresent fragmentation of capitalist social relations in an era of advanced
technology.”253 Clone thus demonstrates how reproducing subjects “are projected as
embodiments of nature’s unrelenting powers”254 in the wake of a burgeoning medical
industrial complex.
The many manifestations and processes of reproduction, whether biological,
artificial, or sonic take shape through the materiality of bodies, the matter of sound, the
representation of life and non-life and epistemological ways of knowing. In What You
Mean We? Anderson demonstrates how the voice, specifically the technologized voice,
sounds the intersection between reproduction and biocapitalism. Moreover, she shows
that within the network of somatic fictions mobilized from this relationship, the voice
forms a precarious hinge between the political life of bodies, the investment in identity
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knowledges, and the distinctions between life and non-life. To be sure, Clone's contested
vocal propriety signals that one’s voice is never one’s own. Reproduction, in the domain
of the social, in sound recording, in biology, and in signal processing, constitutes an
ongoing reconfiguring or recomposing of the world. Here, we are reminded how technoutopian politics have landed—that many reproductive technologies have further
entrenched already stratified reproductive labor and have not led to the emancipation of
people with a primarily internal reproductive system. The political fictions of the
processed voice straddle the boundary between reproduction and identity formation, and
mark a biopolitical shift in the late twentieth century. Under this biocapitalist framework,
bodies are increasingly produced and reproduced through technological interventions
even as what had previously been understood to be the body's own product of political
subjectivization—the voice—is itself revealed as subject to the same technological
processes.
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Chapter 3
Vulnerable Listening: The Parents’ Music Resource Center, Karen Finley, and the
Aurality of Pornography

In the 1980s, under the banners of “The Feminist Sex Wars,” “Sex Wars,” “Porn Wars,”
and “Lesbian Sex Wars,” feminist organizing mobilized around efforts to determine the
fundamental principles of and pathways toward women’s liberation. During this period,
however, even the analytic category of “woman” proved difficult to agree upon among
activists. Disagreements on the sexual politics of empowerment fueled disputes about the
ethics of dominance and submission in sado-masochist practices and even butch-femme
relationships more generally, furnished transphobic notions that reified biological
essentialism and determinism, continued to prioritize the concerns of white, middle-class
women, and contributed to a contradictory stance on sex work, which simultaneously
judged and victimized sex workers.255 Among these issues, this discourse included the
shifting parameters of social hygiene—the intersection of decent, respectable psychosocial health and the vigilant management of sexual mores in both the public and private
spheres—as a barometer of societal well-being.
Within this political era, under the aegis of social hygiene, the interventions to
govern the individual body expanded to the social body in the popular sensorium, with
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the political utility of censorship in popular culture. The support and disdain for
pornography, in particular, was a polarizing issue among scholars and activists. Feminist
organizing against the pornography industry gained traction in the latter half of the
1970s,256 and into the 1980s, activists were often situated on the political spectrum by
their stance on pornography. (Betty Friedan once referred to the feminist movement as
being “obsess[ed] with the matter of pornography.”)257 Most notably, Andrea Dworkin,
Catherine MacKinnon, and Gloria Steinem advocated for civil laws to address the
misogynistic and violent nature of pornography, while Gayle Rubin, Ellen Willis, and
Cherríe Moraga, among others, countered with an anti-censorship, sex-positive approach
to feminist practice.258 Legislative gains for anti-pornography organizers took place at
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municipal, state, and federal levels of government. MacKinnon and Dworkin, for
example, famously managed to secure legislation against pornography with their 1983
Minneapolis Ordinance, which stated that pornography was a constitutive and
perpetuating force for sexual discrimination, inequality, and the subordination of women.
At the same time The Feminist Sex wars took up the censorship of pornography
as a primary, if contested, political cause, music also became the object of political
management; the Parents’ Music Resource Center (PMRC) was formed as part of Ronald
Reagan’s Presidential Task Force on the Arts and Humanities in order to address what
music was considered harmful to hear, and should thus be labeled as “explicit.” Certainly,
the intense regulation of the aesthetic and aural territory of social hygiene in the United
States was not new, but a mode of censorship that focused on music emerged in the mid1980s that was countered through aesthetic-activist work, where, in some cases, activists,
scholars, musicians, and performance artists launched critiques in solidarity in response
to music censorship. In particular, Karen Finley’s vocal response to such measures
provoked a necessarily embodied mode of listening that shaped the debate concerning
aesthetics, censorship, and public decency in the Feminist Sex Wars. Her countercensorship response also found her among perhaps otherwise unlikely bedfellows; avantgarde rock musician Frank Zappa, pop superstar Prince, and metal rocker Dee Snider
were also subjected to and subsequently responded to the efforts by the PMRC.
In this chapter, I consider how listening is particularly susceptible to corruption
under the anxieties concerning social hygiene in this period. The openness and
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susceptibility of the ear has long been a focus of attention for theorists of listening.259 The
ear has been theorized as an open, unprotected sensorial entry point, and therefore
potentially defenseless and prone to attack. In this line of thought, to pollute one’s ear is
to launch a strike against the fragile fabric of social hygiene—a dangerous consequence
of vulnerable listening. Most recently, Olivia Bloechl refers to “the vulnerability of the
ear,” as the involuntary sensorial nature of hearing to address both the ethical and
political capacities of vulnerability as explored through listening, following Emmanuel
Levinas, and recent work of feminist theorists Judith Butler, Adriana Cavarero, Ann
Murphy, and Erinn Gilson. She argues that vulnerable listening provokes an ethics with
the imperative to hear responsibility for another.260 In the period I discuss here, the ear
became the battleground on which to fight over the social conditioning of listening.
Claims about censorship as a form of protection enacted a mode of vulnerable listening
that was intimately connected with notions of social hygiene that both constituted and
shaped understandings of aurality’s relationship with sexual deviance, including
HIV/AIDS—what I here call the “aurality of pornography.” Although Finley’s work
already challenges the exceptionalism of the ear as the avenue for listening in the way her
performance art engages visual, tactile, and multimedia formats, I argue that her work
presented a possible alternative mode of vulnerable listening from the normative and
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reductive mode touted by the PMRC, one that was not predicated on protectionism, risk,
and harm for susceptible ears, but an affective vocal practice intimately connected to the
body, and based on immunity.
The Responsibility to Listen
In her book, Raising PG Kids in an X-Rated Society (1987), which she published
following the Senate hearing, Tipper Gore recalls purchasing a copy of Prince’s Purple
Rain (1984) for her eleven-year-old daughter, and being deeply disturbed when she and
her daughter played the album and heard the track “Darling Nikki.” Gore quotes the
opening verse of the song:
I knew a girl named Nikki I guess you could say she was a sex fiend,
I met her in a hotel lobby masturbating with a magazine,
She said how’d you like to waste some time and I could not resist when I saw
little Nikki grind.
While listening, Gore writes that she “couldn’t believe [my] ears!” and that “the vulgar
lyrics” embarrassed both her and her daughter.261 Another formative event for Gore took
place after her six-year-old daughter watched the music video for Van Halen’s “Hot For
Teacher” on MTV and asked “Mom, why is the teacher taking off her clothes?”262
Frustrated and profoundly concerned about the type of music her daughter was
listening to, Gore founded The PMRC, an organization she hoped could help parents
prevent exposing their children to explicit lyrics. The group was known as the
“Washington Wives” because it was led by Gore (wife of then-senator for the state of
Tennessee Al Gore and former drummer in the all-girl band, the Wildcats) and Susan
Baker (wife of then-Treasury Secretary James Baker) and included the wives of ten other
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senators, six congress representatives, and a Cabinet Secretary. With financial support
from Mike Love (of the Beach Boys) and conservative corporate activist Joseph Coors,
the president of Coors Brewing Company, the group formed to address content in popular
music that might be considered inappropriate for children, especially concerning lyrics
about sex, violence, drug and alcohol use, and anti-Christian or satanic sentiment.263
Baker later cited that her motivation to form the PMRC was instigated when she heard
her seven-year-old daughter singing Madonna’s “Like a Virgin,” who subsequently asked
her, “Mama, what’s a virgin?”264 Similarly, Pam Howar, the other co-founder of the
PMRC also located the impetus for the project in her young daughter, lamenting, “I had a
daughter. And anything delivered through music can be pretty powerful.”265 Howard
remarked that Madonna, in particular, was teaching young girls how to be “porn queens
in heat.”266 The belief in the powerful expediency and persuasiveness of popular music,
coupled with the putative vulnerability of two young daughters provided the committee
of political wives with sufficient alarm to seek legal recourse.
The PMRC arranged for a senate hearing before the Senate Commerce, Science,
and Transportation Committee in which to advocate for the development of a parental
advisory program for album sales. The senate hearing took place in September 1985 and
has since been dubbed “the porn rock hearing.”267 It was convened by the committee to
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address “the content of certain sound recordings and suggestions that recording packages
be labeled to provide a warning to prospective purchasers of sexually explicit or other
potentially offensive content.”268
In the beginning of her testimony, co-founder Pam Baker explained, “the Parents’
Music Resource Center was organized in May of this year by mothers of young children
who are very concerned by the growing trend in music toward lyrics that are sexually
explicit, excessively violent, or glorify the use of drugs and alcohol.”269 Addressing the
ubiquity of music in the daily lives of children and young adults, Baker contended that
the music industry had a “special responsibility” to listeners as explicit content escalates
and circulates at unprecedented rates, selling millions of copies. Prince’s “Darling
Nikki,” which explicitly refers to masturbation, had sold over 10 million copies at the
time of the hearing. Continuing to read from her statement, Baker argued,
Some say there is no cause for concern. We believe there is. Teen pregnancies and
teenage suicide rates are at epidemic proportions today. […] In the USA, we have the
highest teen pregnancy rate of any developed country. Ninety-six out of a thousand
teenage girls become pregnant. Rape is up seven percent in the latest statistics, and
the suicide rates of youth between sixteen and twenty-four has gone up 300% in the
last three decades. While the adult level has remained the same [sic]. There are
certainly many causes for these ills in our society. But it’s our contention that the
pervasive messages aimed at children, which promote and glorify suicide, rape, and
sadomasochism and so on has to be numbered among the contributing factors. […]
What can be done to help parents who want to protect their children from these
messages if they want to? Today parents have no way of knowing the content of
music products that their children are buying.270
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Again, for Baker, the developing sexuality of girls generates much of her anxiety about
“music products,” where unplanned pregnancy is registered as one of the most
frightening consequence of listening to suggestive or explicit lyrics. In both Baker’s and
Gore’s testimonies, a clear conflation between hearing lyrical content and sexual deviant
practices emerges. In an attempt to classify the terms by which music sales should be
regulated, the PMRC initially created a taxonomy of what I call “vulnerable listening”—a
prescriptive approach, albeit with vaguely defined parameters by which to determine
what music was harmful to hear. They adopted a premise similar to the ratings of the
Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), but they implemented their own code
system to determine what as particularly harmful about each album:
X—sexually explicit content
D/A—references to drugs or alcohol
V—violence
O—for mentions of anything occult
Members of the PMRC consistently included sadomasochism alongside rape, thrillkillings, and incest, equating sado-masochist practices with sexual violence. In addition,
the conditions the PMRC initially proposed for the regulation of indecent language or
graphic content included printing song lyrics on the covers of albums and that these
albums would be sectioned off from other albums in stores—a practice akin to a
curtained, or behind-the-counter “adult” section of the video store, a measure that
eventually resulted in the “Eighteen to Buy” policies to purchase albums.271
The PMRC focused almost exclusively on the lyrical content of music, with few
exceptions. The musical effect of “backmasking,” when a phrase is played in reverse and
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the text is indecipherable and worked into the orchestration and texture of a song, for
example, was also a concern for the PMRC, as members asserted that the medium of rock
music communicated particular value systems that negatively influenced children. In an
effort to substantiate their case, the PMRC culled together a list of songs they deemed
particularly reprehensible to represent the “most objectionable” lyrical content—“the
filthy 15.”
The “Filthy 15” and the “Porn Rock” Hearing
The number one song on the “Filthy 15” list was Prince’s “Darling Nikki,”
included for its “sex/masturbation” lyrical content.272 It is worth noting that the majority
of the songs—nine out of the fifteen—were identified as objectionable specifically for
their sexual content. While the hearing covered content that pertained to all of the
“explicit categories” (sexual content, drugs and alcohol, violence, and occult), the
primary offense was clearly the sexually deviant content, with the top four spots reserved
for songs dealing with sex and sexuality.
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Number

Artist

Song Title

Lyrical Content

1 Prince

Darling Nikki

Sex/Masturbation

2 Sheena Easton

Sugar Walls

Sex

3 Judas Priest

Eat Me Alive

Sex

4 Vanity

Strap On 'Robbie Baby

Sex

5 Mötley Crüe

Bastard

Violence/Language

6 AC/DC

Let Me Put My Love Into You

Sex

7 Twisted Sister

We’re Not Gonna Take It

Violence

8 Madonna

Dress You Up

Sex

9 W.A.S.P.

Animal (Fuck Like a Beast)

Sex/Language

10 Def Leppard

High ’n’ Dry (Saturday Night)

Drug and Alcohol Use

11 Mercyful Fate

Into the Coven

Occult

12 Black Sabbath

Trashed

Drug and Alcohol Use

13 Mary Jane Girls

In My House

Sex

14 Venom

Possessed

Occult

15 Cyndi Lauper

She Pop

Sex/Masturbation

Table 3.1 “Filthy 15.”
In addition to holding the number one spot on the list, Prince is also responsible
for writing “Sugar Walls,” performed by Sheena Easton, the number two song on the
“Filthy 15” list, which analogized female genitalia as “sugar walls.” In an interview with
the Los Angeles Times, Pam Baker, the Vice President of the PMRC, made a rare
reference to the actual sonic content of the song. Referring to the lyrics “The blood races
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to your private spots, lets me know there’s a fire, can’t fight passion when passion is hot,
temperatures rise inside my sugar walls,” Baker commented on how the sound of
Easton’s voice provided the undeniably erotic affect of the song in an interview with the
Los Angeles Times: “‘And you should hear the way she sings those lyrics, using this very
sexy, erotic voice,’ Baker said, putting extra emphasis on the word erotic. ‘Well, you
don’t have to be much older than 10 [sic] to know what she means.’”273 According to the
PMRC, these fifteen songs were representative of broader trends in contemporary music
that warranted a parental advisory label to help parents decide whether or not they should
purchase an album.274 In an effort to, in part, simplify the process by which albums would
be categorized, the PMRC elected to implement a generic parental advisory sticker
program instead of a coded classification system.
According to the PMRC, displaying a generic parental advisory label would
enable parents to make informed decisions about purchasing albums for their children. To
be sure, such a decision would have also been informed by parents listening to the
material, a position for which the PMRC did not support (Senator Ernest Hollings, a
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democrat from South Carolina, also admitted to not having listened to much of the music
in question). Instead, Gore insisted on a technique that re-distributed the agency and
responsibilities of listening by outsourcing that task to the Recording Industry
Association of America (RIAA). With this tactic, the PMRC adopted a “before you
listen” method of censorship. The PMRC’s official stance equated songs with sexually
explicit lyrics as pornographic and they argued that “pornography sold to children is
illegal, enforcing that is not censorship.”275 In the hearing, Gore asserted that,
voluntary labeling is not censorship. Censorship implies restricting access or
suppressing content. This proposal does neither. Moreover, it involves no
government action. Voluntary labeling in no way infringes upon first amendment
rights. Labeling is little more than truth in packaging. By now, a time-honored
principle in our free enterprise system. Without labeling, parental guidance is
virtually impossible. […] The issue here is larger than violent and sexuallyexplicit lyrics. It is one of ideas and ideals, freedoms and responsibility in our
society. Clearly there is a tension here, and in a free society, there always will be.
We are simply asking that these corporate and artistic rights be exercised with
responsibility, with sensitivity, and some measure of self-restraint. Especially
since young minds are at stake.276
Gore’s testimony was followed by a slide presentation by PMRC consultant, Jeff Ling,
who read song lyrics aloud while displaying album covers. According to Gore’s
retrospective book on the formation of the PMRC, Ling was a rock-musician-turnedyouth-minister, who was responsible for “graphically illustrating the worst excesses in
rock music, from lyrics to concert performances to rock magazines aimed at the teenage
market.”277 In this instance, the songs themselves were not played. No music was heard,
but Ling quickly (and rather un-musically) recited the lyrics of songs. In this part of the
hearing, Ling’s bland, almost clinical delivery of the lyrics, separated the text from its
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musical context. Earlier in this chapter I cited how Baker claimed that Easton’s vocal
delivery made the sexual content of “Sugar Walls” perceivable, and yet, the material
presented in the hearing, was almost exclusively recited outside of its musical context. It
is also worth noting that while the leaders of the PMRC were all women, they relegated
the task of reading the explicit lyrics aloud to a male consultant. Indeed, Ling’s bland
vocal delivery demonstrated a contradictory notion of aurality that ignored the
performative, envoiced aspects of the lyrics, despite Baker’s earlier claims that Easton’s
“Sugar Walls” was particularly offensive for her vocalizations, for example. In his final
example, Ling displayed the album cover for a band called Mentors:
How bad can it get? The list is endless. This album was released just recently by a
band called the Mentors. It was released in an album with the label Enigma
Records, which also launched Motley Crue’s career. The album includes songs
like “Four-F Club,” “Find Her, Feel Her, Fuck Her, and Forget Her,” “Free Fix
for a Fuck,” “Clap Queen,” “My Erection is Over,” and the song “Golden
Showers," which says these words, “Listen, you little slut, do as you are told,
come with daddy for me to pour the gold. Golden showers. All through my
excrement you shall roam. Bend up and smell my anal vapor. Your face is my
toilet paper. On your face I leave a shit tower. Golden showers. Mr. Chairman,
that concludes my remarks. I thank you.278
In addition to testimony from the PMRC, the hearing also included statements
from Senators Paula Hawkins and Al Gore, as well as country-rock musician John
Denver, Dee Snider, and Frank Zappa, whose performative approaches to aurality
strongly countered Ling’s recitation of filthy lyrics. These artists all presented engaging
testimony, despite efforts by the committee to prevent applause and other sonic
demonstrations of support from the gallery.279 Denver discussed his song “Rocky
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Mountain High,” about the Rocky Mountains, which was construed by the PMRC as
potentially influencing or encouraging drug use. Denver argued that, in general, censors
often misinterpret music. In a similar vein, Snider argued that the PMRC had
fundamentally misunderstood the Twisted Sister song “We’re Not Gonna Take It” and
was not guilty of featuring violent content. He explained that the music video for “We’re
Not Gonna Take It,” in which a disgruntled anti-rock father ended up hurting himself as
he tried to prevent his son from rocking, was in fact based on the comedic slapstick
cartoon character of Wile E. Coyote. Snider’s engaging testimony was further animated
by his presentation style, with his sleeveless black shirt and teased blond hair that
covered most of his face as he spoke, which seemed to disturb Senator Hollings, in
particular. Snider also emphatically defended his song “Under the Blade,” which Tipper
Gore had claimed was about bondage and rape—an interpretation Snider claimed existed
only in the mind of Tipper Gore.280 Zappa also took aim at Tipper Gore and the
“Washington Wives” and situated the debate as an issue of First Amendment rights,
government resource allocation, and the lesser-known “blank tape tax” that motivated the
Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) to entertain the PMRC’s proposals.
He stated,
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The PMRC proposal is an ill-conceived piece of nonsense which fails to deliver
any real benefits to children, infringes the civil liberties of people who are not
children, and promises to keep the courts busy for years dealing with the
interpretational and enforcement problems inherent in the proposal’s design.
It is my understanding that in law First Amendment issues are decided with a
preference for the least restrictive alternative. In this context, the PMRC demands
are the equivalent of treating dandruff by decapitation.
No one has forced Mrs. Baker or Mrs. Gore to bring Prince or Sheena Easton into
their homes. Thanks to the Constitution, they are free to buy other forms of music
for their children. Apparently, they insist on purchasing the works of
contemporary recording artists in order to support a personal illusion of aerobic
sophistication. Ladies, please be advised: The $8.98 purchase price does not
entitle you to a kiss on the foot from the composer or performer in exchange for a
spin on the family Victrola.
Bad facts make bad law, and people who write bad laws are in my opinion more
dangerous than songwriters who celebrate sexuality. Freedom of speech, freedom
of religious thought, and the right to due process for composers, performers and
retailers are imperiled if the PMRC and the major labels consummate this nasty
bargain.
Are we expected to give up article 1 so the big guys can collect an extra dollar on
every blank tape and 10 to 25 percent on tape recorders? What is going on here?
Do we get to vote on this tax?281
The tax referred to a measure that the record industry was lobbying for at the time—a
blank tape tax, which would charge an extra fee on blank cassette tapes to be collected by
the record industry. The industry’s lobbyists claimed that the sale of blank cassettes
encouraged music piracy and directly impacted the revenue of record companies. Zappa
cited the potential legislation as proof that the industry would make concessions in order
to procure the tax income.282
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It took another two months, following the hearing, for the committee, PMRC, and
RIAA to reach an agreement. Although the PMRC originally proposed that these songs
and songs like it be banned from radio airplay, following the hearing, they eventually
settled on asking the RIAA and its related record companies to institute a generic Parental
Advisory sticker on albums at their own discretion. The mere threat of legislation
prompted the Recording Industry Association of America to adopt a warning label to
identify albums as featuring explicit lyrics when purchased. Unlike the labels for MPAA,
parental advisory stickers for music albums were self-regulated, meaning that an artist
and record label must have opted-in to the Parental Advisory Program. As it currently
stands, since its last revision in 2006, the RIAA states,
The music industry takes its responsibility to help parents determine what may be
inappropriate for their children seriously—that’s why RIAA and its member
companies created the Parental Advisory Label (PAL) program.[…] The Parental
Advisory Label (PAL) is a notice to consumers that recordings identified by this
mark may contain strong language or depictions of violence, sex or substance
abuse.283
While the PMRC did not produce specific legislation to censor music, the Parental
Advisory Program had clearly invested in an evaluation process to determine what
albums might be harmful to hear and that, rather than censoring lyrics specifically, the
PMRC seemed more concerned with censoring listening. Years later, Gore called the
Senate hearings a mistake, saying “the hearings gave the misperception that there was
censorship involved,” but that did not prevent her from expanding the goals of the PMRC
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to include music videos and television programs.284 She firmly defended her approach,
which, she claimed, provided “consumer information in the marketplace.”285 While
representatives of the PMRC consistently claimed that they were not trying to censor the
music, but merely provide parents with relevant information to inform their purchases,
the Parental Advisory stickers did eventually cause the country’s largest retailer,
Walmart, to stop carrying albums deemed explicit, causing economic ramifications for
explicit content. Well into the 1990s, Walmart refused to stock albums that had not been
edited for language and content. Instead, Walmart has made available “sanitized”
versions of albums, scrubbed clean from any harmful references.286

Figure 3.2 Final version of the Parents’ Music Resource Center Parental Advisory
Sticker, which first appeared in 1990.
In the aftermath of the hearing, there were several musical responses. Judas Priest
released “Parental Guidance” on their 1986 album Turbo. Zappa put out an album called
Frank Zappa Meets the Mothers of Prevention, which included the song “Porn Wars,”
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that featured an electronic manipulation of some of the testimony from the hearing.287
The twelve-minute long piece includes samples of testimony from the hearing, including
an excerpt from John Danforth, the Chairman of the Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation, in which he claimed that while the hearing was not convened to enact
any legislation on censorship, it nevertheless would “create a forum for airing the issue
itself, for ventilating the issue, for bringing it out in the public domain.” It also included a
lengthy excerpt from Senator Ernest Hollings discussing the “porn test,” a kind of litmus
test, or evaluation tool that determines whether or not a song is pornographic. In the clip,
Hollings explains that one of the primary parameters by which to define a song as
pornographic is to consider whether or not the song has any “social redeeming value,”
another ill-defined evaluative method. There were also less-circulated responses from
other artists.288
The motivations for Zappa’s anti-censorship convictions, predicated on freemarket fundamentalism, shared similarities with Gore’s belief that the Parental Advisory
Label was not a form of censorship, but rather, offered more choice within the market
and circulation of music. Both Zappa and Gore insisted that the market would be the ideal
arena in which consumers would determine the ultimate impact and survival of musical
287
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work. Zappa was an early and vocal supporter of individualism, promoting a libertarian
approach to the issue by arguing that the court of judgment took place not in
governmental hearings, but in the free market. Such a political mandate informs the early
stirrings of neoliberalism, which, as I will further elaborate on in the epilogue of this
dissertation, has facilitated an expansion of a free market under the ostensible mandate of
the individual. Zappa became a spokesperson against the PMRC and artistic censorship
more generally in the wake of the hearings, but his public presence and his engagement
on several televised debates, news hours, and television specials demonstrate some of the
primary issues of social and sexual hygiene that were at stake more generally in the sex
wars, and the question of music’s relationship with sex, pornography, and public health.
Throughout and following the hearings, Zappa was a frequent guest in interviews
and debates about the censorship controversy, including two appearances in 1986 and
1987 on CNN’s Crossfire, a popular program dedicated to current political issues, in
which censorship was taken up. In the 1987 appearance, the immunological resonances
between censorship, the conflation of sexual deviance and AIDS became all too clear as
the prompt for the debate was announced by Peter Gemma: “Frank Zappa, the sexual
revolution failed, and now we’ve entered the age of AIDS. What [are] you and your
compatriots in the rock industry doing to handle the responsibility?”289 When Zappa
flatly denies responsibility, Gemma continues to argue that the rock industry must have
“something to do with what’s going on in, uh, the problem we’re having with sex? […]
So you don’t think 3,000 kids getting pregnant a day and 1,000 of them getting abortions
a day is a problem that relates to rock music and sex lyrics?” Frustrated by Zappa’s
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unrepentant affect, Gemma claims that if Zappa and his “compatriots” won’t clean up
their act, then Big Brother will come in and do it for them. The claim provoked the
Crossfire host to bluntly ask, “Do you think there is any connection between rock lyrics
or rock music and AIDS?” Scoffing, Zappa points out the hypocrisy of the PMRC
campaign, which championed their cause, in part, against Prince’s song “Darling Nikki.”
He explains, “An organization that got the ball rolling in their campaign because of a
song that mentioned masturbation—which is one of the few, safe forms of sex left in
America—the same group that was against masturbation is now saying that they think
these record ratings are going to promote safe sex is preposterous.”290 Zappa’s resolute
and often humorous responses animated public discourse about what constituted a
deviant sexual practice and the hypocrisy of the PMRC.
The connections between public health and social hygiene, and the pointed, if
egregious, equation of explicit lyrics with HIV/AIDS, is further embodied by the
involvement of then Surgeon General, Dr. C. Everett Koop in debates in the years
following the hearing that often focused on the content of music videos. In October 1988,
the PMRC sponsored a symposium in which Koop, along with other public health
representatives, “warned that explicit sexual and violent imagery in music videos exerts a
dangerous influence on children and adolescents, and could lead to suicide, satanism, and
drug and alcohol abuse” and stated that “many videos ‘are a combination of senseless
violence and senseless pornography to the beat of rock music.’”291
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The PMRC, and subsequent voices, privileged censorship to combat what I have
introduced as the aurality of pornography. Aurality in this context captures the
ontological slippage between orality, as the oral articulation of text, and the interpretation
of vocal gestures.292 The aurality of pornography, as conceived of by the PMRC, is
comprised primarily of the discursive properties of music, but contests the
phenomenological properties of hearing such discursive elements articulated through the
voice, as evinced through Ling’s recitations. The intersections of these debates
demonstrate the interconnected relationship between bodily and aural vulnerability as
well as the efforts by governmental, social, and media organizations to protect susceptible
ears and bodies more generally through censorship of sexual, sonic, and musical
practices. Yet, the PMRC privileged a mode of aurality based on a contradictory method
of protectionism, which simultaneously located the threat of pornographic music in the
lyrics alone and, separately, as articulated through the voice. Whatever prophylactic the
PMRC may have thought it implemented, its own discourse belied the difficulty to
regulate the passage from the ontological slippage of ear and voice to forms of social
behavior. After all, perhaps the inscription of the pornographic (the “graphic”) required a
more sophisticated understanding of what, precisely, is inscribable in and through the
embodied voice at a time in which the definition of what constitutes a body was itself at
stake.
Dear PMRC
One of the more aggressive responses to the porn-rock hearing came from
performance artist Karen Finley who presented a mode of aurality that was differently
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configured through a shared notion of vulnerable listening. Known for traversing the
lines between erotic and repulsive, humorous and profoundly disturbed on topics from
feminist politics to the scatological, sexual violence and toxic masculinity through
capitalism, Finley’s performances often take on the simple but persistently harmful logic
that grounds the practice of defining women by their sexuality and then punishing them
for it. Her earliest works sift through disturbingly detailed recollections, experimental
free associations, and graphic envoicings of physical and sexual abuse as well as mental
illness. Her performance style regularly includes a trance-like vocal delivery, in which
Finley rapidly and rhythmically rattles off text. Finley’s performances often take on the
somatic fictions of the body as she releases abruptly shifting, flowing incantations. Such
a performance practice evokes the sensibility of the psychoanalytic “talking cure,” in
which the detailed and explicit communication of violence and sexual trauma offers a
type of catharsis, a release for her and her listeners. Finley freely borrows from
psychoanalytic theory, often dismissing or attempting to subvert Freudian strongholds.
Finley’s artistic output emphatically interrogates the concepts of decency and
indecency, how trauma, violence, and damage inevitably inform desire, and mechanisms
of control and power.293 She has also described her artistic practice as an exercise in
“leaving shame for healing,”294 advocating for audiences to embrace a vulnerable form of
listening in order to relieve shame in exchange for healing and relief. While Finley’s
mode of expression typically takes shape in the form of monologues, melding together
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different characters, and voicing experiences in various scenes that are almost never
clearly demarcated, she began setting some of these texts to music in the 1980s. In her
memoir, A Different Kind of Intimacy, Finley cites meeting Lydia Lunch and
encountering her “aggressive and sexual and angry and brooding” performance style as
the inspiration for considering popular music as a medium for her work.295 Indeed, Finley
mobilized her own particular mode of affective rage when she produced the 1987 album
The Truth is Hard to Swallow.
The album featured Finley’s distinctive trance-like speed of delivery, often
rapidly listing keywords and short phrases punctuated by audible short, shallow breaths.
Most pieces on the album feature Finley’s spoken word or half-sung, half-spoken word
over glossy, disco tracks. The implication of disco here speaks to a different mode of
public health that I addressed in chapter 1 of this dissertation. The conflation of music
cultures and HIV/AIDS surfaced alongside disco when the virus first emerged in the
early 1980s. Before it was known as HIV/AIDS, the virus was referred to colloquially as
“Saint’s Disease,” according to journalist Randy Shilts, because dancers and patrons of
The Saint, a gay dance club, were contracting the virus.296
About half the pieces on the album include music, but her piece “Dear P.M.R.C”
is a spoken word piece, a fitting choice for the PMRC who severed lyrical content from
its musical context throughout the hearing and its future campaigns. “Dear P.M.R.C”
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features Finley’s characteristic vocal delivery, as she aggressively addresses the PMRC
with accusations of unfair censorship.297 Finley’s piece both gauges and pushes back
against the political fears of the censorship movement by seemingly speaking to every
possible example of “inappropriate content” in this piece while also referring to a
linguistic doubling that generates multiple potential meanings. The opening lines for
example, immediately demonstrate this doubleness:
And when I say Pussy now
You always think it’s my smelly tuna and never my MEOW.
And when I say Prick you’re never looking for the needle but only the Throbbing
Gristle.
And whenever you see me on my knees in prayer you automatically think I’m
giving yo’ ol’ dog head. Sure I like animals.
With each example, Finley, in her clear diction, spits out the text, emphasizing the final
“misheard” and misunderstood words: “MEOW,” to exemplify a cat and not a vagina,
and “Throbbing Gristle” to demonstrate the doubleness of the prick of a needle and the
colloquial expression of “prick” for a penis. Finley’s distinctive vocal delivery, her voice
clearly placed, resonating in the mask of her face and nasal cavity, continues as she
describes the obsessive hygienic practices, such as excessive douching, that she imagines
members of the PMRC engage in to remain clean. Aggressive, short, audible inhales, the
sonic markers of both pleasure and repulsion, punctuate her phrases. Carefully timed
giggles and full-throated laughter shudders in Finley’s voice as she refers to the necessary
censorship of tampon instructions and how the PMRC “wanna fuck all the artists. See,
they want to fuck Bruce, Tina, Yoko, Marianne, Mick and Michael, Prince too, poets,
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writers, artists and musicians—oh yea critics and the journalists too.” The resonant
timbre of her voice disappears as the piece progresses, and a breathy tone envelopes the
final lines of the piece as Finley expresses the inevitable censorship of the bra section of
the Sears catalogue and prohibition of bananas, hot dogs, and oysters.298
Considered in the context of her other works, “Dear P.M.R.C.” is almost reserved
in explicit content when compared to her other works that describe accounts of rape,
incest, and perverted, sexual uses of vegetables and chocolate. That her response to the
PMRC lacks musical accompaniment resonates eerily with Ling’s deadpan delivery of
sexually-charged lyrics during the senate hearing in which he hurriedly read so-called
explicit lyrics aloud and without any variety in vocal inflection or delivery. In contrast,
Finley’s performance is musical and poetic despite the lack of musical accompaniment.
Her piece responds to the PMRC by presenting the contradictions of explicit
language, but her caustic and comical take also demonstrates how Finley and the PMRC
share a definition of explicit language. Finley defines the language of her piece against
the conditions of censorship, which the PMRC delineated, in effect re-inscribing the
claims that some language is inherently offensive and harmful to hear. However, while
Finley and the PMRC share a logical approach at the level of language, Finley’s sonic
articulation of text and her particular vocalizations—her extra-textual utterances—
demonstrate her prioritization of medium over text itself. In her memoir, Finley describes
her musical output as an extension of her anti-censorship work. She writes,
I wrote songs with sexually explicit lyrics in which the woman was on top. I
intentionally used a lot of profanity, because I was trying to make a point about the
way in which corporate radio stations censored music that contained “bad words.” I
298
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wasn’t interested in being a rock star—I looked at my involvement with music as an
art piece. I wanted to appropriate music as a mode of self-expression, and use it to
reach out to contemporary cultural with real immediacy.299
Voice, in Finley’s formulation, accounts not only for words themselves but equally for
bodies—drawing explicit connections between media and medium. In a way, she reverses
the values of the censors, while remaining within a shared logic—performatively pushing
meaning away from the text itself through her pressured mode of speaking that both
provokes and removes meaning from the text—a formative method for her countercensorship work. Finley’s vocalizations emphasize the sonic dimensions of language and
revel in the affective experience of hearing something unfold.
It is through this vocal style that Finley makes her strongest intervention in the
logic of the PMRC. She brings the body into the listening experience of her work. We
hear how Finley flips her tongue over each lateral “L” of “lace” and “leather”; her
repetitive stutter as she emphasizes the “oh-oh-oh” of “old dog head”; the wetness of her
lips as she articulates the plosive “P” of “politicians”; and the drawn-out long “oh” vowel
and alliteration in “rose ribbons in their meat.” When Finley mocks the Washington
Wives, referring to their “suits and taxes” and their pristine social hygiene, she extends
the hiss of each “S” between her teeth as she laughs that they’re scared of their “sweaty
sex that they sit and douche all day.” And we hear the brief vibration of vocal fry before
each iteration of “I’ll fuck ‘em—” as well as the drawn-out fricative “F” as Finley’s
upper teeth drag back across her lower lip. We sense the quickened rhythmic pacing as
she lists off the increasingly abstract qualifications of the PMRC through multiple
pressured, bilabial stops in the phrase “they so frigid not even their hair brush bank
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account butter spank White House expense tennis sex do them no good.” The body is
audibly present in her performance. Finley’s envoicings play with the affective
attachments between voice, body, and text, countering the censorship efforts of the
PMRC, by demonstrating at once the doubleness of language and meaning and nonmeaning. The sonorous materiality of her body is indexical to her performance, and the
entangled rendering of voice and body comprises the sonic intimacy we sense as
listeners.
We hear a similarly embodied vocal performance in other tracks from The Truth
is Hard to Swallow in which Finley’s vocal performances are accompanied by simplistic,
minimal disco and new wave-influenced beat tracks. “Tales of Taboo,” for example, is a
synth-pop song created with Robert Görl (Deutsch Amerikanische Freundschaft) and
mixed by Mark Gamins. The piece begins with a sequencer-generated groove felt in twobar phrases. This groove consists of sixteenth-notes struck on the high-hat, a kick drum
pattern that emphasizes the downbeat of each phrase and subsequent off-beats (giving a
slightly disoriented feel), and a concluding gesture comprised of simultaneous snare drum
strikes and hand claps on the off beats of 3 and 4 in the second measure of each phrase.
An accented snare drum backbeat enters in the fifth bar of the piece, providing a clearer
rhythmic framework—a rhythmic squareness that is absent from the first four bars. This
groove is consistent throughout the piece. When we hear Finley’s vocals, the effect of the
snare drum/hand clap figure becomes clearer, punctuating the completion of each vocal
phrase. Analog synths establish G flat major as the primary key area as Finley’s vocal
entrance dominates the texture of the song as she yells “You don’t own me bastard! You
fucking asshole! You wanna suck my pussy? Well let me suck your dick. Bastard. Bitch.”
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The same percussion groove repeats throughout the piece, with occasional additions to
the instrumentation, including synthesized mallet percussion and temple block, which
double the looped melodic and rhythmic figures. In the final section of the song, as the
backing track fades out, Finley abruptly changes the tone of her voice, from the
expressive style of recitation in which she recounted buttholes, belgian waffles, and
intercourse to the quickened, deadpan refrain “suck me off.”
In “Sushi Party,” Finley’s vocal acrobatics take shape over a basic backing track
of straight sixteenth note high-hat taps and a sequencer pattern figure, evoking a kalimba.
Finley’s voice emerges out of this grounding, hooping, hollering, and imitating a dog
growl as a heavily distorted electric guitar repeats a melodic third figure. Scatting over
the initial loops of the backing track, Finley slides from her upper, whistle register, into
her lower register where she belts “Sushi! Sushi! Sushi!” Finley analogizes eating sushi
with cunnilingus with lines like “Open up your legs girl, open up your twat” and “Cum
down your legs and give you a meal—sushi, sushi, sushi!” Finley varies each articulation
of “sushi,” whispering, lengthening the “oo” and prolonging the “shh” of sushi. We even
hear the fluctuation of phlegm resonating in her throat as she growls “Eat the sushi, boy!”
and “You feel it? Lick that toilet bowl. Lick those tiles. Lick your mama’s boots. I’m
telling you. Sushi! S-U-S-H-I!” Echo and reverb effects amplify her screams of “S-OOSH-EE” alongside the distorted guitar, which concludes the song with a scatter effect on
Finley’s final words “I’m having a fucking good time.” The graphic details of oral sex
and its analogies with food stuffs, passing gas, and sexual dominance are representative
of how her work regularly engages notions of the abject and its relation to the body.
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Abject Bodies and Vulnerable Listening
Much of the aesthetic presentation of Finley’s work has been theorized for its
utilization of the abject body. The relationship between sex and abject bodies has been
taken up in porn studies, to demonstrate the political potential of the disconnect between
sexual arousal, sensuality, and some pornographic expressions. Much scholarship on
Finley uses Julia Kristeva’s work on abjection to address the materiality of her
performances and the accompanying threat to her audiences under the degradation of self
and other, performer and audience.300 Kristeva’s 1980 work Powers of Horror: An Essay
on Abjection, takes on abjection as “the twisted braid of affects and thoughts” that does
not have a “definable object,”301 rather it is a jettisoned object, something to endure and
suffer through. The abject often manifests as the improper or unclean, what the body
disposes of in order to maintain the fragile boundaries between self and other. Such a
transgression of these boundaries speaks to the ultimate degradation of human life.
Finley’s work, according to critics and commentators, is abject in so far as it
transgresses multiple boundaries—the focus on bodily fluids, vomit, excrement, saliva,
ejaculate, cum, that secrete or leak from various orifices—as well as the oral ingestion of
such materials into various orifices—and that such transgressions between the supposed
inside and outside of bodies is mirrored within psychoanalytic dimensions of the family
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(the distinctions and overlapping connections between mother and child, for example,
and the eventual abjection of the mother as she is left behind).302
But it is the immunitary properties of the abject that have not been accounted for
in Finley’s work—that is, the protection that the body garners or perhaps extracts from
the abject, or by injecting the body with a little bit of abjection, immunizes the body.
Kristeva claims that abjection often forces us to confront the fragility of social and
institutional law and asserts that “there is nothing like the abjection of self to show that
all abjection is in fact recognition of the want on which any being, meaning, language, or
desire is founded.”303 How then to account, in Finley’s work through its anti-censorship
animus and its on/scenity of the pornographic, the immunitary notion that I propose and
the lack that Kristeva-influenced critics argue?
Consider for example a complex figure in the immunitary paradigm, the pregnant
woman. It is the pregnant body (even more so than the military interpretation and
implications) that exemplifies the process of immunity in which the body recognizes the
fetus as an external entity apart from the self, but nonetheless engages in a protective
mechanism to tolerate the fetus—a process that is actually strengthened by the genetic
differences between fetus and pregnant person.304 Often, Finley focuses on motherhood,
in maternity, and maternal lineage (such as in “Tales of Taboo,” “Hello Mother,” and
“Roadkill”) and these presentations starkly contrast with the figure of the mother in
Laurie Anderson’s work, for example. Whereas Anderson’s exploration of the mother
takes shape as a central governing figure in biopolitics, Finley’s creative output about the
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mother takes on what Kristeva would deem the necessary abjection of the mother to
facilitate the independence and development of the child. Deborah Caslav Covino, in her
book Amending the Abject Body: Aesthetic Makeovers in Medicine and Culture,
demonstrates how Kristeva was invested in taking apart the ways in which the abjection
of the mother has converted into the abjection of all women, reducing women to their
reproductive and maternal functions. Covina writes,
For Kristeva, the pregnant woman—as opposed to the figure of immaculate
conception, the erasure of women’s sex—is a figure of the doubling of self into other,
and the eventual splitting of the self into the other, a figure that bespeaks both the
identification of the self with the other, and the negation of self in the other that
makes the recognition of the other possible. […] We might view each socially abject
body as analogous to the mother who is both the object of waste and, with her
menstrual blood, its distinctive source; each is a castoff unless and until it reenters the
cultural logic that articulates health and beauty, a reentry advertised by the aesthetic
clinic.305
It is clear through Finley’s inclusion of the mother figure among other abject materials
and objects in many of her performances, that she is also invested in disentangling the
tightly connected amalgamation of women with their reproductive and maternal
capacities. Through this example, we recognize a different mechanism of protection than
censorship, an aural reception, a means of difficult listening that can afford a measure of
immunization to abjection.
Finley’s performances suture together voice, body, and word, exemplifying a
particular method of embodiment that is not merely voice grafted onto word, or word
inscribed onto a body, but their mutually constitutive enactment. Her style lays bare the
affective attachments to notions of vulnerability that have resulted in censorship and
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protectionism, but such sonorous expressions also subjected Finley to these measures,
whereby her necessarily embodied performance style was repeatedly understood under a
protectionist paradigm of pornography.
What is Pornography? How can Sound be Pornographic?
Finley’s work has remained the object of censorship for much of her career on the
grounds of pornography. Similar to Tipper Gore’s insistence that parents be equipped
with a parental advisory label on albums so they would not have to first listen to the
materials in order to decide if their children should be able to listen, Finley’s critics often
called for censorship without attending any of her performances. She was, rather bluntly,
once referred to as the “high priestess of pornography”306 and her non-semantic vocal
gestures have been referred to as “sexual skat.”307 Beyond the PMRC, Finley
incorporated other censorship antagonists as figures into her performances, such as ultraconservative leader and Senator Jesse Helms (R, North Carolina). She often defined her
counter-censorship work against his overly ambitious censorship goals, including
regulating objects that are “longer than they are wide” for fear of their phallic
resonances. 308 Such resonances also gesture toward the sonic, in which Finley’s vocal
style of explicitly articulated, staged, and voiced sexuality abuts protectionist
understandings of pornography.
The impetus to censor Finley’s work embodies the reductions and contradictions
reflected in how pornography has been defined, but it also demonstrates how sound is
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regulated through the tactic of censorship to ostensibly protect vulnerable bodies. The
question remains: How can sound be pornographic? What sounds pornographic? Even,
which sounds may be pornographic?
The question of what constitutes pornography has operated along the fringes of
censorship arguments and has been a recurring question in the growing field of porn
studies and edited collections under this heading, including, for example, analyses of
textual documents (such as transcripts of testimony from Monica Lewinsky and Bill
Clinton during his impeachment trial) and visual culture (from features in the adult
entertainment industry to viral videos). In her edited collection, Beyond Explicit:
Pornography and the Displacement of Sex, Helen Hester laments that porn studies
continues to rest on the binary logic of pro-sex, anti-censorship stance versus antipornography.309 The 1980s feminist political sphere certainly subscribed to such stark
oppositions, which I outlined in the introduction of this chapter.
Such oppositions consistently locate analysis in visual culture, even within the
context of new media formats. In the edited collection Porn Studies, for example, Linda
Williams synthesizes the onslaught of representations and discussions of sex in the public
sphere in the second half of the twentieth century by identifying the shift from obscene
materials (what she labels as literally off the public scene) to the ubiquitous presence of
formerly unavailable or largely inaccessible explicit sexual representations in a variety of
formats. Williams utilizes the term “on/scenity” to recognize “both the controversy and
scandal of the increasingly public representations of diverse forms of sexuality and the
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fact that they have become increasingly available to the public at large.”310 On/scenity
stands in for contradictory censorship practices—the intention to find and identify
obscene materials in order to keep them from public consumption.
Frances Ferguson argues that such contestation concerning pornography is
motivated by the value system that is revealed or reinforced through the representation of
sex.311 She also unpacks how Dworkin and other anti-pornography activists conflated
pornography with rape and demonstrates how this flattening of representation and action
has become a key factor in the debate over censorship and pornography as the primary
claim by anti-pornography activists (that pornography encourages or instigates violent
sexual behaviors by representing such acts) and the weakness to manipulate for anticensorship activists. 312 MacKinnon, after all, advocated for a civil law approach to
pornography instead of pursuing its regulation under obscenity laws. The risk for anticensorship activists, however, is a different but equally harmful conflation, that “an antipornography position must resolve itself into a version of censorship, in other words,
converts itself into the assertion that being opposed to censorship also involves endorsing
pornography.” In relation, Ferguson adds, “by questioning the inevitability of a link
between an image and behavior that would in some sense re-create or reenact that
behavior, anti-censorship feminists have reinstalled a strong claim for just such a link.”313
Here, Ferguson identifies the crux of the argument over censorship and pornography: the
potential collapse of representation and action due to the porous boundaries between the
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representation of and action of sex in pornography. For Ferguson, the supposed capacity
for pornography to instigate action is predicated on self-recognition with visual, camerabased pornography.
At the visual level, the concern over pornography was staked on the collapse of
representation and action. But under the PMRC, listening to so-called pornographic
materials became a contested practice that, while it may have been “inspired” by the
restrictive ratings of cinema, for example, did not adhere to the same understandings of
pornographic visual culture.314 Although the growing field of porn studies has taken up a
range of visual objects for analysis, the aurality of pornography has been far less fully
addressed.315 According to Dominic Pettmann, “the ear is arguably the most underrated
and under explored erotic organ, connecting directly to the imagination—the phantasmic
center of the libido.”316 Yet the aurality at stake here in Finley’s work demonstrates that
her vocalizations, her sonic practices take on a similarly ambiguous ontology as the
doubleness of the language Finley critiques in “Dear P.M.R.C.” Indeed, the conflation of
representation and action that has been theorized in porn studies is precisely what
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Finley’s work sidesteps, by vocally pushing the affective attachment of representation
away from its ostensible action.
Finley’s incorporation of groans and moans in her performances, often within the
context of detailing sexual practices, reminds us, as Barthes claimed, that “every relation
to a voice is necessarily erotic, and this is why it is in the voice that music’s difference is
so apparent—its constraint to evaluate, to affirm.”317 When we listen to these
vocalizations, we encounter a carnal notion of audition that exemplifies the relational
aurality between so-called pornographic and non-pornographic vocalizations—a
phenomenon that is affectively rendered audible in Finley’s vocal delivery. Finley’s body
persistently informs the hearings of her work. As I argued in chapter 2, voice is a sonic
animating force in the production of bodies, or as Steven Connor famously put it, where
there is a voice there is body, the “vocalic body.”318 The incorporation of the body into
her vocal performances also emphasizes the difficult listening for audiences entailed as
Finley recounts graphic sexual and sometimes violent encounters. Through listening, we
confront the uncomfortable possibility that in hearing a voice recount such graphically
disturbing sexual encounters, we may hear attributes that sound indexical to the
experience itself.319
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Finley’s necessarily embodied performances harness more negative affects in her
broader corpus of work, often dispersed across the abject, disturbing, and traumatic as
intersected and intimately connected with the sexual—what Lee Edelman and Lauren
Berlant have referred to as the “unbearable,”320 which pushes back against the optimism
that typically feeds desire, political activism, and survival.321 Indeed, Finley’s
performances often engage the political force of negative affects, vocally nuancing the
disturbing stories she recounts with a guttural, effortful style of articulation that she uses
in “Dear P.M.R.C.,” but with increased graphic accounts—a reappropriation of abjection.
On the same album as “Dear P.M.R.C,” The Truth is Hard to Swallow, Finley analogizes
genitalia as animals (“Tender Animal”), details the scatological desires and wasteful
practices of a range of white men (“Gringo”), and antagonizes sexual bodily possession
by threatening, “I’m gonna shit in your ears; oh shit boy!” (“Tales of Taboo”).
Finley performs a mode of aesthetic activism that is firmly located as part of the
affective unbearable, a jarring engagement with both “disturbance and transformational
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possibility,” predicated on “the inseparability of the two.”322 Finley’s detailed sexual
accounts demonstrate how sex can, in fact, “undo” the subject, as Berlant might suggest,
showing the incongruence or incoherence as well as the emergence of multiple (and often
bodily) knowledges enacted in the relation between sex and subject. Almost all of
Finley’s work, including “Dear P.M.R.C.,” counters the sexually normative erasure that
the members of the PMRC uphold. Her broader oeuvre mobilizes what Berlant has called
the “libidinal unruliness” that, following Gayle Rubin, is often the target of regulation
and monitoring, throwing into sharp relief the uncomfortable but necessary recognition of
the inherent relation between sex and the abject.
The interpretation of Finley’s career most often boils down to another widely
publicized case of governmental intervention in the artistic practices, her involvement in
the Supreme Court 1990 case between the National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and
Karen Finley.323 This case was first prompted by the NEA’s retraction of allocated funds
for four artists: Karen Finley, Holly Hughes, John Fleck, and Tim Miller. It was Finley’s
performance of We Keep Our Victims Ready, with subject matter including abortion and
the HIV/AIDS crisis that apparently was deemed indecent and thus sufficient cause to
withdraw the financial award, despite the fact that the funds were slated for another
project. The artists, who launched a court case against the NEA for the retraction of funds
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based on the vague label of “indecent” content, eventually lost. In an interview with
Hyperallergic, almost twenty years later, Finley was reluctant to provide a quick
soundbite to summarize the case:
Now, it’s much more complicated than this issue, you can’t just take an eight-year
case and put it into a paragraph, there were other things going on at this time.
People would have to sign classes like the Helms clause, saying that you weren’t
going to be doing work that was homoerotic at this time. It was really fear-based
that I think was definitely homophobic. And anything that involved religion, too. I
think, though, that we’re seeing in society that things have gotten a little bit better.
We have gay marriage in New York, there have been some developments in
society, but I wanted to participate in this case because I feel it’s very important
as a person who comes from a working class family to be able to receive funding
for the arts.324
The case also became the focus of Judith Butler’s work on injurious speech. Her book
Excitable Speech was written in the wake of the 1990 Supreme Court case Finley v. NEA
concerning the NEA Four, including Finley, Hughes, Miller, and Fleck who all were
awarded and subsequently stripped of substantial NEA grants for solo performance. The
general standards of decency and respect constituted fundamental issues at stake in the
case. From the analytic perspective developed here, this was in part due to renewed
interest in codifying censorship laws to prevent the contagion of pornography and other
forms of sexual deviance. Butler takes up injurious speech as an analytic to approach the
legal definitions of hate speech. Words that injure, she argues, are always already
derivative. Injurious speech is a technology of government—to punish or sentence
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through laws and confinement. In this way, Butler, following Derrida’s work on
ritualized citation, claims that injurious speech assumes its power by subscribing,
invoking, or citing a legacy of interpellations exercised by the State.
The case mirrored many of the logical contortions of the porn-rock hearings—
again where sound was curiously left out of most of the discussion, although it was
alluded to in several testimonies. In the governmental proceedings that took up Finley’s
work, the word, and the performed word, whether visualized on screen or embodied and
rendered audible, were consistently decoupled, with little attention to the sonorous
aspects of how these words were taken in by the ears and bodies that heard them.
Ultimately the censorship of pornography has not led to the emancipation of women, as
the anti-pornography advocates may have envisioned. Berlant has argued that the
sentimental logic of anti-pornography activists such as MacKinnon and Dworkin
connects women and children to the nation-state, ensuring a second-class citizenship for
women in the United States, especially as a technique for prosecuting pornography. She
writes,
Court prosecution of pornography found its excuse to rescue adult women from
pornographic performance by taking the image of the vulnerable child performer
of sex acts as the acratic truth of the adult. […] We have seen that in Washington
the nationalist aspirations to iconicity of the high arts and the art erotica play out a
wish to dissolve the body. They reveal a desire for identity categories to be
ontological, dead to history, not in any play or danger of representation, anxiety,
improvisation, desire, or panic. This sentimentality suggests how fully the alarm
generated around identity politics in the United States issues from a nostalgia or
desire for a supra historical nationally secured personhood that does not look to
acts of history or the body for its identifications.325
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Berlant critiques the affective attachments to vulnerability as constitutive of the
essentialist approach of anti-pornography activists for whom historical, social, and bodily
contingencies are not accounted for in understanding identity. Again, Berlant documents
how one notion of vulnerability was deployed to substantiate calls for censorship—an
understanding of vulnerability that necessitated protection, a shielding or closing-off,
even (or especially) of the ears. Such a notion of vulnerability contributed to claims about
sexual deviance and abnormal social behaviors, which correlated with anxieties of the
ongoing HIV/AIDS epidemic at the time.
Protection, Precarity, and HIV/AIDS
The panic that substantiated the formation of the PMRC mirrored the fear of
HIV/AIDS that informed the relentless development of sex panic. The conflation of
music, pornography, and AIDS is evident in Zappa’s interview with the CNN Crossfire
host, and the legislative policing of sexual practices (both public and private) with regard
to rock music and AIDS. Finley’s work also contributed to this fraught discourse on the
relationship between protection from harmful and explicit music and protection from the
sexual behaviors (and sexual orientations) associated with AIDS.
The connection between concerns of censorship at the intersection of public
health and social hygiene were clearly presented through Finley’s work and the video
awareness campaigns by the Gay Men’s Health Crisis (GMHC) that shared information
about safe sex through erotic films, an aesthetic-activist practice that I addressed briefly
in chapter 1. These videos often included many features that would meet the definition of
feature-length adult entertainment films, including a clear narrative to establish the
premise for the sexual encounter, before the actors on screen would have a thoughtful,
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caring conversation about safe sex practices. The aims of the GMHC were simple: to
provide educational materials that playfully appealed to a wide audience of sexually
active people that presented persuasive proposals to use condoms and conduct
conversations about consent for sexual practices. The organization’s work took place at
various sites of activism, with instructional sex videos comprising only one artistic
medium by which the GMHC shared and created knowledge about sexual health. Such
videos incorporated useful discussion tactics and practical implications of condom use
into an erotic package, where desire was part of the aesthetic production of these films. In
this case, intended arousal was imperative to the series’ objective: to present engaging,
enjoyable, instructional films about safe sex practices amidst the widespread panic over
HIV/AIDS.
Finley’s subsequent work has taken up these same concerns from another angle of
educational HIV/AIDS projects—the side of failed efforts, loss of life, and mourning.
Finley lost many friends to the virus.326 On her album A Certain Level of Denial (1994),
Finley included the spoken-word piece “Hello Mother,” which begins with Finley
depicting a phone call to a mother whose son is dying of HIV/AIDS:
Hello Mother! Hello Mother! Your son is dying—No! Don’t hang up!
Your son is dying. You already knew. Your son, your son is dying!
Through the rest of the piece, Finley pleads for responses from the networks of loved
ones with HIV/AIDS, intoning each “hello” with the same hairpin dynamics for every
address. She settles into this rhythmic groove, her lyrical oratorical style interrupted only
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with occasional yelps and stuttered vowels as she berates the families, institutions, and
communities that ignored people suffering from AIDS:
Hello Soho Gallery bullshit! Hello Art Magazine cover crap!
Hello Trendy East Villagers with rich parents,
Your friend, your artist is dying. Where are you now? Where are you now?
[…]
Hello Emergency Room,
Don’t bother helping someone sick. Don’t bother helping someone dying. He’s a
leper.
He’s going to die anyway
[…]
Hello Society, No answer.
Hello America, No answer.
Here, Finley’s performance not only brings her own body into our listening experience,
but the bodies of the sick, the not-yet-dead bodies of people with HIV/AIDS being denied
care and medical treatment, and being ignored by the art communities that had previously
celebrated them. In this piece, her declamatory style features more urgency in her tone.
The repetition of “hello” becomes the refrain of the piece, with each iteration becoming
increasingly vocally strained; Finley practically aspirates on each “h” as her tongue
retracts to plead with the listener, but still her calls go unanswered.
She performed the piece in July 1992 at the Lincoln Center for the “Serious Fun”
Festival and spoke candidly about the intended audience for her piece. In an interview
with The New York Times Finley specified,
I’m talking to straight liberals who give to Gay Men’s Health Crisis but who,
when someone they know is H.I.V. positive comes to their house, will not use the
same bathroom […] I also want to talk about the denial of seeing someone sick
and dying. I have friends who are dying right now, and you would be surprised at
how few people there are who are around for that process. The denial of death is
something that goes to the very heart of our culture.327
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In this same collection, “Lost Hope” recalls saying “goodbye” to her friend with AIDS,
Ethyl Eicrhelberger, a playwright, actor and drag performer, who had decided to take his
own life—to kill AIDS instead of be killed by AIDS. Her later work “The American
Chestnut” (1997), in part, is a memorial for those who have died from HIV/AIDS. In her
piece “Mothers at the Graves,” she laments the widely-held belief that HIV/AIDS is
inevitably a lifestyle disease: “I hate people who think you can think problems away. I
hate people who think that you can think AIDS away. I hate people who believe you can
good-clean-lifestyle AIDS away.”328 The panic that substantiated many of the sentiments
Finley describes took shape as part of the sex wars discourse in the 1980s, where the
desire for protection and security emerged out of fear and prevailed over facts.
Fear has a way of sticking around, and sense perception and its corollary affect is
key to this persistence, this stickiness, playing with sensory vulnerabilities or
susceptibilities. Brian Massumi’s essay “Fear (The Spectrum Said)” points to 9/11, and
specifically, the terror alert color-coded system that does not feature an option for “safe,”
on the scale as the catalyst for registering the constant perception of fear in the United
States. While Massumi’s study focuses on the State cultivation and continuous perception
of fear post 9/11, he identifies a significant shift in the perceptual logic of the American
public, which to some degree, resonates with the public’s infatuation with and moral
panic over cultural production about sex and sexuality, due in no small part to the onset
of the HIV/AIDS epidemic in the early 1980s. The perception of fear, in many cases,
overpowered even convincing, factually-informed accounts that contradicted the
ostensible connection between HIV/AIDS and explicit music. The reception of Finley’s
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work operated on this affective-driven logic of perception, which included the
ubiquitously circulating rumor that Finley had sodomized herself with a can of yams in
performance, even though she had only smeared the contents on her buttocks. Other
rumors included that she regularly engaged in bestiality. Whether or not these stories
were true was irrelevant in the face of the powerful, affective force of fear that fueled the
certainty of the perception of Finley’s work as pornographic, and also about the
connection between pornography, social hygiene, and HIV/AIDS.
Listening to the Unbearable
As I mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the ear has been an object of
acute political management, and censorship’s long history of being weaponized against
the Left has often addressed vulnerable listening. The PMRC’s primary method of
censorship targeted aurality; rather than censoring lyrics exclusively, they focused on
censoring how these lyrics would be heard. Such a mode of protectionism displaced the
responsibilities of listening away from the public.
Breaking taboos with her particular variety of stage language violated the logic of
social immunity—the fragile social hygiene in New York City and the broader country in
the mid-1980s—Finley’s abject performances require a particularly open mode of aural
receptivity: vulnerable listening. In her performances, Finley shows the political potential
of vulnerable listening within the context of the aurality of pornography, a measure of
inoculation against the unbearable nature of sexuality. Vulnerable listening is inherently
relational and embodied, and while risky or exposed, vulnerable listening should not, as
the PMRC might contend, be reduced to the pre-cursor sensibility of harm. Indeed,
Finley’s graphic and challenging work necessitates aural vulnerability—to listen without
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fear of shame and humiliation but with an openness and fragility with the capacity to
release and heal. Hearing, vulnerable or not, knows no morality as such, and because of
that, the ethical call remains open to anything.
Such a listening practice re-envisions the PMRC’s exemplary mode of protection
predicated on removing audibility. Rather, vulnerable listening provides a different kind
of immunitary protection. Such an experience is reflected in critical reception of Finley,
including Village Voice critic C. Carr, who first articulated the political implications of
being vulnerable through listening. She writes,
When I first saw Finley performing in the clubs in 1985, she was doing scabrous
trance-rap monologues that seemed to burst right from the id. First she'd walk out
in some godforsaken prom dress or polyester glad rag, presenting herself as the
shy and vulnerable good girl. Then the deluge. While the pieces were heartstopping in their sexual explicitness, they were never about sex so much as ‘the
pathos,’ as she called it, the damage and longing in everyone that triggers both
desire and rage. She could take a subject like incest and push it to surreal
extremes. Above all, she would address it without euphemism. For me, these
performances were cathartic, amazing.
Those who considered themselves arbiters of sexual truths and authoritative voices on
aural and bodily health persistently conflated the aurality of pornography, sexual
deviance, and bodily contagion, but unlike the legal interpretations of Finley’s work,
which doggedly touted the potential injurious effects of vulnerable listening, in this
example, Carr recognizes such a practice as liberatory and cathartic. Vulnerable listening,
in this sense, affords a measure of immunization for the embodied erotics of voice and
language. In this configuration, the aurality of pornography is not simply the management
of the sonorous in its potential relation to sexual deviance and social hygiene; the
reductive understanding of vulnerability and listening through the PMRC proposal that
linked hearing explicit lyrics with sexual deviance, including premarital sex, abortion,
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and AIDS. Finley’s performances propose an embodied, immunitary mode of vulnerable
listening that affords the capacity and sustainability to confront the unbearable aspects of
sex and sexuality.
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Chapter 4
Star Wars and Starpeace: Yoko Ono’s Uncontained Voice and the Threat of
Nuclear Arms

In a televised speech on March 23, 1983, President Ronald Reagan announced the
forthcoming development of a program to counter international nuclear arms: a missile
defense system. 329 The program, initially projected to cost 25 billion dollars over the
course of five years, would defend the United States against ballistic missiles by
developing counter-attack nuclear technology that would intercept enemy missiles
following launch.330 In the announcement, Reagan established the need to “make
America strong again” by addressing the possibility of nuclear threats through a fortified
defense initiative against potential Soviet nuclear arms. In the speech, Reagan announced,
[The] budget is much more than a long list of numbers, for behind all the numbers
lies America’s ability to prevent the greatest of human tragedies and preserve our
free way of life in a sometimes dangerous world. It is part of a careful, long-term
plan to make America strong again after too many years of neglect and mistakes.
Our efforts to rebuild America’s defenses and strengthen the peace began two
years ago when we requested a major increase in the defense program.[…]
This strategy of deterrence has not changed. It still works. But what it takes to
maintain deterrence has changed. It took one kind of military force to deter an
attack when we had far more nuclear weapons than any other power; it takes
another kind now that the Soviets, for example, have enough accurate and
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powerful nuclear weapons to destroy virtually all of our missiles on the ground.
Now this is not to say that the Soviet Union is planning to make war on us. Nor
do I believe a war is inevitable—quite the contrary. But what must be recognized
is that our security is based on being prepared to meet all threats. […]
I know that all of you want peace and so do I. I know too that many of you
seriously believe that a nuclear freeze would further the cause of peace. But a
freeze now would make us less, not more, secure and would raise, not reduce, the
risks of war. It would be largely unverifiable and would seriously undercut our
negotiations on arms reduction. It would reward the Soviets for their massive
military buildup while preventing us from modernizing our aging and increasingly
vulnerable forces. […]
What if free people could live secure in the knowledge that their security did not
rest upon the threat of instant U.S. retaliation to deter a Soviet attack; that we
could intercept and destroy strategic ballistic missiles before they reached our
own soil or that of our allies?
I know this is a formidable technical task, one that may not be accomplished
before the end of this century. Yet, current technology has attained a level of
sophistication where it is reasonable for us to begin this effort. […] But isn’t
worth every investment necessary to free the world from the threat of nuclear
war? We know it is!331
I quote this speech at length, because it marked the inauguration of this new missile
defense system, which would eventually be referred to as the Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) by January 1984. This speech also outlines key political factors that would
underpin Reagan’s defense strategies beyond the SDI. It is clear, for example, that even
in this initial announcement, Reagan established a direct correlation between peace and
defense spending as a method of security. The speech also demonstrates Reagan’s
paradoxical claim that would inform much of his military strategies for the rest of his
administration: that the increased development of counter-attack nuclear missiles was
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necessary for arms reduction.332 This speech presented a clear shift in the strategies of
containment that had informed much of the Cold War nuclear policies in the United
States. Containment refers to a geopolitical mode of governance; in the context of the
Cold War, containment comprised a significant portion of American foreign policy as a
method to maintain control and prevent the expansion of communism and the
development of nuclear arms.333 As a politically operative model, containment persisted
into the 1980s as a vestige of Cold War policies and military tactics in the form of
geographical designations (such as maintaining the Iron Curtain), stifling political
influence and economic challenges outside of the Soviet Union, and military
deterrence.334 It continues to be one of the longest and most highly prioritized American
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foreign policy approaches of the twentieth century.335 Strategic weaponry and nuclear
anxieties, however, changed the terms of containment strategies, which departed from
primarily deterrence efforts to discourage the development of nuclear capabilities across
the globe, and included a defense system that would operate sixty miles away from earth,
with sophisticated lasers to intercept nuclear missiles—what Reagan imagined as spacebased defenses. The SDI eventually gained attention for its atmospheric goals and was
deemed the “Star Wars,” after the popular George Lucas film.
As a means to ensure nuclear superiority, Reagan’s “Star Wars” was met with
apprehension by the American public, and disarmament activists critiqued increased
nuclear technology development as a defense strategy. Among these activists, Yoko Ono
produced the conceptual album Starpeace (1985) in direct conversation with Reagan’s
SDI. Ono’s voice joined a chorus of other critics, but her particular approach to operating
within musical and political interstices, and the widespread “acoustic habits and
prejudices”336 that informed how her voice was interpreted as a force of alterity, makes
her intervention an important element of anti-nuclear activism in the 1980s.337
In this chapter, I outline several separate coordinates that contributed to Ono’s
aesthetic-activist practice, including the relationship that her voice mediated between
bodily and national sovereignty. In the 1980s, the reception of Ono’s work demonstrates
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how the American public heard Ono’s voice as excessive and not properly contained in
her body. I take up how such listening practices were predicated upon racialized sonic
stereotypes that reified Ono’s voice as evidence of her difference as a Japanese
immigrant and I revisit these receptions of her work and secondary literature on her vocal
practice to problematize and re-orient the listening strategies that interpreted Ono’s voice
as “uncontained.” Instead, I suggest that Ono’s voice served as an uncontained sonic
interrogation of the politics of containment, which, in the 1980s, was deployed to enact
and define borders, ideas about national sovereignty, and the regulation of difference in
the United States. I argue that the logic of containment is predicated on the politics of
security and vulnerability at the level of the nation, society, and the individual. Such
themes resonate with the methods by which audiences have heard and interpreted Ono’s
voice in particular with modes of listening that often objectified Ono in racial terms to reassert her foreignness. I take up three contrasting Ono works from the 1980s, including
the commercially and critically acclaimed “Walking On Thin Ice” and the lesser-known
track “No, No, No,” both released in 1981 and included on the album Season of Glass
(with “No, No, No” included on the 1997 reissue, and “Walking On Thin Ice” included
only in the 1997 album reissue), to establish how Ono’s voice has been heard as
uncontained, as well as the commercially and critically pilloried conceptual album
Starpeace (1985), which launched a world tour that crossed the Iron Curtain.
Defining Ono’s Voice
Ono’s voice remains a polarizing sonic force. Her often abstract vocalizations are
in one phrase, lyrical and operatic, demonstrating her classical vocal training in the
tradition of art song and Lieder, in another, pitch-bending and agile, reflecting Japanese
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traditions of kabuki, hetai, and enka songs.338 In yet another vocal modality, Ono may
perform a slew of timbral manipulations in her voice: sighs, grunts, inflections, fry, and
screams, moving between control and unfettered freedom. The genealogy of Ono’s
extended vocal techniques has included references to kabuki theatre (with a focus on
overtone singing and long, drawn out notes) and Alban Berg’s Lulu (for her taxing and
emotive singing style), among others.339
Her voice has been consistently analogized and qualified over the course of her
career as listeners have attempted to define the unique particularities of her instrument
and performance style. In an interview with Rolling Stone magazine in 1971, John
Lennon, Ono’s husband and collaborator, famously referred to Ono as having “a 16-track
voice,” claiming that she “becomes her voice” in performance.340 Musicologist Shelina
Brown has called her “extreme vocalizations” “revolutionary cultural expressions”341
while others have instrumentalized her voice, even comparing her voice to Jimi
Hendrix’s Stratocaster guitar.342 Her extreme vocalizations, however, have also been the
source of scathing reviews, even into the 1980s when Ono’s vocal style was relatively
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well-known in mainstream musical circles—and this criticism occurs apart from the wellknown animosity towards her because of her relation to Lennon. In an article titled
“Yoko Ono a better wife than singer,” critic Bob Greene wrote that Ono’s voice is
“terrible” and that it is “polluting the nation’s airwaves.”343 “When she sings in her little
girl voice,” another critic writes, “she sounds amateurish—childish rather than
childlike.”344 And then there are the reviews that do not squarely conform to a positive or
negative interpretation of her voice at all, but align her vocalizations with a different
notion of infancy. In the same Rolling Stone article from 1971, Jonathan Cott writes that
Ono’s voice is:
A kind of vocal tachysto-scope (the shuttered magic lantern that projects images
for a thousandth of a second), immediately and almost subliminally
communicating glittering movements of the smallest elements of sound,
reminding you of the screams, wails, laughter, groans, caterwauls of both a
primordial, pre-birth, pre-mammalian past, as well as of the fogged-over painted
immediacy of childhood.345
Certainly the patronizing descriptions of Ono as childish are clearly gendered and
racialized criticisms that bolster claims to emphasize Ono’s foreignness, which I return to
later in this chapter. The perceived child-like or “childish” qualities of Ono might be
better understood through the lens of Giorgio Agamben’s notion of infancy, not as a
pejorative predicated on the chronological or psychosomatic association with a child, but
that it captures the very substance of experience. Agamben suggests that infancy
addresses the modern problem of the non-translatability of quotidian life into experience,
what he calls the destruction of experience—that life is not really experienced but
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endured or undergone. Such an expression of infancy, which the review above refers to as
the “fogged-over painted immediacy of childhood,” alludes to how Ono’s voice captures
the experience of being without language.
In this model, infancy is not limited to the child who has not yet acquired
language, but the substance of experience that persists in the continued appropriation of
language.346 Many of her non-verbal extended vocal techniques have often been sonically
aligned with sexual pleasure. For example, Ono’s 1980 song “Kiss Kiss Kiss,” features
an improvisatory section in which Ono’s ascending vocal cries, sighs, and creasing
volume resemble the sonic tropes of a woman’s voice as she reaches orgasm.347
Descriptions of Ono’s voice reveal the value systems that dictate the interpretation of
voices more generally.348 Her non-verbal and extended techniques, genre-bending style,
and theatrical performance practice comprise a vibrant and audibly embodied vocal
practice, which has animated the interpretation of Ono’s artistic work more generally.
The critical reception of Ono’s voice is symptomatic of concerns about gender and
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sexuality norms, technophobia and technophilia, as well as questions of ethnicized
stereotypes and sonic identity, in part perceived through timbre—an already fraught
analytic for articulating voice.349
I contend that the reception of Ono’s voice was based on the attendant anxieties
and discomfort of hearing a voice that undeniably embodied and rendered audible the
indexical but fractious relationship between voice and body. Her screaming, ululation,
audible vocal cracks, and other extended vocal techniques, as well as her double-track
recording techniques, have been characterized as excessive and out of control—
undisciplined, and an inappropriate form of vocality. Hers is a voice that is not properly
contained.350
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Indeed, beyond her voice, Ono’s musical, artistic, and political endeavors have
not easily been contained in one genre or political movement.351 While I am focusing on
select works from the 1980s, after work centrally focused on Fluxus aesthetics or in
collaboration with Lennon, such practices continued to inform her artistic output. Her
visual art, Fluxus projects, and happenings of the 1960s and 1970s remain some of her
most popular and critically acclaimed works. An instrumental figure in securing the
downtown loft scene in 1960s NYC, she was one of the first artists to rent a loft on
Chambers Street where she presented concerts.352 Her 1980s works, however, express a
particular mode of insecurity—unpredictability and uncertainty concerning national
borders and State sovereignty in the wake of renewed geopolitical concerns about nuclear
activity. Ono’s musical expressions and concerns about insecurity speak to important
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trends in the epistemological understanding of voices, bodies, and borders under nuclear
destabilization. Her work also allows us to consider how strategies of containment
permeated the social, military, and musical spheres. I argue that the logic of containment
as a mode of governance of both national and bodily sovereignty instilled contention over
nuclear policies, prompted mounting activism against nuclear defense strategies, even
informing the reception of Ono’s voice.
Voicing at a Body’s Limit
The scream has prominently featured in Ono’s artistic practice in her musical
performances and her instructional pieces.353 And, Ono and Lennon were frequent
practitioners of and vocal advocates for “primal therapy,” a particular method of
psychotherapy spearheaded by American psychologist Arthur Janov, which was
predicated on releasing repressed childhood trauma through vocalizing: unrestrained
screaming, wailing, and crying. Although based in the psychoanalytic practices of talking
therapy, Janov privileged the scream as a primary therapeutic technique, a practice that
became the subject of his wildly popular book The Primal Scream. Primal Therapy: The
Cure for Neurosis (1970).
In voice studies, the scream is considered as a constitutive force in the
development of the subjectivity of the listener, used as proof to substantiate claims about
lack of bodily containment and irrationality, as vocal hallmarks of desire and range, and
as a sonic tool of disruption. Mladen Dolar takes up the scream as “the most salient
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inarticulate presymbolic manifestation of the voice.” For Dolar, the scream exemplifies,
through the account of a child screaming, that “there is no voice without the other.”354
The scream, while it may operate without or before the structural support of linguistics, is
nevertheless directed at another to hear. Each scream implies a listener; how the scream
is heard, how it interpolates the listener and prompts a response, retroactively endows the
scream with meaning, operating on the foundational logic of speech as a means “to
address the other and elicit an answer.”355 Drawing on Jacques Lacan, Dolar writes that a
“cri pur,” a pure scream, is the scream for someone, which transforms the voice into
simultaneously an appeal and a manifestation of desire. The cry has also been an object
of study for opera historians, who have delineated the cry as “a paroxysmal vocal
emission beyond the range of music and out of reach of the word” and often exceeds
musical notation.356 David Schwarz, in his analysis of Diamanda Galás and her
“unmatrixed production of vocal sounds,”357 writes that her cries contribute to her vocal
representation of abjection, by both “draw[ing] and obliterat[ing] the boundary between
familiar sounds, melodies, techniques, and the abject substance that is their support.”358
The scream as appeal or sonic signal of desire resonates with Joanne Gottlieb and Gayle
Wald’s argument that screams, such as performed by Ono and Tina Turner, for example,
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are at once exertions of pleasure and rage, or indeed, pleasure derived from expressing
feminist rage.359
Apart from psychoanalytic configurations, Ana María Ochoa Gautier, in her
research in nineteenth-century Colombian archives, traces the perceptions of howling
vocalizations of bogas, Magdalena River boat rowers, in which accounts consistently
align such vocal practices to “express a lack of emotional and bodily containment that are
often associated with the irrational.”360 Howling, she explains, formed a limit against
which music was defined in Western epistemologies of music in the nineteenth century,
which hovered over the interpretive gap between the phenomenological moment of
audition and how that perception was documented. In another vein, Fred Moten writes
about the unmanaged, uncontrolled vocal break, which he refers to as “the internal
exteriority of a voice which is and is not his own.”361 In an examination of the black
avant-garde aesthetics of modernist painter Beaufort Delaney, theatre director Antonin
Artaud, and jazz musician Billy Strayhorn, Moten theorizes the scream, as proof of the
materiality of voices, “Here lies universality: in this break, this cut, this rupture. Song
cutting speech. Scream cutting song. Frenzy cutting scream with silence, movement,
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gesture.”362 Here, Moten draws from the black critical tradition that has made the cry a
primary site for voicing refusal of subjugation.363
How such breaks, howls, cries, and screams have been theorized inform hearings
of Ono’s vocal practice, which utilizes these sonic devices. Shelina Brown has employed
Kristeva’s writing on abjection to characterize Ono’s vocal practice. Brown writes that
Ono’s screams, in particular, “emerge from the depths of her body, unleashing a
subversive vocality that threatens to destabili[s]e not only the boundary between music
and noise, but also the gendered and racialised [sic] sonic codes that delineate acceptable
modes of vocal musical expression.”364 She theorizes Ono’s scream as both a sonic
embodiment of bodily immediacy and bodily abjection—a vocal rupture or break—
disrupting the symbolic order. Drawing on Kristeva’s theories of the symbolic and
semiotic, Brown hears Ono’s screams as working across and embodying the relationship
between these categories, both working within a “semiotic disposition” and operating
“both within and without a ‘symbolic,’ codified range of vocal expression.”365
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Kristeva’s work on abjection in relation to Ono’s voice speaks to issues of bodily
containment, where the voice resides both inside and outside the body. Brown also
asserts that Ono instrumentalizes her voice, using her song “Why” as an example to
discuss how Ono manipulates her voice to sound like the Nagra recorder, a technology
Ono experimented with in manipulating playback recordings of her voice.366 Such
technological sonic analogies extend to other songs as well. Brown analyzes “Don’t
Worry Kyoko” to identify three vocalities that Ono presents: a kabuki vibrato, a repetitive
intonation, and a “high-pitched, cyborgian vocality that suggests a machine-like,
synthesized quality—one that vacillates between artificial and hyper-feminine.”367 Barry
Shank argues that the continued interest in Ono’s work and her “singular contribution” to
popular music can be attributed to her “insistent embodied specificity”368 —that is, Ono’s
persistent foregrounding of her body in performance along with the incorporation of
traditional Japanese philosophy, performance techniques, and vocal practices. Ono once
referred to herself as a “closet songwriter” while studying Philosophy in Japan at
Gakushuin University, where she was the first woman admitted into the philosophy
program.369
Similarly focusing on Ono’s embodied singing style, Tamara Levitz has written
that Ono’s scream constitutes a uniquely sonic manifestation of Ono’s corporeality and
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most evidently in her work in the 1960s. In the context of 1960s British popular culture,
for example, Levitz writes that Ono “found herself defending her very right to creative
expression” and was “faced with considerable pressure to conform to the model of a
pretty, white, submissive Beatle wife.”370 In NYC, Levitz argues, Ono also encountered
opposition from the (largely white) leadership of the second-wave feminist movement, in
which radical and lesbian-separatists activists “frequently advocated separation from,
rather than integration with, men, and who thus did not always understand why Yoko was
with John.”371 In 1997, bell hooks, in an interview with Ono, writes that Ono emerged as
an artist of color when supposed values of multiculturalism had not yet taken shape in
American culture and lauds her as a “vanguard bohemian diva” on the frontlines, whose
“handsome, unconventional femininity” conflicted with traditional notions of (white)
beauty.372 hooks recalls reading a disturbing interview with Ono and Kevin Sessums who
asks Ono why white men are so intrigued by Japanese or “Oriental” women to
demonstrate how Ono has persistently been burdened with the task of explaining public
fascination, fetishization and, in turn, reification of her difference through exoticism and
orientalism.373 Much of the artistic output of Ono and Lennon revolved around sexual
liberation, and Ono’s activism, while deeply embedded in contemporary organizing for
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women’s liberation, also conflicted with the variety of feminism that advocated for,
among other tropes, “lesbianism from the neck up”—a political stance delineated by
Cherríe Moraga, which I addressed in chapter three.
The accounts from Levitz, hooks, and Brown demonstrate how public perception
of Ono’s artistry was predicated upon thinly veiled racism and anxiety over an interracial
marriage. The many vocal ruptures that have characterized her performance practice
reveal how conceptions of Japanese vocality in the American public imaginary have often
insisted on the voice-body split of Japanese women. For example, Nobuko Anan
demonstrates this exchange in her analysis of vocal dubbing and dance sequences in the
Hollywood musical Singin’ in the Rain (1952), in which she delineates how such a
perception of Japanese femininity is a “byproduct of Americanization.”374 The
complicated network of embodied singing, abstract and abject vocalizations that extend
beyond the body demonstrate how the American public struggled to locate her particular
performance style. These interpretations and descriptions of her work often reveal how
sexual and racial politics have affectively adhered to her voice as an index of her
difference.
That Ono failed to contain her voice within the parameters that critics insisted
upon also emerged as part of criticism of avant-garde aesthetics more broadly, where
extended vocal techniques were a more familiar practice. Yet this genre also
substantiated claims about vocal difference. In his book Racial Things, Racial Forms:
Objecthood in Avant-garde Asian American Poetry, Joseph Jonghyun Jeon recalls an
interview with Ono in which she referred to herself as a “hate object,” a term that “subtly
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imbricates racial and avant-garde discourse” by linking discomfort and skepticism about
conceptual art practices as a mode of objectifying Ono in racial terms to re-assert her
foreignness.375 Unfamiliarity with Ono’s avant-garde aesthetics often reflected the
persistent perception of Ono as strange and foreign. As Jonghyun Jeon writes,
When Ono’s detractors speak about her avant-gardism, they mobilize the obtuseness
of the avant-garde as a way to reify her strangeness and delineate between far out and
far in; hence, the inscrutability of the avant-garde stands in for the inscrutable Asian
[…] for her detractors, Yoko Ono seems to embody abstraction itself as if it were
pure instrumentality and unfathomable force, a disembodied viral agent that plays out
the etymological connection between influence and influenza.376
The viral analogy here speaks to what Jonghyun Jeon calls, after Chinese poet Mei-mei
Berssenbrugge, the “hiddenness” of race that is “both visible in a microscopic sense and
invisible in plain sight.”377 Norma Coates, in her article, “John, Yoko and Mike Douglas:
Performing Avant-Garde Art and Radical Politics on American Television in the 1980s,”
identifies a particularly egregious example that demonstrates a literal silencing of Ono.
Coates recounts how Ono’s microphone was cut off in a performance with Lennon and
guest Chuck Berry on the Mike Douglas show, a television show based out of
Philadelphia, in which the reception of the performance conformed to caricatures of
Ono’s singing that linked Asian women with caterwauling. In a performance of Chuck
Berry’s “Memphis Tennessee,” Lennon and Berry struggled to stay in sync, and when
Ono picked up a microphone and began to improvise, her microphone was quickly turned
off. Coates describes video footage that documents Ono singing into the microphone, but
unheard by the audience and people watching the televised performance, and Berry’s
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slight confusion.378 In this example, Ono’s performance was reduced to the visual, as her
voice was cut off from the performance.
The producers who cut off her mic demonstrate how people in the music industry,
as well as the American public, linked avant-garde vocal aesthetics with racial difference
to substantiate perceptions of Ono’s so-called foreignness, her un-Americanness. Such
connections were formed early in Ono’s career regarding her work with Fluxus, which
provided evidence of her transnational compositional approach. Hannah Higgins, for
example, has written about how the works of Fluxus artists often thematized border
crossing and took on transnational projects while remaining committed to Fluxus
priorities of indefinite and open themes that also mapped onto the openness of
geographical boundaries.379 Such openness also informed Ono’s genre-crossing
compositional approach, often incorporating stylistic borrowings from jazz, pop, and
avant-garde, and echoes of her ground-breaking “event music” as part of the Fluxus
tradition in later works, as well as the European classical and Japanese traditional vocal
practices.
These analyses from secondary literature show how Ono’s vast range of extended
vocal techniques and international styles were often heard as aural signifiers of her
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difference and foreignness, often casting her voice as not being appropriately embodied.
Critics often projected derogatory descriptions onto her voice that connected aural
perception with racial difference.380 Such racial stereotype constructions often siloed how
Ono’s voice was heard. Lennon once told Ono her songs could be loved, but that people
felt too emotional about her voice and could not actually hear the songs.381 In my
analysis below, I consider two songs from Ono’s 1981 album Seasons of Glass repertoire,
in which her scream and other extended techniques as mediated through her mouth
specifically, demonstrate how her uncontained voice aesthetically registers the perception
of difference and persistently prods at the boundaries of the body.
Uncontained Vocality and the Perception of Difference
Ono’s uncontained vocal practice is prominently featured in her album Season of
Glass (year?). The album’s reception epitomized Ono’s status as a polarizing figure. Fans
and critics considered the album cover, which featured blood-stained glasses with an
unfocused backdrop of New York City, an exploitative maneuver on Ono’s part, further
demonstrating her parasitic relationship with Lennon even after his death; conversely, the
album reached new heights on the charts than Ono had previously attained and was also
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well-received by critics.382 The album featured interspersed spoken word and dialogue
from Ono and Sean Ono Lennon, her son with Lennon.

Figure 4.1 Seasons of Glass, album cover.
The promotional single from the album, however, was recorded with Lennon
before his murder. Their collaboration on “Walking on Thin Ice,” which they began
following their successful album Double Fantasy (1980), was recorded at the Hit Factory
recording studio. “Walking on Thin Ice” had initially been slated for Ono’s solo album
project Yoko Only, but became the single for Season of Glass.383 “Walking on Thin Ice”
is perhaps best-known as the song Ono and Lennon were working on the night he was
murdered outside of their? apartment, as well as for featuring Lennon on lead guitar
(performing an impressive, shredding electric guitar solo).384 Following his death, Ono
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abandoned Yoko Only and instead created an album that ruminated on themes of
mourning, precarity, suffering, and nostalgia.
“Walking on Thin Ice” reached 58 on the Top 40 Chart, 49 on the Billboard
Chart, was nominated for a Grammy, and is Ono’s most frequently covered songs.
Lyrically, the song thematizes insecurity and risk, with limited text, referring to the price
of risk, playing the game of life, and the resolve of crying tears that “will dry whichever
way.” Such themes of precarity and uncertainty resonated in the wake of Lennon’s death.
The disco-influenced song begins with a driving percussion motif from Jack Douglas on
temple blocks, with the added timbral texture of cabassa, and a repeating 4-measure bass
riff that alternates broken E minor and A minor chords played by Tony Levin. This initial
loop completes four iterations before Ono’s vocalizations emerge on the pick up to the
fifth iteration. As the backing track continues, Ono adds descending sighs, grunts and
short, turning melodic figures with pitch inflections in A and E minor. As Ono begins the
first verse, an additional rhythmic guitar riff joins the texture with block chords on
keyboard on the off-beats. Ono’s melody stays firmly in E minor, as she details the
predicament of walking on thin ice as a metaphor for risk, moving only to the dominant
key area of B major as she asks, “why must we learn the hard way?” Following the
second verse, the instrumental accompaniment continues, with additional, simple melodic
figures played by synthesized horns, as Ono’s vocal performance takes on an
improvisatory character in which she shouts “ai! ai! ai! ai!” Over improvised distorted
guitar, Ono shrieks “ai!” high in her register, on G5, strongly on each beat of an
antecedent phrase, with the consequent phrase played in the accompaniment. The “ai! ai!
ai! ai!” vocal gesture is looped over the distorted electric guitar improvisations, and her
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voice moves in and out of the foreground and back ground of the texture. When the guitar
abruptly drops out of the instrumentation, the introductory musical material is
reintroduced as Ono’s vocalizations are increasingly labored and guttural. Holding down
her larynx and lifting her soft-palate, she makes retching sounds and labored inhalations,
which echo and overlap before she launches into a spoken narrative about a woman who
walked across a lake, in winter, when the lake was entirely ice, but that the woman did
not know the lake was as big as the ocean. These two vocal gestures, the high-pitched,
repetitive shrieks and the guttural, retching gestures lower in her vocal range, operate at
the limits of her vocal practice, not only in range, but in affective delivery and technique.
Her screams and vocal ejections simulating heaving and purging, explicitly
foreground the mouth, which, in Brandon LaBelle’s formulation, “puts into question the
separation of interior and exterior, as distinct and stable; as a primary conduit that brings
into contact the material world with the depths of the body, the mouth continually
unsettles the limits of embodiment.”385 Indeed, Ono’s shouts of “ai!” “expand the scale of
the body” and invites a hearing that resonates outside of the protective containment of the
body.386
Her uncontained vocality also extends to the unsettled harmonic character in her
song “No, No, No,” one of her lesser-known tracks. “No, No, No” is an alternative rock
song produced with Phil Spector, who had collaborated with Ono and Lennon on John
Lennon/Plastic Ono Band record. It was released in June 1981 as the A side track paired
with “Will You Touch Me.” The piece begins with scissor snips, four gunshots, and an
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aggressive, gravelly scream “NO!” from Ono, alluding to the four gunshots that killed
Lennon. A long pause follows Ono’s scream before a dissonant guitar loop as F♯ major
and B minor chords, most likely on a 12-string guitar, articulate each beat to set the
tempo. The song features a slightly disorienting, circular verse structure, in which the
alternating descending melodic figures of B-F# and A#-F# on guitar set the backing riff.
The 12-string guitar ostinato includes doubled, but slightly mis-tuned, approximated
pitches, which clash with the grounding riff, generating an unsettled tonal framework for
the piece. The adjacent, dissonant pitches recall the timbral character—the vocal fry and
guttural vibrations—of Ono’s initial scream at the beginning of the piece.
Ono’s repeating and alternating staccato “no, no, no” and ascending “yes, yes,
yes” ground the verses, Ono’s overdubbed, processed vocals frequently interrupt each
other at the pick up to each 8-bar phrase in the verses. Her descending melodic lines
alternate, outlining a descending B minor chord and the dominant F# major generating
dissonance with the approximated pitches in the 12-string guitar. There is an abrupt shift
in the temporal structure at the chorus as Ono repeats, “You promised me. You promised
me.” Here, the verses in B minor make an unprepared modulation to D minor and the
percussion switches to 4-on-the-floor with heavy high-hat strikes on each eighth-note
pulse. Throughout most of the song, Ono is steely-voiced, speak-singing most of her
pleas, “let me take my scarf/blouse/pants off” with the repetitive responses of “no” and
“yes,” with the exception of a wandering melodic line in the chorus when she sings “I
don’t remember what you promised, but I miss you” in which she approximates the
pitches, sliding down the scale.
Due in part to the gunshots of “No, No, No,” the infamous album cover with
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bloodstained glasses, and the year of its release, Seasons of Glass have been synonymous
for many listeners with Lennon’s murder. And many have interpreted the lyrics as
referring to Ono’s refusal to remove her clothing after witnessing Lennon’s murder. The
sexually and physically aggressive lyrics also lend themselves to an unnerving reading
about bodily sovereignty over the unsettling instrumental accompaniment. “No, No, No”
is both vocally and harmonically uncontained. See below, figure 4.2 Excerpt from “No,
No, No.”
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Figure 4.2 Transcription of excerpt from “No, No, No.”
Ono’s extended vocality, her simultaneously uncontained vocalizations and
embodied performance style has, as Jonghyun Jeon demonstrated in his analysis of the
racialized hostility of avant-garde aesthetics, contributed to the American perception of
her difference. Such anxieties also emerged in parallel with public concerns over the
health of the United States economy and military force in an increasingly heterogenous
and dispersed geopolitical landscape, changed, in part, due to immigration patterns in the
United States and economic development in Japan as well as the continuing presence of
the Soviet Union and West Germany as economic powers into the 1980s. The 1980s saw
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the Japanese economy rise within the global market, emerging as a powerful force in
global trade relations and technological innovation, particularly within the electronics and
auto markets. In the beginning of Reagan’s term, for example, the Reagan administration
instigated more open trade and exporting agreements with Japan—a shift in American
policy in part fueled by the good relationship between Reagan and Japanese Prime
Minister Yasuhiro Nakasone. However, the relations between the Japanese and United
States governments quickly returned to a more strained relationship following trade
negotiations in the mid-1980s when Reagan negotiated for “voluntary” reduced exports
from Japan.387 The genesis of these global relations are also intimately connected to the
development of the nation-state alongside immigration and the establishment of
liberalism.
Geopolitical Relations, Star Wars or Star Peace?
Lisa Lowe outlines these trajectories of immigration and liberalism in her work on
the Asian-American immigrant experience in the cultural sphere of the nation-state that
exemplify Ono’s own experiences as an immigrant to the United States. Lowe considers
the widespread, global implications of modern liberalism, and its co-constitutive and
overlapping relationships with settler colonialism, the African slave trade, and capitalism,
to think through how contemporary systems of governance are predicated on maintaining
unequal distributions of power and resources while linking individual and collective
emancipation with free enterprise, historical progress, citizenship, and an abstract, but
densely codified notion of civilization. She writes,
to observe that the genealogy of modern liberalism is simultaneously a genealogy
of colonial divisions of humanity is a project of tracking the ways in which race,
387
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geography, nation, caste, religion, gender, sexuality and other social differences
become elaborated as normative categories for governance under the rubrics of
liberty and sovereignty.388
While Lowe’s study works through disparate archives, geographies, and ideologies
primarily in the eighteenth and nineteenth century, she demonstrates how liberalism
surfaced, developed, and congealed, and was weaponized for the induction and expansion
of imperial governance—the effects of such efforts evident in the United States
continuing pursuit to contain national borders and protect national sovereignty through
international nuclear containment. Lowe’s project builds on her earlier work Immigrant
Acts, in which Lowe establishes how the modern nation-state of the U.S. is predicated on
the relations of citizenship, law, police, and military, which frame Asian American
culture “as one terrain on which the subject formerly narrated by the discourse of
citizenship is superseded by a differently located political subject.”389
Ono’s own status as an immigrant in the United States often created
complications for her personal life and artistic practice. She grappled with such
geographical apprehensions as a Japanese citizen living in the United States. In her adult
life, for example, her legal residence in the United States remained tenuous through the
1960s and the beginning of the 1970s, with Lennon’s 1968 conviction for marijuana
possession cited as the reason their visa extensions were denied in 1972. Eventually, Ono
procured permanent residency in 1973 through her former marriage to Tony Cox, with
the help of support statements that addressed her “exceptional ability” in the arts, a
condition for third-preference immigrant status (Lennon received his permanent
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residency in 1976).390 The prevalence of Ono’s residency battles in the public sphere
reinforced the perception of Ono that she did not belong in the United States, what Lowe
has called the “foreigner-within.”391
Indeed, the emergence of such a political subject as constituted by this genealogy
of liberalism and imperialism informs the geopolitical concerns of the 1980s, which also
included concerns about national security as related to national borders. In 1986, for
example, when Ono began her tour, was the same year that congress enacted the
“Immigration Reform and Control Act” (IRCA), legislation that made it illegal to
knowingly hire undocumented immigrants, alongside an amnesty measure for select
undocumented immigrants to begin the pathway to citizenship through paying fines and
back taxes. These concerns about national security extended beyond entry into the United
States and were reflected more broadly in debates over national security concerning SDI.
As the Reagan administration developed the short- and long-term goals for the
SDI, the technical details of such complex operations taking place in space were difficult
to ascertain. In an early critique of SDI, physicist Sidney Drell, historian David
Holloway, and Philip Farley identity the United State’s and Soviet Union’s “recognition
of mutual vulnerability” and that the “longing to escape from living indefinitely under the
threat of nuclear destruction is both natural and strong,” but they point out several flaws
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in the plans for the SDI.392 In particular, they expressed severe skepticism about relying
on new technologies to end a historically convoluted problem. Physicists, in particular
those that had an established relationship with advising government on such matters,
were the most vocal skeptics about the program.393
In March 1986, in the wake of the impending completion of the moratorium on
the Soviet Union’s nuclear testing, Mikhail S. Gorbachev made a public announcement,
promising to extend the moratorium on nuclear testing if the United States adopted a
similar mandate.394 Earlier in March, the United States had conducted testing, ostensibly
to coincide with the timing of the completed moratorium. Months later, in New Delhi,
Gorbachev announced: “what we need is Star Peace and not Star Wars.”395 Negotiations
on arms control and deterrence were most strongly influenced by the perception of threat
and vulnerability—whether of a nuclear strike or the onset of war—and a disbelief of
Gorbachev’s stated interest in resuming arms control processes, despite assurances. In
this case, the very perception of security and defensive operations were at the crux of
argument for or against the development of SDI. Analysts both inside and outside the
military and government were concerned that such measures would in fact elicit
increased opposition from the Soviet Union in particular, suggesting that “defenses will
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fuel the arms race by forcing the Soviet Union to expand its offensive nuclear arsenal,”
which would “promote arms racing, not arms control.”396
In these debates, space amounted to a kind of militarized high ground, the
technical achievements in nuclear technologies presented new challenges to international
law, not least as geopolitical concerns codified the contradictory 1988 General Assembly
Resolution, which sought to disarm the increasingly weaponized airspace.397 That the
development of nuclear technology could repair international relations or participated in
international diplomacy measures circulated widely in the defense community. The
potential salvation of technology proved to be an ongoing theme in the debates over the
SDI, with arguments taking shape in support of or disregard for technological
determinism—the resolute belief that technological capacities dictated military outcomes.
And Reagan’s optimism in the program and his willingness to provided unlimited
funding for the Defense budget is evident as early as the 1983 speech when he introduced
the program, which I quoted at length in the introduction to this chapter. (Recall, from
chapter one, Reagan’s claims about the budget restricts prevented his administration from
allocating more funds for HIV/AIDS research). Again, the strength of a positive and
optimistic perception had significant purchase on not only public opinion but also policy
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initiatives. Cold War Historian John Lewis Gaddis, for example, cites Reagan’s optimism
and frequent assertions of American superiority as part of his success as a president, and
quotes Reagan’s invocation of capitalism as a weapon to demonstrate how he
instrumentalized perception as a strategic tool: “capitalism has given us a powerful
weapon in our battle against Communism—money. The Russians could never win the
arms race; we could outspend them forever.”398 However, the so-called technological
leverage that assured American dominance in the arms race was countered with historical
examples of former military technologies that were subsequently matched by Soviet
military developments.399 Yet, the pervasive faith in a “technological answer to the
anxieties of the nuclear age” persisted throughout the 1980s, despite Reagan’s failure to
convince the USSR that such a defense program was conceived in an effort for
disarmament.400 Disarmament, however, continued to fuel anti-nuclear activism.
Starpeace
While the familiar adage “Give Peace a Chance” typically accompanies
discussions of Ono’s political involvement, Ono’s experience as an internal refugee
following the March 9, 1945 Tokyo firebombing, when her family was displaced and her
father became a prisoner of war in Saigon, gives context for the her lifelong interest and
dedication to anti-war and anti-state violence efforts, diplomacy, and peace. While Ono
focuses on peaceful strategies in much of her work, she also demonstrates how violence
is the object of study for the work of justice. The Starpeace album (1985) and subsequent
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tour in 1986 provide an account of issues of national borders, echoes of colonialism and
the concomitant projections of alterity with the long maturation of modern liberalism.
Starpeace comprised Ono’s response to Reagan’s SDI, the Star Wars, which
generated public derision and contributed to geopolitical instability in the wake of nuclear
disarmament negotiations. Starpeace remains one of Ono’s least successful endeavors in
terms of both commercial popularity and critical reception. The NYC Japan Society’s
ambitious “Yes Yoko Ono” exhibition in 2000, which presented a deeply thoughtful and
thorough account of Ono’s work, did not even include an album description for Starpeace
in its otherwise extremely detailed record of Ono’s career. Musically, the album is one of
Ono’s forays into a more popular genre for a mainstream audience and produced by Bill
Laswell (a fixture in the experimental scene of New York City, who also worked with
Laurie Anderson) and reggae-influenced tracks with the help of the legendary rhythm
section of Robbie Shakespeare and Sly Dunbar.
As the album unfolds, Ono implicates voices beyond her own, personifying the
earth, extra-terrestrials and otherworldly communications, privileging the voices of
children and environmental concerns.401 The main single from the album, “Hell in
Paradise” reached number 12 on the Billboard Hot Dance Club Play chart and 16 on the
US Dance Chart. Ono bluntly delivers the message of the album: “This is Hell in
Paradise. We’re all asleep or paralyzed. Why are we scared to verbalize our multicolor
dreams?” and “Hypnotized by ideology, antagonized by reality.” Ono’s extended vocal
techniques emerge at the climax of the song, when the instrumentation drops out
suddenly with the exception of electronic drums, as Ono ululates quickly.
401
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The album was criticized for being all-too earnest, with lyrics that did not nuance
or provide a sense of depth to do with the stakes of Reagan’s Star Wars; however, its
allusions to environmental precarity, capitalist oppression, and calls for a united state of
peace, as well as its boundary-crossing tour, speak to a sense of the geopolitical climate
in which the U.S. was a formative and contradictory actor on the world stage.402 When
nuclear threats, military interventions, and global relief efforts coincided across the globe,
the circulation of the album via Ono’s international tour, which included stops in East
Berlin, Germany; Warsaw, Poland; Ljubljana, Yugoslavia (now Slovenia); and Budapest,
Hungary created an aesthetic stance against the Star Wars that crossed national
borders.403 It was her first tour after the death of her husband, and Ono financed much of
the project herself, having refused to take on a corporate sponsor. The tour was advertised
under the themed title “Behind the Iron Curtain,” a term often attributed to Winston
Churchill,404 referring to the secured border dividing Europe and regimes of power as
early as the 1910s. The Iron Curtain has, colloquially, signified the borders and the
political divisions between communist and capitalist economic ideologies.
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Following the tour, Ono continued to protest against the development of nuclear
arms. In October 1986, she attended an antinuclear march of protesters walking from Los
Angeles to New York City and Washington, D.C., where, along with Rev. Jesse Jackson,
she met with and supported the protesters. She also attended the International Forum on
Drastic Reductions of Nuclear Weapons for a Nuclear-Free World, which was hosted in
Moscow in February 1987. Ono’s anti-nuclear activism took many forms: her ambitious
tour throughout Eastern Europe as a direct counter response to Reagan’s missile defense
initiative, her diplomacy work at nuclear-arms reduction symposia, and her participation
in anti-nuclear marches and demonstrations. Such a range of tactics demonstrates how
Ono’s aesthetic-activism operated at many levels, diplomatically, musically, and more
specifically, vocally.
Containing threat, containing voice
The politics of containment (or uncontainment) seem, in fact, to be grafted onto
Ono’s voice. Her voice cracks, vocal abstractions of howling and screaming and other
techniques that oscillate between full-throated straining and deeply grounded and
embodied singing techniques demonstrate the breadth and diversity of her style. Such
techniques and practices also serve as an aesthetic foil to the politics of containment
practiced by the Reagan administration, which was deeply invested in the preservation of
borders and in efforts to protect State sovereignty in the wake of nuclear destabilization
and external threats. Ono’s performance style often attempted to wrestle into
comprehension the parameters of uncertainty and precarity in this geopolitical context.
Her contributions to American Experimentalism—from her extended vocal techniques to
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her inventive amalgamations of musical and artistic genres—demonstrate how Ono has
adapted to different artistic and political conditions.
Theorizations of immunology often map onto political metaphors of war and are
defined by military terms and the defense of the body is no exception, as I argued in
chapter one. Within these concepts of the immunity mechanism the relation between
bodily and military analogies are often so interlocked, that they are barely decipherable.
As Esposito has written, “All the phases of the immune battle between ‘self’ and‚ nonself’ are reconstructed with such a wealth of details one beings to wonder if these are
medical accounts explained using military images, or military strategy books illustrated
by medical metaphors.”405 Ono’s particular expression of bio-pop and her direct response
to Reagan’s SDI critiques the intensification of an immunitary defense created by an
imperialist government that seeks out the very violence it claims to contain.
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Epilogue
Only An Expert Can Deal With A Problem

In 2010, Laurie Anderson released Homeland, produced by her husband Lou Reed and
longtime collaborator Roma Baran. The album, like many of Anderson’s works, is a
critical account of life in the United States, but takes on the uneasy affective conditions of
living in the rapidly developing security State in the wake of 9/11. The “homeland” that
Anderson presents is simultaneously dystopic and all-too-present, informed by the United
States invasion of Iraq in 2003, the stock market crash in 2008, and expedited climate
change under late capitalism. Anderson portrays Americans as simultaneously operating
within a constant state of panic as well as under the debilitating melancholia that
constitutes the burden of monotonous quotidian life. In “Another Day in America,” for
example, Anderson introduces a new voice of authority that is dry and cold—less focused
and warm compared to her earlier instantiations of the voice of authority in the 1980s
through the H910 Eventide Harmonizer when she incorporated a more comedic tone in
her performance. Using her new voice of authority, she describes the current state of
conditions without a hint of comedic irony, bluntly stating, for example, “Ah, America.
We saw it. We tipped it over, and then, we sold it,” and “will it be the best of times, will
it be the worst of times, or will it just be another one of those times?”
Another album highlight includes the single “Only an Expert,” which features
Rob Burger and Kieran Hebden on keyboards, Reed on guitar, Omar Hakim on drums,
with additional percussion production by Mario McNulty. The song takes on a whirlwind
of problems facing Americans: debilitating debt, bank bailouts, housing insecurity, extra-
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legal tribunals, rising sea-levels, hurricanes and other natural disasters as byproducts of
climate change—issues, she argues, that can only be recognized, validated, and dealt with
by experts. Throughout the piece, Anderson thematizes the hypocrisy of the expert figure
who endeavors to find the root of the problem, take control of it, and reap the rewards,
often financial gains, from figuring a solution to a problem that the expert has created
himself. Often, however, Anderson demonstrates that, more often than not, the situation
is completely out of control.
“Only an Expert” is characteristic of Anderson’s avant-pop style. The piece
includes a number of traditional, contemporary popular music elements that listeners may
find familiar—for example, a sung 8-bar chorus, an electric guitar solo section midway
through the piece, and a four-on-the floor bass drum beat that corresponds with accented
off-beats on closed high-hat which, together, imbue the song with a danceable groove.
The overall temporal and rhythmic framework of the piece, however, with verses ranging
in length from thirteen to thirty-one bars and Anderson’s periodic incorporation of
additional two-beat bars that disrupt listeners’ perceptions of the downbeat and the
temporality of the song, ensure that this song continues to elicit a practice of difficult
listening.
This song begins with a strummed electric guitar heavy with distortion. The pitch
of the guitar strike bends upwards, sliding into the downbeat of the subsequent bar and
the entrance of a four-on-the-floor beat on the bass drum that continues nearly unchanged
for the remainder of the song. When Anderson’s lyrics enter slightly before the downbeat
of bar five, she provides a thematic overview of “Only an Expert,” instructing listeners
that the only individuals who have agency to solve the myriad of problems facing the
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United States are those who claim—and are thus perceived as having—expert status.
Synthesized instrumentation creates a dense atmospheric backing throughout the song:
sustained distorted electric guitar strikes bend in pitch and oscillate in volume, tubular
bells periodically ring out, sporadic violin runs work to fill space between conversational
rhythms traded between the vocals and electric guitar. The density of this accompaniment
culminates in the final verse of the song when Anderson is singing about the United
States’ ongoing imperial project of detainment and torture, accompanied by the swell of a
siren that nearly supersedes Anderson’s voice.
Anderson consistently begins each verse with a vocal pickup, providing a sense of
immediacy and self-confidence in the lyrical claims. Each pickup—interjections of
emphasized lyrics “now” or “and” or “well”—provide a sonic interruption in the sensible
forward motion of the piece. Other performance techniques emphasize Anderson’s
forceful superiority (her expertness): throughout the piece she emphasizes her delivery of
“only”—rushing the entrance of and accenting the first syllable—in a manner that both
reinforces the exceptionalism of the experts and seemingly admonishes the listeners for
thinking otherwise. In each chorus section, Anderson’s voice is harmonized with synth
and chorus effects as the repetitive text of the chorus works to reiterate the primary claim
of the piece. Her insistent repetition that “only an expert can deal with the problem” here,
emphasized through additional layering of her voice, constitutes the aural entrainment of
helplessness for listeners who are persistently reminded of experts’ unquestionable
exceptionalism.
Anderson’s 2010 song resonates with the broader political history I trace in this
dissertation. The 1980s saw the privatization of collective, social concerns and the
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incorporation of infallible experts to solve a myriad of problems occurring therein: issues
around HIV/AIDS, censorship and pornography, assisted reproductive technologies, and
nuclear missile development. In the 1980s, a series of experts shifted the parameters of
American governance, most closely linked with economic practices, but are inextricably
connected with legal, military, biological, and technological changes. This period
included policy and ideology shifts that privileged individual mandates and freedoms,
were predicated on choice and competition as well as free trade and open markets, and
that solidified an interconnectedness between the public and social good with the
proliferation of the private sector and its economic success. These shifts were reflected in
all methods and modes of social welfare, extending into education and health care, for
example. For these and other reasons, the 1980s, under the direction of Ronald Reagan,
Margaret Thatcher, and Deng Xiaoping, among other world leaders, have been
recognized as the historic period onset of neoliberalism.406 In the 1980s, as I have shown,
such issues entailed a taxonomy of experts, including public health institutions and
pharmaceutical companies, governmental and non-governmental organizations, policy
makers and legislators, and national security advisors, among others. These experts were
the voices of authority on discovering and implementing solutions for immunological
concerns and public health crises, creating tools to assist with reproduction, regulating
lyrical content in popular music, and preventing nuclear missile technology development
across the globe.
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As I have argued in the previous chapters of this dissertation, Anderson, Finley,
and Ono contribute to a different community of knowledge, that, while working outside
of the taxonomy of experts, claims authority for aesthetic activists to confront these
expert ontologies. Their work contributes to an aesthetic community of knowledge that
regularly conflicted with state-sanctioned and market-based experts and the unjust
solutions they offered. During a precarious time for public health and social hygiene in
New York City, as well as nationally under Ronald Reagan’s administration, these artists
both influenced and intervened into established systems of knowledge and information
that delineated what constituted a body and its relation to technicity, health, and
sovereignty. Such interventions demonstrate the political potential at the intersection of
activism and performance. Anderson, Finley, and Ono all disrupt the normative
configuration of art, music, and sound in critical ways. Along with and through their
pieces and performances, these artists inform the historicization of feminism, index the
biological and political fears that instigated a neoliberal shift in the 1980s, and render
audible the technical, medical, and social production of bodies.
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